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Ask, and it shall be given you; seek, and ye shall find; knock, and it shall be opened 
unto you. For every one that asketh receiveth; and he that seeketh findeth; and to him
that knocketh it shall be opened.
(Matthew 7:7-8)
Abstract
In this thesis, a novel Lagrangian vortex method that circumvents the limitations of 
the classical schemes is introduced, validated and applied to the practical problem of 
computing the dynamics of a class of vortex instabilities. The method enjoys several 
advantages, especially its ability to reduce computational time and compute viscous 
effects. The technique meshes the control points that represent the vorticity field, and 
approximates the streamfunction and its derivatives by a second order truncated Taylor 
series at each nodal point. The equations are then solved directly at the nodes in a 
least-squares sense, using a standard linear solver for large sparse systems. Once the 
streamfunction and its derivatives are found, the node motion is computed using a 
low-storage Runge-Kutta scheme. The method computes viscous effects by fitting a 
polynomial function about each node, which is then solved in a least-squares sense. 
To maintain the quality of the mesh, the computational domain is remeshed every few 
time steps.
The implementation of the code is checked via the Method of Manufactured So­
lutions, and the numerical approach is validated for inviscid and viscous flows. In all 
cases, the computed results are in good agreement either with theoretical solutions or 
results of previous studies. These tests prove the robustness and reliability of the new 
method.
The evolution of perturbed Lamb-Oseen vortices is studied using the current scheme. 
It is found that the unshielded monopoles disturbed with various amplitudes at different 
Reynolds numbers either relax to axisymmetry or form high-order multipoles, such as 
tripoles, triangles and square vortices. The results show that for every Reynolds num­
ber there exists a critical amplitude that separates the attractors to which the perturbed 
Lamb-Oseen vortex decays, and when Reynolds number increases the threshold value 
decreases.
Once formed, the tripole is stable and decays to axisymmetry due to viscous effects, 
unlike the triangle which does not retain its shape and experiences vortex merging that 
turns it into a tripole. On the other hand, the square vortex is found to be very unstable 
and to evolve shortly after its formation into a tripole through vortex merging.
Prologue
A warrior of light knows that he has much to be grateful for.
He was helped in his struggle by the angels; celestial forces placed each 
thing in its place, thus allowing him to give of his best.
His companions say: ‘He’s so lucky!’ And the warrior does sometimes 
achieve things far beyond his capabilities.
That is why, at sunset, he kneels and gives thanks for the Protective Cloak 
surrounding him.
His gratitude, however, is not limited to the spiritual world; he never for­
gets his friends, for their blood mingled with his on the battlefield.
A warrior does not need to be reminded of the help given him by others; he 
is the first to remember and he makes sure to share with them any rewards 
he receives.
Manual o f  the Warrior o f  Light, Paulo Coelho, 2002
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6.1 Error behaviour during tests performed using MMS
Chapter 1 
Introduction
Vortices are the sinews and muscles o f  flu id  motion.
Dietrich Kiichemann, 1965
‘Vortex’ is the term used to describe a spinning mass of fluid around its central axis. 
Vortices are fundamental motion in fluid dynamics that can be present in the smallest 
scale of turbulence or large scale natural phenomena. They take the form of hurricanes 
in oceans, tornadoes over land and wake behind aeroplanes. On a much smaller scale, 
a vortex is usually formed by spinning a spoon in a cup of tea, or by water going down 
a drain, as in a sink or a toilet.
Vortices have their own dynamics that greatly affect fluid motion. Their evolution 
can be subject to complex interactions, which may lead to their merging or breakdown. 
In an aeronautical context, the formation, evolution and disappearance of vortices can 
have a dramatic impact on the performance of aircraft and flight stability and control. 
For example, wing tip vortices decrease the lift and increase the induced drag, affecting 
fuel consumption. Moreover, these vortices pose severe hazards to aircraft flying close 
to other aircraft, especially at take off and landing, and can cause serious accidents. 
Vortex breakdown over the wings can lead to flow separation, which causes loss of lift 
and stall. Therefore, understanding vortex dynamics is a priority for aerodynamicists, 
and a prerequisite for any aeronautical design.
Extensive laboratory and numerical experiments have been conducted on the sub­
ject of vorticity. Nowadays scientists profit from the advance in numerical models and 
development of powerful computers to investigate and analyse all aspects of vortex 
dynamics, especially those not easy to study in the laboratory. These investigations are 
made possible thanks to the contributions of great scientists who have worked on the 
field of vortex dynamics for decades. The next section will be a journey over the early 
development of this field and the works of its fathers.
1.1 Origins of vortex dynamics
Vortex dynamics is a subfield of fluid mechanics. The study of fluid mechanics, which 
is the science and art of understanding fluid motion, can be traced back to Archimedes
1
(2 8 7 -2 12BC), a Greek scientist who was attracted by fluid equilibrium  and discov­
ered the principle o f buoyancy. He studied floating bodies and introduced some basic 
ideas in fluid statics [ l j .  The m otion o f w ater and air fascinated Leonardo da Vinci 
(1452-1519), an Italian polym ath, who observed, studied and drew several sketches of 
running water and flying machines [2J. He drew analogies between rivers and blood 
vessels as he believed water to be the blood o f the world, and investigated the nature of 
its behaviour in the body o f the Earth. He was especially attracted by its turbulent and 
spiral m otion, which he com pared to the curls o f hair. He noted that “the m otion o f the 
surface o f water resem bles the behaviour o f hair, which has two m otions, o f which one 
depends on the weight o f the strands, the other on the line o f its revolving; thus w ater 
m akes revolving eddies, one part o f which depends upon the im petus o f the principle 
[sic] current, and the other depends on the incident and reflected m otions” [3]. This 
observation can be considered the first o f vortex motion in fluid dynam ics. Vorticity 
can be clearly seen in Figure 1.1, which shows Leonardo da V inci’s drawings of water 
passing obstacles and falling from an orifice.
Figure 1.1: Leonardo da V inci’s drawing showing vortical flows as w ater passes ob­
stacles and falls from an orifice [2].
However, the first detailed m athem atical analysis o f fluid flows cam e more than 
two centuries after da V inci’s observations, when the Swiss scientist Leonhard Euler 
(1707-1783) derived a set o f differential equations, now named after him , that relate 
the velocity, pressure and density o f a m oving fluid [4, p.3]. He represented the flow 
field as a continuous collection o f infinitesim ally small fluid elem ents with spatially 
varying three-dim ensional pressure and velocity fields. Then, Euler applied conserva­
tion o f mass and N ew ton’s second law, force equals mass tim es acceleration, and was 
able to obtain two coupled, nonlinear partial differential equations, the Euler equa­
tions, which represent the conservation o f mass, m om entum  and energy in a fluid.
2
The derivation of these equations was an intellectual breakthrough in theoretical fluid 
dynamics, as for the first time vortex motion could be studied. Solving the Euler equa­
tions for a given problem permits the investigation of the creation and evolution of 
vorticity. However, these equations are not a realistic representation of flow fields, as 
Euler neglected the effect of friction on the motion of the fluid elements. Therefore, 
viscous effects are not modelled.
It was another decade before the Euler equations were modified to take into account 
the effect of viscosity. The independent work of the French engineer Claude-Louis 
Navier (1785-1836) in 1822 and of the Irish mathematician George Gabriel Stokes 
(1819-1903) in 1845 resulted in a system of nonlinear partial differential equations 
that describe the motion of viscous flows. The Navier-Stokes equations are time de­
pendent, and like the Euler equations, they conserve mass, momentum and energy. 
They model the changes in momentum in infinitesimal volumes of fluid as the sum 
of dissipative viscous forces, changes in pressure, gravity, and other internal forces in 
the fluid. Since their introduction, they directly became the governing equations in the 
mathematical description of fluid flows. As differential equations, they could, in prin­
ciple, be solved for a given problem with the help of calculus. However, in practice, 
these equations are extremely difficult to solve, and to this day, no one has yet obtained 
a general analytical solution of them. The challenge posed by the Navier-Stokes equa­
tions motivated the Clay Mathematics Institute to offer in 2000 a prize of 1 million 
dollars to whoever makes “substantial progress toward a mathematical theory which 
will unlock the secrets hidden in the Navier-Stokes equations” [5]. No one has claimed 
it yet.
The solution of the Navier-Stokes equations is not the particle positions, but rather 
their pressures and velocities, which are subsequently used to compute the fluid mo­
tion. Only in simple cases of steady state, non-turbulent, highly viscous flows are exact 
solutions of these equations known. In the past, scientists resorted to approximations 
and simplifications in order to solve the equations. Nowadays, computer programs 
are used to solve them via various numerical techniques, such as finite difference and 
spectral methods. This area of study is called Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD), 
and will be discussed in the next section.
Later on, the motion of vorticity in a perfect fluid, which is inviscid, was studied 
by the German physician and physicist Hermann von Helmholtz (1821-1894). He 
published his results in 1858 in a paper entitled “On integrals of the hydrodynamical 
equations which express vortex motion” [6], He showed that vorticity moves with the 
flow, and stated his three laws of vortex motion, which will be explained in the next 
chapter §2.2. Helmholtz’ theorems were soon followed by Lord Kelvin’s work “On 
vortex motion” [7], in which he introduced the notion of circulation and proved that in 
an inviscid fluid circulation around a closed curve would be conserved. Helmholtz and 
Kelvin’s concepts are the cornerstone of the study of vortical flows.
At the beginning of the 20th century when the Wright brothers invented the first 
practical aircraft, the study of aerodynamics became acute. Scientists needed to com­
pute frictional shear forces of a real fluid on a body immersed in it in order to calcu­
late the lift and drag on the machine. This motivated the German physicist Ludwig
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Prandtl (1875-1953) to work on fluid mechanics even though he completed a Ph.D. 
in solid mechanics. This decision was behind many breakthroughs in aerodynamics. 
In 1904 Prandtl described for the first time the boundary layer in a groundbreaking 
paper, “Fluid flow in very little friction” [8]. He explained its importance for drag 
and its contribution to flow separation, introducing therefore the concept of stall. He 
invented lifting-line theory and thin-aerofoil theory, which led to the recognition of 
the importance of wing tip vortices on induced drag [9]. Prandtl was among the first 
to study turbulent flow, which he found chaotic and very complicated [10]. However, 
in 1984 McWilliams’ observations revealed that turbulence is more structured than 
Prandtl thought, and leads to the formation of vortices [11]. This discovery raised 
hope that studying vortex dynamics might help understand turbulent flows, a still un­
resolved problem of classical physics.
Vortex dynamics continues today as a field of active research, helped by continuous 
development in the area of computational fluid dynamics.
1.2 Computational fluid dynamics
Rapid advances in computer speeds and progress in numerical methods have made 
the simulation of some engineering problems possible; as a result many mathematical 
models have been developed. Those describing flow fields are commonly known as 
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) techniques, which compute the flow by solv­
ing different mathematical equations, coupled with equations of state or other energy 
equations.
Computational fluid dynamics enables scientists to investigate a wide range of 
problems such as vortex formation, heat and mass transfer, chemical reactions and 
fluid-structure interaction through computer modelling. This technique is becoming 
very popular due to its three main advantages: insight, foresight and efficiency. CFD 
enables the study of complex phenomena that are difficult to model experimentally, 
such as nuclear reactions. Moreover, it predicts the performance and outcome of a 
specific system, allowing flexibility in testing many variations to achieve an optimal 
result. This is done at reasonable cost since numerical studies are usually much cheaper 
to run than experimental investigations. These advantages optimise the design and de­
velopment cycle of a product, and help cost reduction.
New CFD models are developed either by improving numerical methods or mesh 
generation techniques. Over the last century, efficient flow solvers and grid generation 
algorithms have been developed, and computer architecture and networking speeds 
have improved tremendously [12], This has provided powerful tools for simulating 
vortical flows, a privilege not available to the great scientists who founded vortex dy­
namics. Nowadays, CFD models are widely used to complement experimental results, 
and investigate complex engineering problems that are difficult to study experimen­
tally.
The area of numerical methods has experienced an intense research activity, driven 
by the aerospace industry for its requirements for accurate solutions with minimum
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computational cost [13]. Potential flow problems were the first to be studied, but with 
improvements in solution strategies and computational resources, attention was drawn 
to more complicated systems. These advances made the simulation of flow fields de­
scribed by Euler and Navier-Stokes equations possible. Numerical approaches are 
being continuously developed to increase the accuracy of computed solutions. Early 
methods were based upon finite difference or finite volume techniques. Later on, La­
grangian vortex methods were introduced to offer an alternative for high-resolution 
simulation of incompressible flows.
1.3 Aims of the current work
Lagrangian vortex methods are a group of various schemes that share the same fun­
damental principles. They discretise the flow into vorticity fields, then calculate the 
induced local velocities to convect the vorticity. They are very popular and attractive 
to scientists due to their simplicity. Their advantages lie especially in the use of com­
putational elements only for non-zero vorticity regions. However, they require a large 
number of points, which implies a high computational cost. Moreover, classical La­
grangian vortex methods are unable to accurately compute viscous flows unless special 
treatments are applied. These difficulties have motivated the continuous development 
of new Lagrangian approaches in order to bypass them. The field is still maturing, and 
an agreement between scientists on the best method to use has not been reached yet. 
Every scheme has its desirable characteristics and advantages.
Classical vortex methods usually represent the vorticity by point vortices, blobs or 
vortex filaments, which require a large number of elements and special distributions to 
give a smooth variation of vorticity. On the other hand, the computation of the induced 
velocity is achieved by evaluating a Biot-Savart integral on a point-to-point interaction 
basis, leading to 0 ( N 2) computational effort, where N  is the number of points in the 
domain.
The aims of the current work are to introduce, validate and assess a novel La­
grangian vortex method that circumvents the limitations of the classical schemes. The 
technique, based on Delaunay triangulation, represents the computational field by a 
set of points connected by a triangular mesh, and approximates the vorticity on each 
node. This approach, which was introduced in the 1990s, has been applied in a variety 
of problems and proved to be robust [14-17]. To calculate the local induced veloc­
ities, instead of using the integral approach, a technique that does not seem to have 
been used yet in Lagrangian schemes is applied: the partial differential equation for 
streamfunction is directly solved on the node.
Several tests are performed to check the implementation of the code and validity of 
the method. Then the computational scheme is used to study the dynamics of a class 
of vortex instabilities.
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1.4 Road map of the thesis
In chapter 2 some fundamental principles of fluid dynamics that will be used later on in 
the thesis are introduced. Chapter 3 is a brief review of vortex methods. The different 
forms of vorticity discretisation are presented with a discussion of the advantages and 
limitations of each one. Then, the different Lagrangian schemes for viscous diffusion 
are introduced and explained briefly. A review of triangulated vortex methods is given 
at the end of the chapter. Chapter 4 is an extensive review of previous work inves­
tigating the emergence of multipoles from vortex instability. The discussion covers 
the emergence of tripoles, triangles and square vortices in experimental and numeri­
cal studies. In chapter 5 the derivation of the new vortex method, the computation of 
local velocities, the implementation of viscous effects and the practicalities of remesh­
ing are explained. The method is validated in chapter 6 using internal and external 
checks. The method of manufactured solutions is used to test the implementations of 
the code, and potential flows past a cylinder and over an ellipse are simulated. To 
assess the performance of the method for viscous calculations, the evolution of an iso­
lated Lamb-Oseen vortex, pairs of wing tip vortices with and without ground effect 
and a four-vortex wake model were investigated. The results proved that the method 
is robust and reliable. In chapter 7 results of the parametric study of the evolution 
of perturbed Gaussian distributions with a variety of initial conditions are presented. 




In the whole history o f  science from Greek philosophy to modem physics 
there have been constant attempts to reduce the apparent complexity o f  
natural phenomena to some simple fundamental ideas and relations. This 
is the underlying principle o f all natural philosophy . . .  Most o f  the fu n ­
damental ideas o f science are essentially simple, and may, as a rule, be 
expressed in a language comprehensible to everyone.
In this chapter, some fundamental principles of fluid mechanics used in this thesis 
are introduced and explained.
In fluid mechanics, the streamfunction ip (x ,y)  is a mathematical parameter for two- 
dimensional fluids of various kinds, with a distinct physical meaning; the difference 
between the streamfunction values at any two points in the flow is the mass flow rate 
between those points. The streamfunction was introduced by the Italian-French math­
ematician Joseph-Louis Lagrange in 1781. Lines of constant 0  are called streamlines 
and used to visualise the movement of steady flow, since in such flow they are ev­
erywhere parallel to the local velocity vectors. Thus, streamlines can be interpreted 
virtually as solid boundaries [18, p.80] since no flow can cross them.
The usefulness of the streamfunction arises from the fact that the velocity compo­
nents, u and v, of any fluid particle p  are the partial derivatives of 0 . Let’s consider a 
flow passing between two points p i  and P 2 separated by a distance dn  with an average 
velocity U av perpendicular to the line P 1P 2 . The mass flow rate <90 is defined as:
The Evolution o f  Physics, Albert Einstein, 1938
2.1 Streamfunction
<90 =  pU av<9n,




So the flow velocity can be obtained by differentiating 'ip in the direction normal to 
U av. Adopting a sign convention such that positive is in the direction of increasing x 
and y, for a two-dimensional plane flow the horizontal and vertical components of the 
velocity are expressed as:
1 dip
u = p o y  _
— 1 dip 
v = —P ox
where x and y  are the Cartesian coordinates of p. For an axisymmetric flow the veloc­
ities are calculated as:
1 dip 
pr dr  ’
— ld'ip 
v =  —pr dz
where r  and z  in this case are the radial and axial coordinates respectively and v and u 
are the corresponding velocities in each direction.
The above definitions apply to both compressible and incompressible flows. Solv­
ing for incompressible flow where p =  constant, Equation (2.2) is rearranged as:
U iv =  ^ | M ,  (2.3)
On
and a new streamfunction is defined as ip = ip/p, so Equation 2.3 becomes:
dip 
dn
As a result, the velocity components in a plane flow are now expressed as:
u = 'ipy , (2.5a)
v = -ipx , (2.5b)
and in an axisymmetric flow as:
u = 'ipr/r, (2.6a)
v =  -'ipz/r, (2.6b)
where subscripts denote differentiation. The incompressible streamfunction ip has 
similar characteristics to its general counterpart Pp with one difference, where dip = 
d(Pp/p) is now the flux, or volumetric flow rate, between two streamlines.
The above formulations of the streamfunction ip satisfy the continuity equation 
for two-dimensional incompressible fluid, which is in Cartesian and polar coordinates 
respectively:
du dv
o—  ^ — 0, (2.7a)
dx dy
^  + dl  + V-  = 0. (2.7b)
dz  dr  r
U av =  (2.4)
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2.2 Vorticity transport equation
In fluid dynamics, the curl of the velocity field U (z , t), where z =  (x,y)  is the position 
vector of a fluid element, is called vorticity cu(z, t):
tu(z, t) = V x U (z , t). (2.8)
So u; is a vector quantity whose direction is along the axis of the flow rotation, thus in 
two-dimensions, u  is perpendicular to the x - y  plane. A fluid with vorticity is called
vortex flow and has closed streamlines about a given point, but when V x U  =  0 the
flow is irrotational.
The significance of vorticity for studying fluid motion arises from the fact that 
velocity can be calculated as an integral over the vorticity field. The motion of any fluid 
is described by the Navier-Stokes equations, which are a set of differential equations 
that represent the conservation of mass, momentum and energy. For a two-dimensional 
incompressible flow, these equations are:
V • U  -  0, (2.9a)
5 H  =  / - - V P  +  iA72U , (2.9b)
Dt p
where /  is the body force vector, P  the pressure, u the kinematic viscosity and D /D t 
the material derivative, which in a plane flow is:
D d d  d
Di = di + Udi  + V9y- (Z10)
Considering a two-dimensional incompressible fluid with no body forces, /  =  0, the 
curl of the momentum equation:
OT T 1
— + U - V U  =  — V P  +  1/V2U , (2.11)
Ot p
is the vorticity transport equation, which is the governing equation of vortex method:
r\
+  U  • Vo; =  u  • V U  +  (2.12)
ot
The first term represents the temporal evolution of the vorticity, the second is the ad- 
vection term, the third the stretching term and the fourth, which is the Laplace operator, 
the viscous effects.
For inviscid fluids, v  =  0, under the action of conservative body forces, the vortex 
motion is described by Helmholtz’s vortex theorem, which was published in 1858 by 
the German scientist Hermann von Helmholtz [6] and state the following:
1. Fluid elements initially with zero vorticity remain with zero vorticity.
2. Vortex lines move with the fluid.
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3. The strength of a vortex filament is constant along its length and does not vary 
with time
In the case of no body forces, vorticity is conserved in the flow and Equation (2.12) 
becomes the well-known Helmholtz equation [19, p. 14]:
Dcj
-  =  0. (2.13)
To simulate vortex flows, a Lagrangian approach can be used to follow the fluid
elements carrying non-zero vorticity tu by computing their velocities. Since u and v 
are expressed in terms of the streamfunction, a common method to do this is by using 
iJj, which is a solution of:
V 2 j^ = - u . (2.14)
The Poisson equation (2.14) can be solved through evaluation of the Biot-Savart inte­
gral, then differentiation with respect to the coordinates in order to find the velocities. 
For plane flow, Equation (2.14) becomes:
^Pxx "F P^yy — (2-15)
and the integral is:
'ifj = J J  G(z  — z')u;(z/)dx/dt//, (2.16)
where G(z) =  — log |z|/27r is the Green’s function. For axisymmetric flow, Equation
(2.14) is:
^zz  +  'Iprr - 1 p r / r =  - T U , (2.17)
and the integral to evaluate is:
^  J J  u(z ' i r ' ) { r  + g ) (K { \ )  -  E ( \ ) )d r 'd z ' ,  (2.18)
where K{  A) and E{  A) are complete elliptic integrals of first and second kind and
r 2 =  ( x - x ' )2 +  ( y - y ' ) 2,
Q* =  (X +  X>Y +  ( y - y > ) \
X = 6- ^ - .
Q +  r
2.3 Circulation
The circulation, denoted by T, is the line integral of velocity around a closed curve C  
in a flow field, so its kinematic property depends only on the velocity and the choice 
of C.  It does not necessarily mean that the flow is rotating within the curve, but rather 
that the line integral is finite. The circulation is defined by:
T = J  U  ■ dn, (2.19)
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where dn  is a tangent unit vector on the curve. T was introduced by Lord Kelvin [7], 
and used independently by Frederick Lanchester in England, Wilhelm Kutta in Ger­
many and Nikolai Joukowski in Russia during their research on the theory of aerody­
namic lift [20, p. 135]. In this thesis, the circulation is considered positive when it is 
counterclockwise, matching the mathematical sign convention of the line integral.
In vortex flows, T is called the strength of vorticity and can be related to it by 
Stokes’ theorem, which states that any line integral of U  over C  is equal to the inte­
gration of V x U  over any open surface S  bounded by C  [20, p.88]:
T =  ( f  U  • dn = [ [  (V x U ) • dS, (2.20)
J c  J J s
where dS  is the infinitesimal area enclosed within C. The above definition leads to the 
immediate result that if the flow within C  is irrotational then T =  0.
2.4 Reynolds number
The Reynolds number, Re, is the ratio of inertia forces to viscous forces in a flow. It 
was introduced by the British scientist Osborne Reynolds in 1883 [21], and since then 
has become a powerful dimensionless parameter in fluid dynamics, used to identify 
different flow regimes, such as laminar and turbulent. Moreover, it is utilised along 
with other dimensionless combinations in order to provide a criterion for determining 
dynamic similitude in experiments and simulations. A model is said to be dynamically 
similar to the real application if it has the same values of the relevant dimensionless 
numbers, such as the Reynolds number. Re is typically defined as follows:
pJJL U  L
Re =   ----- = ------ , (2.21)
p  v
where U  is the mean velocity, L  the characteristic length and fi = up the dynamic 
viscosity. For vortex flows, the Reynolds number is usually defined in terms of vortex 
circulation T:
Re =  T / z a  (2.22)
In turbulent flows, which are dominated by inertia forces and produce random 
eddies and vortices, the Reynolds number plays an important role since it defines the 
size of the smallest eddies, so as it increases the range of the visible scales increases. At 
large Re the viscous forces are weak and unable to dissipate the energy of the eddies, so 
smaller scales are produced until viscosity becomes of the order of the inertia forces 
so dissipation can take place. Therefore, Re determines also the rate of the energy 
dissipation.
2.5 The Lamb-Oseen vortex
The Lamb-Oseen vortex is the simplest viscous vortex in two-dimensional flows [19, 
p.253]. It is an exact solution of the Navier-Stokes equations, which has circular
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streamlines symmetric around its axis. Its vorticity is a function of radial distance 
r and time t, since the vortex decays due to viscosity, and starts as an impulsive source 
of circulation r 0:
w (r,0) =  r„<5(i)<5(!/). (2.23)
which leads to the exact solution:
oj(r,t) = _^2_e- ’'2/4w. (2.24)
47TVt
The tangential velocity of the vortex is mathematically defined as:
V s(r, t)  = ^ ( \ - e - ' - 1' 4*) .  (2.25)
Z'KT
Equation (2.24) clearly shows that the maximum vorticity occurs at the origin of the 
vortex.
2.6 Mesh types
In computational fluid dynamics, flow fields are discretised by computational elements 
that represent the characteristics of the flow. The discretised domain is commonly 
known as a mesh. Meshes may be structured or unstructured. A structured mesh is 
formed by well ordered volume elements, such as squares or rectangles, where a simple 
scheme is used to label the nodes and identify their neighbours. In unstructured meshes 
the control points can be joined in different ways, such as triangles or a quadrilateral
form. A simple example of structured and unstructured meshes of a square domain is
presented in Figure 2.1.
a b
Figure 2.1: Simple square meshes; a: structured Cartesian; b: unstructured triangu­
lated.
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In the early days, one-dimensional calculations were carried out on body-fitted and 
structured grids. Later on, models were extended to multiple dimensions to simulate 
realistic designs. This extension was fairly easy due to the defined structure of the 
mesh [12]. However, generating structured grids for complex geometrical shapes can 
be a serious and time consuming challenge. One technique to solve this problem was 
the use of multi-block structured grids. [22]. The body and the far field are constructed 
by simple rectangular blocks, then structured grids are generated within each block. 
For complex problems this can be a difficult task, noting that the blocking and the grid 
generation process must be continually refined. Another approach uses overlapping 
grids, where structured grids generated about different parts of the complex geometry 
overlap [1 2 ].
The desire to overcome the difficulty of computing flows over complex configura­
tions has spurred research into unstructured grids where control points can be joined 
in different ways. Unstructured meshes have the advantage of conforming to nearly 
any desired geometry. This generality, however, comes with a price; the grid gen­
eration process is not completely automatic and requires user interaction. Moreover, 
unstructured meshes require more information to be stored and recovered than struc­
tured grids [12 ],
Different algorithms exist for generating unstructured grid, especially two dimen­
sional ones based on Delaunay triangulation [23], which is explained in §2.7. The 
algorithms allow the manipulation of the meshes by adding or removing points. Dif­
ferent bodies, such as NACA 0012, 3-element and 4-element aerofoil configurations 
were introduced into the mesh to show the capability of the triangulation to generate 
good quality grids around solid boundaries [23]. The suitability of the unstructured 
triangular mesh for inviscid and viscous calculations was proven by Anderson and 
Bonhaus [24,25] who computed flows over aerofoils and compared the results with 
published data.
Nowadays, unstructured meshes, composed of triangles in two dimensions and 
tetrahedra in three dimensions, are very attractive because of the relatively short time 
required for mesh generation, and better resolution when compared with structured 
grids.
2.7 Delaunay triangulation
There exist many ways to connect a given set of N  points into a mesh of triangles. Bad 
triangulations lead to thin triangles with long edges, whereas in good triangulations 
the edges are short and very few triangles are thin, as shown in Figure 2.2.
Finding the best triangulation for a set of N  points can be computationally ex­
pensive. However, in 1934 Boris Delaunay, a Russian mathematician, introduced an 
affordable technique, called after him, Delaunay triangulation [26], which triangulates 
the points by minimising the standard deviations of the angles of the triangles, using 
60° as the mean. Thus, Delaunay triangulation is the most equiangular triangulation 
and, as a result, minimises the number of long thin triangles. It is defined in terms of
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Bad Good
Figure 2.2: Simple example of bad and good triangulation.
the Voronoi diagram, that divides the set of N  points into N  convex polygons such that 
each polygon contains only one point, and the vertices of a given polygon are closer 
to the central point than to any other one. A Voronoi diagram for a set of 10 points is 
shown in Figure 2.3.
Figure 2.3: Voronoi diagram associated with 10 points.
Delaunay triangles are obtained by drawing lines between any two points whose 
polygons share an edge [14]. Figure 2.4 provides a simple example. Generally, the cir- 
cumcircle of every triangle does not contain any other data point and the triangulation 
is unique. However, in the exceptional case where a polygon has a zero length edge, 
four points form a rectangle and lie on a circle, so clearly they can be triangulated in 
many different ways. Such a case requires prudent manipulation.
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if  one talks about numerical methods . . .  one is ju st making a list o f  tools 
that are useful to know, and none o f  them is always better than the others 
whatever the problem is, each method has advantages and defects and a 
good numerical analyst should learn what they are in order to choose the 
most efficient method fo r  the problem that he/she considers at a given time 
(but some postulate that their method is better than the others).
Weak convergence models fo r  relating various scales, Luc Tartar, 2001
3.1 Introduction
Since the work of Helmholtz in 1858 [6 ], the study of vorticity and vortex motion 
has been an area of intensive research by engineers, physicists and mathematicians. 
Numerical investigations of vortex dynamics have been made possible by progress in 
numerical methods, coupled with developments of computing resources.
Vortex methods are numerical tools used for simulating incompressible vortex 
flows. Historically, the unsuccessful attempt of Richardson [27] to predict weather 
numerically by integrating the finite-difference form of the meteorological equations 
revealed the need for the development of new numerical techniques. It was Rosen- 
head’s success in 1931 [28] in calculating Kevin-Helmholtz instabilities by hand using 
a point vortex model that demonstrated the powerful nature of vortex methods. Since 
then, these methods have been developed in order to study the evolution of vorticity 
in two and three dimensional flows. Their applications include, among many others, 
simulation of unsteady flows, turbulent combustion, unstable boundary layers, flows 
around bodies, development of wake vortices and wake-induced phenomena.
Vorticity can be studied through Eulerian or Lagrangian numerical methods, each 
named after the reference frame they use to track fluid motion. Eulerian methods are 
grid-based and follow the fluid as its moves in time through specific nodal points. On 
the other hand, Lagrangian methods are grid-free and track fluid motion by following 
fluid particles as they move through space and time. Since grid-generation is usu­
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ally a computationally expensive process, Lagrangian vortex methods have been more 
popular than Eulerian methods.
Lagrangian vortex methods have three fundamental characteristics; first, the for­
mulation of the Navier-Stokes or Euler equations in terms of vorticity, second, the use 
of one of Helmholtz’ theorems [19, p. 10], which states the correspondence of vorticity 
elements with material fluid elements, so the computational nodes are Lagrangian and 
convect with the local velocities, and third, the computation of the flow velocity U  by 
integrating over the vorticity field. These features implicate the discretisation of the 
flow into regions of vorticity that are tracked in a Lagrangian reference frame, then, 
the computation of the induced velocity on each computational point. Two main tech­
niques are used to accomplish this; evaluating the Biot-Savart integral or solving the 
partial differential equation for streamfunction.
The simplicity and computational efficiency of Lagrangian vortex methods have 
made them popular among scientists, and nowadays there exists a vast literature on this 
subject. Representing a continuous vorticity distribution by a finite number of elements 
has always been a source of inaccuracy, which motivated the development of different 
schemes to accomplish this task. Various models have been suggested to represent 
the vorticity field, the most common being point vortex elements, vorticity blobs or 
isolated line vortices. Comprehensive reviews of the development and applications of 
Lagrangian vortex methods in two and three dimensions can be found in the works of 
Leonard, Sarpkaya, Cottet and Koumoutsakos and Stock [29-33].
In this chapter, after presenting the different formulations of classical vortex meth­
ods, the advantages and limitations of these methods and the numerical approaches 
introduced to address these limitations are discussed. Then the numerical schemes 
used to simulate viscous effects are briefly explained before reviewing previous work 
on triangulated vortex methods, the group that the approach presented in Chapter 5 can 
be associated with.
3.2 Point vortex method
The first to use a vortex method for flow simulation was Rosenhead [28] who approx­
imated a two-dimensional vortex sheet with a system of point vortices and followed
their movement in time. In this approach, that came to be known as the point vortex
method, the vorticity field uj is described by:
N
u ( z }t) = ' ^ 2 r iS ( z - z i(t)), (3.1)
i =  1
where 8{z) is the two-dimensional Dirac delta function, 5(z — Z j ) = 0  if z^z*. The 
velocity field is then computed as the solution of:
V 2U  r - V x w ,  (3.2)
and in the presence of a solid surface in the flow, the boundary condition is:
U  ■ n  =  0, (3.3)
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where n  is the normal vector of the surface. Introducing the Biot-Savart integral, the 
velocity in terms of the vorticity is calculated as:
(3.4)
or in terms of the circulation as:
( Z j - Z j )  x Tj
( Z i - Z j ) 2
(3.5)
Even though this formulation solves the inviscid vorticity transport equation (2.13), 
it suffers from the singularity of the point vortices, and so can not represent accurately 
the vorticity field. Attempts to improve the accuracy of the point vortex method by 
increasing the number of elements and decreasing the time step [34] led to poor results 
as the vortices reached a chaotic state of motion.
The most common discretisation for the vorticity region in two-dimensional domains is 
that developed by Chorin in 1973 [35] where the vorticity around each computational 
element is modelled as a blob with a Gaussian distribution and a core size a. Thus, in 
this method, the vorticity field is described by:
where 7 »(z), commonly known as the cutoff function, is the vorticity distribution 
within the blob located at z*, and usually defined as:
The vortex blobs are assumed to convect without deformation with the local veloc­
ity induced by the vorticity field, which in this case can be calculated by:
where G(z)  is the Green’s function described in §2.2.
The convergence of the vortex blob method to an exact solution of the Euler equa­
tions has been proven for two-dimensional inviscid flows in the absence of solid bound­
aries [36]. But the method has its limitations. The main parameter that governs the 
accuracy of the discretisation is the overlap ratio h/ a ,  where h is the spacing between 
the blobs. So to obtain realistic, smooth and highly accurate vorticity distributions,





the blobs must overlap, h/ct < 1, and that arrangement must be conserved during the 
simulation. This is generally achieved by systematically introducing more elements 
in the domain, which is a drawback because it affects the computational time. A nu­
merical study of the accuracy of vortex blob methods by Barba et al. [37] showed how 
quickly the accuracy deteriorates if the overlap ratio is not kept small enough, usually 
h / a  <  0.7.
Moreover, the method leads to some spatial error because the shape of the blobs is 
assumed to remain constant, while an actual fluid element is distorted with time due 
to internal shear forces [29]. Early numerical investigations found that, due to this 
factor, the error grows exponentially in time [38]. On the other hand, simulating flows 
past a body with the vortex blob method is subject to significant difficulties. When 
the vorticity field around a solid boundary is discretised by blobs of finite core size, 
undoubtedly part of these blobs will lie inside the surface, which implies that some of 
the vorticity has crossed the boundary, a phenomenon which is physically invalid since 
a flow can not cross a solid surface.
In three-dimensional problems, a generalisation of the two-dimensional vortex blob 
method is used where the vorticity is represented by a collection of N  isolated vortex 
filaments. The spatial configuration of a filament is given by a space curve f*((,£), 
where C is a parameter along the vortex. These thin tubes have a constant circulation 
T, a core radius a  and an instantaneous length L(t),  L  =  J  \df i /d£\d(  , which obey 
the condition D( a2L ) / D t  =  0. The vorticity field is then described by:
where 7 * is the cutoff function as in the vortex blob method. Early filament methods 
used first order curves, straight lines, but later on higher order splines were imple­
mented [31].
Using the Biot-Savart integral, the velocity field is computed as:
where 0  is a velocity potential introduced to satisfy the inviscid boundary condition.
In the vortex filament method, the equations of motion are derived following two 
assumptions:
1 . the structure of the core remains nearly constant in time;
2 . disturbance wavelengths are much larger than the core radius r.
The above conditions lead to many limitations on the method, due to the fact that 
a filament with a constant core structure cannot represent the dynamics of a higher 
radial mode [30].
3.4 Vortex filament method
(3.9)
(3.10)
3.5 Advantages and limitations of classical Lagrangian 
vortex methods
The classical Lagrangian vortex methods enjoy some advantages, and at the same time 
face some difficulties. The main advantage is the discretisation of the flow in terms 
of vorticity, which permits the use of computational elements in areas of nonzero vor­
ticity only, thus allowing a clear visualisation of the field especially in complex and 
unsteady flows. Since vorticity fields are usually compact, they can be represented by 
small computational domains, reducing as a result the computational cost. Simulation 
time also benefits from the increased stability of Lagrangian vortex methods over other 
numerical approaches, which allow larger time steps during calculations [33]. A com­
parison between finite-difference and vortex methods by Ould-Salihi et al. [39] showed 
that the latter are faster by up to an order of magnitude, even when the computational 
domain is completely filled with vorticity.
Moreover, the grid-free nature of the methods is a major advantage, as grid-generation 
is often a very expensive process in CFD. Another advantage is the absence of the 
pressure from the vorticity transport equation (2 .1 2 ), so there is no need to solve for 
it unless force measurements are required. A summary of the benefits of Lagrangian 
vortex methods is presented by Chen and Marshall [40].
Despite the many advantages of Lagrangian vortex methods, such as their effi­
ciency and their requirement of control points only where significant vorticity exists, 
they experience a number of serious problems and suffer a bad reputation of being 
incapable of modelling complex flows [37]. This fact has affected their use in the 
simulation of fluid dynamics problems. Beside the specific limitations for each vortex 
method discussed in the previous sections, they share some common disadvantages.
One challenge is the accurate simulation of viscous flows because the methods do 
not account for diffusion effects of vorticity due to viscosity. Thus, they are unable to 
simulate the evolution of the vorticity field of low Reynolds number flows. Another 
disadvantage of classical vortex methods is simulation time. Traditionally, the velocity 
computation using the Biot-Savart integral is performed on a point to point interaction 
basis for all control nodes, which leads to 0 ( N 2) computational time for a vorticity 
field with N  elements, and therefore the methods can be slow for large numbers of 
nodes. Adding to these difficulties is the effect of the Lagrangian discretisation of the 
domain. As the points move with the computed fluid velocity, the vorticity distribution 
gets distorted, which produces a loss of accuracy in the results.
However, in the past decades, research in numerical aspects of vortex methods has 
been very active in order to overcome these limitations. The modelling of viscosity 
has profited from significant progress in numerical methods. Various schemes for the 
addition of viscous effects have been developed and published in the literature, but 
proved to lose their accuracy as the spacing of the control points increases [41]. There 
are at least seven established viscous schemes with various degrees of accuracy. They 
are, in chronological order of publication, the random walk of vortex positions intro­
duced by Chorin [35], nowadays better known as the random vortex method RVM,
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the core spreading method [42], the particle strength exchange PSE [43], Fishelov’s 
method [44], the diffusion velocity method [45], the vortex redistribution method 
VRM [46,47] and triangulated vortex methods [14]. These schemes are reviewed 
in §3.6.
Computation time has been successfully reduced by applying fast multipole meth­
ods [48-50], which reduced it in some cases to O(N) .  Finally, the loss of accuracy 
due to distortion of nodes was tackled by the application of spatial adaption schemes, 
which are discussed by Barba et al. [37], such as regridding, rezoning and particle 
redistribution. The early techniques added a grid to the originally meshless vortex 
methods, introducing some interpolation error, which limited their appeal. They also 
restricted the accuracy that can be obtained, a limitation referred to by Barba et al. as 
the “initial remesh error” [37],
To bypass the limitations of classical vortex methods, new techniques are con­
stantly being developed and published. This shows that a consensus on the “best” 
vortex method has not been reached yet, and the field is still maturing.
3.6 Lagrangian methods for viscous diffusion
Inviscid simulations are not always an accurate representation of real life flows, where 
viscosity plays an important role in diffusing the vorticity field, especially at low 
Reynolds number. Thus, there is a need for numerical schemes able to account for 
viscous effects and compute dissipation. Over the last thirty years, several models for 
vorticity diffusion in Lagrangian vortex methods have been suggested. Most of these 
schemes use an approach called “operator splitting” [35], which considers in separate 
steps the inviscid and viscous parts of the vorticity transport equation (2.12). So at 
each time step, the vorticity is first convected and then diffused. This technique resem­
bles Prandtl’s concept introduced in 1904 [8 ] of distinguishing the viscous and inviscid 
phenomena when studying flow over a surface.
Each scheme adopts a different approach to model diffusion. Some change the 
parameters of the vortices, for example their positions, their sizes or their circulations, 
while others apply a smoothing interpolant to approximate the actual vorticity distribu­
tion or change the character of the diffusion process. Lagrangian methods for viscous 
diffusion will be briefly reviewed in the following subsections.
3.6.1 Random walk method
The random walk method, or the random vortex method (RVM), was proposed by 
Chorin in 1973 [35] to simulate slightly viscous flows. The idea is to perturb the 
position of the particles carrying vorticity by random displacements that have zero 
mean and a variance equal to twice the product of the kinematic viscosity and time 
step. The displacement of the particles spreads them, representing the diffusion of 
vorticity. RVM uses the splitting algorithm: the vorticity field is first updated by a
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convection step, then subjected to the random walk equation:
z i(t +  At )  = z i(t) +  &(£), i =  1 ,2 , . . . ,  N (3.11)
where ^  are random numbers with a Gaussian distribution. The method has been 
applied for flows in free-space and over solid boundaries [51,52], and its convergence 
to the Navier-Stokes equations has been proven. However, previous work has shown 
that in order to achieve accurate results the number of particles needs to be large [29], 
as RVM suffers from an error of 0 ( y J v / N ) .
The random walk method enjoys some advantages, which make it extensively used 
for studying various engineering problems. Shankar [46] provided a comprehensive 
summary of the different applications of RVM. Mainly, the method is simple, easy to 
implement, especially when simulating flows around solid geometries, preserves the 
grid-free formulation of vortex methods and conserves the total circulation. On the 
other hand, RVM suffers from some important disadvantages. For example, it can not 
model the full range of viscous flows, as the lower Reynolds number limit is around 
Re =  100 [37]. The method also introduces an error in the position of the vortex 
system since it is not capable of conserving the mean size and location of the vorticity 
in free space, which pose difficulties in the physical interpretation of the results. This 
error can render the computed solution noisy and causes symmetric flows to become 
asymmetric. The impact of the error can be reduced by augmenting the number of 
vortex particles, as mentioned earlier, but this will increase convergence time, a major 
limitation in numerical simulations.
3.6.2 Core spreading method
In the same year as the introduction of the random vortex method, Kuwahara and 
Takami [42] presented a new technique based on vortex blobs with varying cores, 
which they used to compute the motion of a vortex sheet in an inviscid fluid. Their 
aim was to use the velocity field of a diffusing vortex to eliminate the large velocities 
induced by the point vortices. Later on, Leonard [29] adapted the method for the 
simulation of viscous effects, when he allowed the blob cores to expand according to 
the diffusion equation.
The core spreading method is analogous to the evolution of the Lamb-Oseen vortex 
described in §2.5. Taking the discretising equation of the vorticity field in vortex blob 
methods, Equation (3.6), with a Gaussian cutoff function, Equation (3.7), the core size 
of a blob, cr, is chosen as a function of viscosity and time, and formulated to satisfy 
the viscous term of Equation (2.12) as follows:
As a result, the computation of the core expansion is done via the simple equation:
a  = y/2 vt, (3.12)
(3.13)
a?(t +  A t)  = (ii{t) +  2vAt ,  i = 1 , 2 , . . . ,  N (3.14)
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Even though the core spreading method is deterministic, simple to implement, grid- 
free, does not use the operator splitting approach and converges faster than the RVM, 
its application has been limited since Greengard [53] proved it inconsistent as it does 
not converge to the Navier-Stokes equation in the convection term. The error is caused 
by the advection without deformation of large vortex blobs. Rossi in 1996 [54] res­
urrected the method by proposing a splitting scheme to correct the core spreading 
method, in which the large vortices are divided into smaller ones, and proving that this 
approach converges. However, the splitting technique increases the number of vortices 
exponentially in time and introduces some numerical diffusion [37].
3.6.3 Particle strength exchange
After the core spreading method was shown to approximate the wrong equation [53], 
a number of researchers introduced new deterministic techniques to simulate viscous 
diffusion based on the splitting approach of the vorticity equation. These methods as­
sign initial circulations to uniformly distributed particles, then compute the diffusion 
effects due to the changes in the element strengths. The changes can be interpreted as 
the exchange of vorticity between neighbour particles, the reason why these methods 
were called particle strength exchange (PSE), also known as circulation redistribu­
tion [33]. Degond and Mas-Gallic [43] are usually credited with the creation of PSE 
after their work on diffusion operators, which was the origin of the method.
Particle strength exchange is described in detail by Cottet and Koumoutsakos [32, 
p. 145]. In the scheme, the circulation of every element is considered an unknown vari­
able that changes with time due to viscosity, and the Laplacian at a particle’s location 
is approximated by an integral operator:
V 2w(z) «  J  G^dz  -  Zj|)[w(zj) -  w(z)]dzj, (3.15)
where zj is a neighbour particle to z. Using a Gaussian smoothing function, Gcr is 
calculated as:
G„ =  (3.16)
'KCF1
The integral in Equation (3.15) is discretised using the particle positions as quadrature 
points.
The main disadvantage of PSE is its reliance on the uniformity of the particle dis­
tribution. Originally, the method’s formulation was grid-free, but since its accuracy 
relies heavily on the quadrature rules used to discretise the integral, the scheme re­
quires nearly uniformly spaced particles at every time step. This encouraged the use 
of remeshing techniques in vortex methods [55], which, as Barba et al. [37] claimed, 
caused some debate between researchers, because it was considered that the grid-free 
nature of the methods was weakened, especially when remeshing based on regular 
grids was applied. Using a mesh renders the handling of flows over complicated ge­
ometries difficult, and interpolation to the grid introduces numerical errors. Although
these errors are generally small, they have a greater effect on the accuracy of the vortex
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method when simulating high Reynolds number flows, where the numerical diffusion 
can submerge small scale viscosity.
3.6.4 Fishelov’s method
In 1990 Fishelov [44] proposed a new deterministic method, based on convolving the 
vorticity u  with a cutoff function 7 (z), then approximating the Laplace operator in the 
vorticity transport equation by explicit differentiation of 7 (z). Thus, the computation 
of viscous diffusion is simply achieved by integrating the convolution. The mathemat­
ical formulation of the scheme is as follows:
u  ~  7  * lj, (3.17)
V 2cj «  V 2 ( 7  * u )  =  V 27  * u.  (3.18)
The numerical approach is determined by the choice of cutoff function, and resem­
bles particle strength exchange due to the fact that the diffusion operator is approxi­
mated by an integral one. But Fishelov [44] claimed that her method is less compli­
cated and easier to apply than PSE. The author showed that the scheme is accurate 
when applied to the Navier-Stokes equations, and stable for the heat equation if the 
cutoff function is chosen to have a positive Fourier transform.
However, Fishelov’s method has similar disadvantages to those of PSE, as it loses 
accuracy when the domain becomes distorted [46], therefore requiring periodic remesh­
ing on a fixed grid to counter the problem.
3.6.5 Diffusion velocity method
Degond and Mustieles [45] proposed in 1990 a new particle method for the computa­
tion of convection-diffusion problems by modelling diffusion as part of the convection 
process, and applied it in plasma physics. Ogami and Akamatsu [56] extended the 
method to study vorticity dynamics by integrating the diffusion term into the convec­
tion one in the vorticity transport equation (2.12). The name of the method comes from 
the fact that viscous diffusion is represented by adding the diffused velocity to an arti­
ficial velocity field in order to convect the particles. Later on, Ogami and Cheer [57] 
extended the scheme to simulate compressible flows.
The diffusion velocity method conserves the grid-free nature of Lagrangian vortex 
methods, which is an advantage over PSE and Fishelov’s technique. But unfortunately, 
the scheme has its disadvantages: Clarke and Tutty [58] found that the method requires 
particles to overlap in order to accurately model diffusion, and that this arrangement 
must be always maintained. Moreover, the velocity diffusion is proportional to the 
gradient of vorticity and to v / u ,  which causes serious difficulties in regions of large 
vorticity gradients and zero vorticity. Degond and M ustieles’ [45] simulations showed 
some numerical oscillations in areas of vanishing vorticity, which was a sign of in­
stability. This fact prompted the authors to acknowledge that the diffusion velocity 
method might be less accurate than other schemes for the Navier-Stokes and heat equa­
tions.
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3.6.6 Vortex redistribution method
The dependence of PSE and Fishelov’s method on remeshing to fixed grids encouraged 
Shankar and van Dommelen [46,47] to develop a new grid-free scheme for handling 
diffusion, which they called the vorticity redistribution method (VRM). The approach, 
like previous deterministic particle methods [43,44], simulates diffusion through ele­
ment circulation exchange, but unlike PSE and Fishelov’s scheme it does not use an 
integral operator. At every time step, viscous effects are modelled by letting a fraction 
of the circulation of each vortex in the domain move to neighbouring nodes using a 
special system of equations. This fraction is referred to as strength fraction and de­
noted as flj.  Selecting the neighbours and calculating the circulation fractions are 
critical in VRM, as they determine its accuracy, stability and conservation properties.
The former operation is achieved by considering all nodes within a specific distance 
from element i as its neighbours. The authors defined this distance to be proportional 
to the typical diffusion distance during a time step 5t, h u= \fv 5 t. So a vortex j  is 
neighbour to i if:
|zi — Zj| <  khv,  (3.19)
where k is a constant chosen following some criteria [46, §6.2.3]. Then the strength 
fractions /?• are found by solving a system of equations that conserve circulation and 
linear and angular momenta.
Since /T  indicates the vorticity diffused from i to j ,  and reverse vorticity flow is 
not a natural phenomenon in a flow field, Shankar and van Dommelen enforced the 
positivity of /?• as a condition for an acceptable solution in order to ensure stability. In 
case the system of equations generates f f j <  0 , new elements are added in the vicinity of 
i and a new solution is attempted. The addition of nodes is repeated until an acceptable 
solution is achieved. This process can lead to a dramatic increase in the number of 
particles, making the simulation more expensive. The authors alleviated this problem 
by particle merging.
The advantage of the vorticity redistribution method is mainly its grid-free nature. 
However, this comes at the expense of its computational time. Searching for neigh­
bours for each element and solving the N  systems of equations at every time step slow 
down the simulation. The size of the system determines the accuracy of VRM. First 
order accuracy requires six neighbours per node, while a larger number leads to higher 
orders of accuracy [47].
3.6.7 Triangulated vortex methods
To bypass the limitations of the previous viscous schemes, §3.6.1—§3.6.6, new deter­
ministic approaches based on triangular and irregular meshes with various techniques 
to include viscosity have been published. In these methods, the triangulated vortex 
methods, the computational domain is discretised by elements connected by Delaunay 
triangulation and the vorticity is approximated at each node. This fact means that, un­
like vortex blobs, when simulating flows around solid bodies the vorticity field does not 
penetrate the surface [16]. Besides their convergence to the Navier-Stokes equations,
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the primary advantages of triangulated vortex approaches are their grid-free nature, 
their ability to reduce computational time and simulate flows around complex geome­
tries. Though the use of irregular grids is not new -  Liszka and Orkisz used them for 
finite difference method [59] -  their development was dependent on the progress of 
computer speed and memory.
In 1993, Russo [60] used vortex blobs to represent the vorticity field, and handled 
diffusion by approximating the Laplace operator in Equation (2.12) on a triangulation 
of the blob positions obtained from a Voronoi diagram. The approximation is done by 
assigning a weight coefficient /?„ to every vortex, which is a function of the position 
of the element. Russo stated that faj is “not uniquely defined and depend[s] on the 
particular discretization of the Laplacian” [60]. Once the system of equations is solved, 
vorticity convects with the velocity field, and its diffusion is modelled by changes in 
the weight coefficients. The author applied the technique to study two-dimensional 
unbounded flows and proved that it conserves vorticity and angular momentum.
Later on, Russo and Strain [14] abandoned the vortex blobs and published a new 
method based completely on Delaunay triangulation. However, its application was 
two-dimensional inviscid flows. In this approach, the vorticity varies in a piecewise 
linear manner over triangles. An adaptive approximation scheme is used to construct 
the initial distribution of the vortices from the initial vorticity field. Then, the ve­
locity field is computed by evaluating the Biot-Savart integral using a fast multipole 
method with a continuous source distribution, to reduce the computational cost. At 
every time step the vertices are moved and the triangulation is efficiently reconstructed 
to maintain high accuracy for a long period. Numerical experiments showed that the 
triangulation represents the vorticity field better than equal-size blobs. Therefore, the 
current method is more accurate that the vortex blob methods, but its computational 
cost is slightly higher due to the construction of the triangulation at each time step.
Huyer and Grant [15] extended the method of Russo and Strain [14] to simulate 
two-dimensional unsteady flows past solid bodies. The vorticity is represented by a 
linear interpolation on the points connected by Delaunay triangulation, and used to 
solve the Biot-Savart integral. On the other hand, the surface vorticity satisfies the 
no-slip boundary condition and is transported into the flow by viscous diffusion. To 
compute the Laplacian, the authors used a similar technique to the one introduced by 
Marshall and Grant [41] for axisymmetric, viscous flows. To model viscous diffu­
sion, the vorticity is represented at every computational element i by a second order 
polynomial function fitted to a set of control points neighbouring i\ then the first- and 
second-order derivatives of vorticity are acquired by differentiating the function. The 
unknown coefficients in the polynomial expansion are solved for in a least-squares 
sense. Once the first- and second-order derivatives are found, the control points are 
advected by the diffusion velocity method of Ogami and Akamatsu [56], which moves 
the particles by the total velocity field, which is the summation of the induced velocity 
calculated by the Biot-Savart integral and the diffusion velocity. The triangulation is 
updated after the movement of points. This method was tested and found highly accu­
rate for irregular points, unlike PSE and Fishelov’s method [41]. Numerical solutions 
for impulsive flows past a circular cylinder and a flat plate were stable and in good
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agreement with experimental results [15].
Russo and Strain’s method [14] was extended even further by Marshall et al. [16] 
to compute incompressible, three-dimensional, viscous flows. They used a tetrahedral 
mesh constructed by Delaunay triangulation to discretise vorticity, which varies lin­
early within each tetrahedra. They evaluated the Biot-Savart integral via a fast method: 
the flow field is divided into three regions, where an analytical integration is used for 
the elements in the near field, Gaussian quadratures for moderately distant elements, 
and a multipole expansion acceleration for the far field elements. Viscous effects are 
computed by approximating the vorticity with a quadratic polynomial at each node 
i, and then finding the derivatives of the stretching and diffusion terms in Equation 
(2.12) using a moving least-squares method similar to that of Marshall and Grant [41]. 
When simulating flows past solid bodies, the surface vorticity is calculated taking into 
account the vorticity diffused from the geometry and the vorticity contained within the 
tetrahedra related to the boundary points. The method of Marshall et al., like other tri­
angulated vortex methods, avoids vorticity penetration into solid surfaces, and offers 
accurate results even when the mesh is highly irregular. Simple simulations of uniform 
flow past a sphere at Reynolds number 100 proved the validity of the method.
3.7 A triangulated vortex method for inviscid flow
Beside being used for computing viscous effects, Russo and Strain’s [14] triangular 
method was coupled by Carley [17] with an original approach to evaluate the Biot- 
Savart integral, in order to investigate unsteady axisymmetric inviscid flows. In such 
flows, as explained in §2 .2 , the integral for the streamfunction equation (2.18) con­
tains elliptic integrals which become singular once the source point approaches the 
field point. This difficulty can be overcome when computing the induced velocity field 
by applying specialised approximation schemes, which usually are complicated to en­
code, inefficient and time consuming. However, Carley’s approach circumvents this 
problem by integrating over a triangulated vortex disk with a linear vorticity distri­
bution, without using the elliptic integrals in the calculations for an element to ele­
ment interaction. With movement of the control points, the triangulation gets severely 
distorted, which affects the mesh quality and leads, as a result, to inaccurate approx­
imation of the vorticity field. This is circumvented by remeshing the computational 
domain in order to restore the point distribution. Simulations of the motion of Norbury 
rings and the interaction of two initially identical circular core rings agreed with pre­
viously published results and proved the reliability of the method. The computational 
time was reduced from the classical 0 ( N 2) to O(N) .
Triangulated vortex methods have several advantages over other viscous schemes. 
They are grid-free, can be used with highly irregular point distributions, reduce com­
putational cost, and proved to be reliable to compute various type of flows in two 
and three dimensions. For these reasons, the numerical method developed in this the­
sis will be based on a triangular vorticity scheme, where the nodes discretising the 
computational domain are connected by a Delaunay triangulation and the vorticity is
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approximated at each triangle. For viscous calculations, the Laplacian is approximated 
at each node, then solved in a least-squares sense.
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Chapter 4 
Emergence of multipoles from vortex 
instability
What I am about to say on the phenomena o f  turbulent flows is still fa r  
from  conclusive. It concerns, rather, the first steps in a new path which I  
hope will be followed by many others.
Ludwig Prandtl, 1926
4.1 Introduction
Turbulence is an irregular fluid motion characterised by chaotic changes such as rapid 
variation of pressure and velocity in space and time. Historically, vorticity and tur­
bulent movement were believed to be random and unstructured, thus scientists were 
unable to understand the origin and progress of turbulence. In 1926 Ludwig Prandtl 
announced that “the researches on the problem of turbulence which have been carried 
on at Gottingen for about five years have unfortunately left the hope of a thorough un­
derstanding of turbulent flows very small. The photographs and kinetographic pictures 
have shown us only how hopelessly complicated this flow is” [10]. Undoubtedly, this 
was “an area that physicists have had difficulty explaining” [61]; as a result, they were 
incapable of studying turbulent vortices that occur in different forms throughout the 
universe. However, McWilliams’ observations of vorticity concentrations arising from 
random initial conditions in turbulent flows in 1984 [11] fundamentally changed this 
fact. He showed that turbulence is, in essence, more structured than had been previ­
ously thought. His numerical study demonstrated how the flow changed from random 
and disoriented to organised structures, with the emergence of mostly monopolar iso­
lated vortices that tend to assume axisymmetric shapes. An isolated vortex is one that 
has a core of a given sign surrounded by a ring of opposite sign, so that total circulation 
is zero.
These observations were soon followed by the experimental investigation of Couder 
and Basdevant on two-dimensional turbulence in thin liquid films [62], which showed
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the spontaneous formation of vortex dipoles in unstable Von Karman wakes. This 
striking visualisation motivated the authors to study the structure, behaviour and role 
of these vortices numerically and experimentally.
Since then, it has been well established that relaxing turbulent flow approaches a 
stable state after a long time evolution. The dynamics of two- and three-dimensional 
turbulent flows are intensely dominated by the self-organisation of vorticity into so- 
called ‘coherent structures’. The emergence, evolution, interaction and persistence of 
these structures have become a fascinating subject for scientists due to the physical 
relevance of these phenomena in many areas, since they carry finite fluid volumes far 
away from the area of their production, affecting the transport of energy. Studying 
coherent structures has made turbulent flow, which was considered one of the great 
unresolved problems of classical physics, less mysterious and its dynamical under­
standing possible.
Examples of coherent vortices can be found in atmospheric and oceanic move­
ments with the formation of cyclones and oceanic eddies. For example, the Gulf 
Stream that originates in the tropical Gulf of Mexico moves north in the Atlantic 
Ocean, bringing warm water to north-west Europe and affecting its climate [63]. Vor­
tices are even found in astrophysical environments such as the Great Red Spot on 
Jupiter [64], first seen in 1664, the emergence of a new red spot, Red Spot Jr., in 
2006 [65] and turbulence in the Sun that is involved in moving the star’s nuclear en­
ergy from its inner core to the outer layers [6 6 ]. The Great Red Spot and Red Spot Jr. 
on Jupiter are shown in Figure 4.1. Moreover, coherent vortex structures have been ob­
served in pure electron plasma flows and their nonlinear self-organisation and transport 
have been intensely studied [67].
Fluid dynamicists carried out investigations on the relaxation of vorticity mainly 
for two-dimensional flows because it has been experimentally proven that any rotat­
ing or stratified fluid can be realistically studied as two-dimensional [69,70]. The 
most observed coherent structures that arise from a variety of situations are monopo­
lar and dipolar vortices. The former consist of closed streamlines and have zero lin­
ear momentum but non-zero angular momentum. It was concluded that monopolar 
vortices approach axisymmetry as their natural asymptotic state [71]. The latter are 
self-propelling pairs of counter-rotating vortices. Other forms of coherent multipolar 
vortices, though rare, were also found to exist in two-dimensional flows. They include 
tripoles and triangular vortices, which consist of a vortex core surrounded by a number 
of vortex satellites of opposite sign.
In this chapter, the previous experimental and numerical investigations on the emer­
gence of tripoles and high-order multipoles will be reviewed.
4.2 Previous work on the tripole
The tripole has received more attention in the literature than other multipolar vortices. 
It is a linear arrangement of three patches of vorticity of alternate sign: an elliptical 
core bordered by two weaker satellites at its longer sides as shown in Figure 4.2. In
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Figure 4.1: Image o f Jupiter taken by the ACS/W FC on board o f the Hubble Space 
Telescope on 16 April 2006. Two red spots can be seen: the G reat on the right-hand 
side and the Junior in the middle o f the southern hem isphere o f the planet [68J.
order o f com plexity, it com es after the m onopole and the dipole, and has a quasi­
steady rotation around its central axis in the sam e direction as the circulation o f the 
core vortex.
Figure 4.2: Structure o f a tripole vortex.
Larichev and Reznik [72J were the first to observe, while investigating the results 
o f solitary Rossby wave collisions, that tripoles can be produced from the collision of 
two asym m etric dipoles. However, they noted that the result o f the collision depends 
essentially on the wave param eters.
Rossby waves, also known as planetary waves, are one o f the m ost intriguing large 
scale oceanic and atm ospheric m otions that are produced by the shape and rotation 
o f the Earth, and always travel from East to West. They were first m athem atically
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modelled by the Swedish m eteorologist Carl-G ustav Rossby in 1939 [73] before being 
confirm ed by satellite observations. These waves are characterised by the big differ­
ence in their horizontal and vertical scales, which makes them difficult to spot; usually, 
their horizontal scale is o f the order o f hundreds o f kilom eters, w hile their am plitude 
o f oscillation is ju st few centim eters. W hen they are not periodic, Rossby waves are 
said to be solitary.
In 1984, Leith [74] argued num erically that it is possible to obtain a tripole by 
destabilisation o f an axisym m etric vortex. M oreover, in 1988 the two-dim ensional nu­
merical sim ulations o f Flierl [75] suggested that a shielded m onopole m ight break up 
into a tripole. This was proven to be correct by num erous num erical and experim en­
tal studies later conducted on the subject. Shielded vortices were widely investigated 
due to their significance in the understanding o f large scale turbulence since they ap­
pear frequently in G ulf Stream rings; this can be clearly observed in Figure 4.3, which 
shows the velocity o f the G ulf Stream on Thursday 1 st o f February 2007. On the other
T f f r n  i
Figure 4.3: G ulf Stream velocities on Thursday 1st o f February 2007 [76J.
hand, Benzi et al. [77] predicted through num erical sim ulations that a tripole may 
emerge as a coherent structure from a two-dim ensional random ly initialised turbulent 
flow.
It was not until 1988 that Legras et al. [78] observed the spontaneous em ergence 
o f tripolar vortex structures in their num erical sim ulations o f random ly initialised two- 
dim ensional turbulence and claim ed that, to the best o f their knowledge, it was the first 
tim e that a stable tripole had been analyzed. This new structure had three different 
vorticity regions with “a com plicated shape which does not coincide with a simple 
curve, a circle or an ellipse” [78]. In their study they identified that for the tripole 
to emerge, the ratio o f forcing tim escale to turnover time, which is the tim e that the 
structure takes to com plete one full revolution, (fforcAtum) has to be very large.
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4.2.1 Tripoles emerging from shielded monopole in rotating fluid
The first laboratory tripole was reported by van Heijst and Kloosterzeil [79] who ob­
served the accidental em ergence o f a tripolar structure while studying the dynam ics 
o f barotropic vortices in rotating fluids. A barotropic vortex is one where the viscous 
diffusion o f vorticity is negligible [19, p. 1]. The authors found that under certain con­
ditions the counterclockw ise vortices becam e unstable and developed into a tripole that 
rotated as a solid body. These conditions were not explained in the article. Due to its 
persistence in the highly sheared fluid environm ent, van Heijst and Kloosterzeil con­
cluded that the tripole seemed stable, thus m aking it possible for it to exist in natural 
geophysical flows. It was not long indeed before infrared im ages, Figure 4.4, taken 
by the satellite N O A A -11 in early 1990 emerged showing the existence o f an oceanic 
tripole that lasted for 4 days in the Bay o f Biscay [80]. The core o f this structure 
m easured about 5 0 -7 0  km and rotated clockwise.
Figure 4.4: Infrared image, taken by the N O A A -11 satellite on 4th o f January 1990, o f 
a tripole in the Bay o f Biscay. The cross in the centre is at 45° north, 4° west [81].
Previous num erical and experim ental results brought attention to the tripolar vor­
tex, and several investigations into this new structure followed. Carton et al. [82] 
perform ed a series o f sim ulations using spectral m ethods to investigate the instability 
o f perturbed isolated m onopolar vortices. Their work showed that the unstable vortex 
due to the growth o f wavenum ber-2 instabilities evolved into a stable tripolar state, 
and provided detailed inform ation about the vorticity distribution during this process. 
A wavenumber, which is the spatial analogue o f frequency, is a wave property inversely 
related to wavelength. The authors explained that the evolution o f tripoles depended 
on the steepness o f the vorticity gradient, and was accounted for by the growth and 
saturation o f instabilities. Their results agreed well with the experim ental findings of
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van Heijst and Kloosterzeil [79].
Then Polvani and Carton [69] conducted a numerical study to examine the exis­
tence and stability of two-dimensional tripolar vortices. They represented the tripole 
by three vertical elliptic vortices, where the satellites are left and right of the cen­
tre. Using a contour dynamical algorithm, they were able to determine the parame­
ters for rotating tripolar states that are exact nonlinear solutions of the inviscid two- 
dimensional Euler equations. They showed that some parameters lead to stationary 
vortices with zero angular velocity, but these were “almost invisible” because their 
generated velocity fields decreased very rapidly away from them. The rotating tripoles 
were found to be robust under small perturbations, though when heavily disturbed they 
either tended to axisymmetry or broke up into two asymmetric dipoles. Then, using 
a pseudospectral code, Polvani and Carton [69] confirmed the previous results and 
showed the many possibilities for generating continuous tripoles from three elliptic 
vorticity patches as initial conditions.
In order to elaborate on their previous results, van Heijst et al. [83] published an 
extended article in which they presented more detailed characteristics of the tripolar 
vortex observed in [79], such as the rotation speed and the decay of the tripole due 
to viscosity. They also provided results for some flow properties such as the vorticity 
and the streamfunction. The tripole emerged as the end-state of a shielded axisymmet- 
ric monopole, which consisted of an anticlockwise centre surrounded by an opposite 
sign vortex ring with zero total circulation. The unstable monopole evolved in such a 
way that the core preserved its positive vorticity while its shear tore the ring, which 
reorganised itself into two satellites, one on each side of the centre. Once formed, the 
tripole rotated as a solid body around its central axis in the direction of the core. Ini­
tially, the satellites increased their strength due to vorticity advection but later on the 
structure started to decay. This decay, due to viscosity, was apparent from the horizon­
tal expansion of the tripole and the decrease in its rotational speed. In the same article 
while discussing the stability of the structure, van Heijst et al. showed some figures 
illustrating the evolution of an unstable tripole. In this case the topology of the vortex 
drastically changed when the central core split into two halves each pairing with one 
of the satellites, forming two dipoles that moved in opposite directions. The authors 
concluded that this can happen only when the initial vortex core is unstable.
However, Kloosterziel and van Heijst [84] revealed that not every isolated monopole 
evolves into a tripole. During their experimental investigation, they found that cy­
clonic and anticyclonic vortices behave completely differently. Only cyclones, which 
are vortices characterised by inward spiraling motions rotating counterclockwise in the 
northern hemisphere and clockwise in the southern hemisphere of the Earth, evolved 
into tripoles by a similar process to that described in [83]. On the other hand, the 
anticyclones, which are the opposite to cyclones rotating clockwise in the northern 
hemisphere and counterclockwise in the southern hemisphere, were very unstable and 
directly split into two dipoles that moved away from each other. In some cases, the an­
ticyclonic vortices evolved into high order multipoles before breaking into two dipoles. 
The authors suggested that this behaviour was due to centrifugal instability. While the 
cyclones suffered only slightly from it, the anticyclones were centrifugally unstable,
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which prevented the flow from achieving the right conditions for tripole formation. 
Through Rayleigh’s stability analysis, Kloosterziel and van Heijst concluded that only 
weak anticyclones are centrifugally stable.
The role of the centrifugal instability in the different behaviour of the cyclones and 
anticyclones was investigated by Orlandi and Camevale [85] through three-dimensional 
numerical simulations. They found that for the anticyclonic vortex the centrifugal in­
stability increased the vorticity gradient between the core and its surrounding ring, 
hence increasing the instability of the monopole, which led to the formation of two 
dipoles or higher order multipoles. In the cyclonic case, however, the effect of the cen­
trifugal instability was weak and did not affect the stability of the core. In fact, some 
results shown proved that this instability can play a stabilising role for the cyclone 
by broadening the annulus of the shielded monopole. Finally, Orlandi and Camevale 
found that it was possible for a stable tripole to emerge from an anticyclone as long 
as the centrifugal instability is weak or the vorticity gradient between the core and the 
annulus of the initial monopole is small. This observation, in a way, supported the 
conclusions of Kloosterziel and van Heijst [84].
Orlandi and van Heijst [8 6 ] studied numerically the experimental tripole of van 
Heijst et al. [83]. In addition, they investigated the collision of two identical Lamb 
dipoles vertically separated by an offset distance e, a study similar to that of Larichev 
and Reznik [72] but on the /-plane, which is a two-dimensional rotating horizontal 
approximation of the spherical Earth. The rotation rate of the plane / ,  known as the 
Coriolis parameter, is calculated as f = 2 Q  sin </>, where Q is the Earth’s angular velocity 
and 0  the latitude, and is assumed to be constant when describing atmospheric and 
oceanic motions with time scales smaller than or equal to 1 / / .  The parameter /  is 
zero at the equator, and increases with latitude until it reaches its maximum at the 
pole. Figure 4.5 is a sketch of the initial conditions studied by Orlandi and van Heijst.
The results for this case showed that the offset distance e between the dipole axes 
played a critical role in the outcome of the collision. The authors tested three values 
for e=0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 during their study. For the smaller one the colliding dipoles 
exchanged negative vortices and the newly formed pairs travelled in opposite direc­
tions. In the larger distance example the dipoles passed each other without significant 
change to their structure. However, for e=1.0 the collision gave birth to a tripole. In 
this special case, the centres of the positive vortices lay on the same line, so when they 
collided they merged into one vortex that was surrounded by the two negative vortices.
Figure 4.5: Dipoles separated by a vertical offset distance e.
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After a period of reorganisation, the structure had a well-defined tripolar shape, and 
rotated as a solid body. This result indicates that the /2-effects, as in [72], do not play 
a significant role in the formation of the tripole.
The parameter /2 represents the latitudinal gradient of the Earth’s angular velocity 
fi, denoting as a result the latitudinal variation of the Coriolis parameter / .  It is zero 
at the pole and reaches its maximum value at the equator [87, p.217]. The /2-plane 
approximation is the linear variation of /  in space, so it is the tangent plane to the 
surface of the Earth at a given latitude [87, p. 152], The (3-plane is used when studying 
geophysical fluid dynamics to cast the relevant dynamics in a planar, Cartesian coor­
dinate system rather than a spherical one. In this plane, the /2-effect is the local change 
of the vertical component of vorticity [87, p.217].
To simulate the formation of the tripole observed in [83], Orlandi and van Hei- 
jst [8 6 ] applied a random spatial distortion to a shielded monopole and let it evolve 
freely. This technique is similar to that of Carton et al. [82] but without the specific 
azimuthal perturbation applied by them. As in the experiments, the centre of the initial 
vortex conserved its shape and the ring separated into two satellites around the core 
forming a tripole. This vortex had similar initial rotation and exponential decay to the 
experimental one, but became faster in later stages. The authors found that the tripole 
stability was proportional to the steepness of the initial vorticity distribution, in agree­
ment with the conclusions of [82], and that the stable tripole had stronger satellites, 
which decreased its angular velocity. Analysing the vorticity-streamfunction relation­
ship in the three vortices forming the tripole, they found that it is linear only in the 
core. They noticed as well that the uj-'ip relationships for the tripole formed by the 
colliding dipoles and for that which emerged from an axisymmetric monopole were 
different, clearly indicating that the tripolar structure does not have a unique solution, 
a result already proven by Polvani and Carton [69].
The evolution and decay of tripoles from unstable shielded circular vortices was 
analysed numerically by Carton and Legras [8 8 ]. They identified three stages during 
the transformation process from an isolated monopole to a tripole. In the first, they 
observed a linear increase of the perturbation that affected the outer ring, folding it 
into two satellites and creating three patches of vorticity. The second stage was the 
nonlinear growth of the satellites by pulling away some vorticity filaments from the 
central core, which amplified their magnitude. The final stage was the saturation of 
the structure with the three patches of vorticity aligning themselves under the tripolar 
form. This result explained the experimental observations of van Heijst et al. [83]. 
Using a simple elliptical model for the core and two point-vortices for the satellites 
they investigated the stability of the tripole. They concluded that the total angular 
momentum of the vortex played the key role in splitting the structure into two dipoles, 
as reported in [83], instead of the formation of a stable tripole whose existence required 
the magnitude of the angular momentum to be large enough. Finally they showed 
that after a long life-span, continuous stripping and diffusion of the core broke the 
symmetry of the tripole and led to an oscillatory behaviour of the core between the 
two satellites. This phenomenon was observed here for the first time.
Tripoles were also observed to emerge from the interaction of two similar co-
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rotating two-dimensional shielded vortices. Carton [89] studied numerically the evo­
lution of such vortices under different initial conditions. Their core vorticity was con­
stant, but the core radii, the distance separating both vortices, the ring radii and their 
intensity were variables. He observed that when the cores were small and the rings 
were weak, the shear exerted by the vortices on each other was strong enough to just 
split the annuli but not the cores. The tom vorticity reorganised itself into satellites, 
thus creating two co-rotating tripoles that never merged. This case is of special interest 
because it is an equilibrium state between merging and breaking.
4.2.2 Tripoles in non-rotating flows
The first to experimentally investigate tripolar vortices in non-rotating stratified fluid 
were Flor et al. [90] who induced vorticity motion using two different mechanisms: a 
rotating sphere and a rotating bent rod. It was found that while the sphere generated 
axisymmetric, stable monopoles, the rotating rod led to unstable monopolar vortices 
that under certain conditions formed a tripole. As in [79], no further explanation was 
given of what these conditions might be. By studying the characteristics of this tripole, 
they found that the core vorticity o;core depended linearly on the streamfunction tp, in 
contrast to the relationship between the satellites’ vorticity and i\), which was non­
linear. The structure, rotation and vorticity distribution of this tripole were similar to 
those observed in rotating fluid, indicating that tripolar structures are governed by the 
same dynamics.
In a later paper, Flor and van Heijst [91] gave more details of the evolution of 
the tripoles generated in stratified fluid. In this experiment a third mechanism, the 
tangential-injection of fluid, was used for generating vorticity beside the rotating sphere 
and the bent rod. As noticed in [90], the stirring rod generated highly unstable vor­
tices that instantly transformed into asymmetric tripoles with strong satellites. These 
structures either split into two dipoles travelling in opposite directions as reported in 
the literature, or formed higher order vortices. In a few experiments, the rod generated 
symmetrical tripoles that appeared to be more stable and longer lived than the asym­
metric ones before decaying, as the authors predicted, to monopoles. However, the 
tangential-injection method initially created less turbulence that gradually evolved into 
asymmetric tripoles with weak satellites. During their evolution the cores expanded 
horizontally and the satellites rapidly lost their intensity and transformed into vortex 
filaments. Then the cores started to assume a circular shape, which Flor and van Heijst 
explained as the result of internal waves, decaying the structures into monopoles.
4.2.3 Studies on large-scale tripoles
The generation of large-scale tripoles in planetary atmospheres and oceans was numer­
ically investigated by Hesthaven et al. [92] who simulated the evolution of monopolar 
vortices on the /?-plane. This plane is useful for the study of equatorial and mid-latitude 
flow. They found that this process depended directly on the initial monopole intensity. 
A weak vortex held its latitudinal position, decayed linearly due to Rossby waves and
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the flow field remained symmetric. However, the evolution of a strong vortex was 
nonlinear with the core moving longitudinally and the flow becoming asymmetric. 
During its displacement, the core changed from circular to elliptical and two satellites 
appeared at its periphery, forming a tripolar structure. Hesthaven et al. conjectured 
that the emergence of tripoles on the /?-plane might be due to the instabilities of the 
strong monopoles, which is also the reason for the formation of tripoles on the / -  
plane. However, on the /?-plane the satellites oscillated around the vortex core and 
rotated separately, not with the core as one solid body as observed on the /-plane. 
The authors concluded that this oscillation and rotation might play an essential role in 
the mixing of the flow and the exchange of material between the vortex core and its 
surroundings, which could lead to the emergence of coherent structures.
The previous study was soon followed by the experimental and numerical investi­
gations of Velasco-Fuentes et al. [93] on tripole dynamics under the influence of the 
parabolic free surface of a rotating fluid. This surface is analogous to the 7 -plane that 
is used for modelling vorticity distributions close to the pole of a rotating planet, with 
the centre of rotation of the fluid corresponding to the pole. On this plane, the Coriolis 
parameter has a quadratic variation with latitude. The 7 -plane is used for mesoscale 
oceanic flow simulations in the vicinity of the North or South poles of the Earth, be­
cause at the poles (3 is zero so that the quadratic variation of /  is the dominant gradient. 
Experimentally, an isolated monopole was generated by stirring fluid cyclonically in 
a bottomless cylinder placed off-axis. When the cylinder was removed, the vortex be­
came unstable and evolved into a symmetrical tripole that rotated as a solid body. This 
mechanism was similar to the behaviour of shielded monopoles in previous studies. 
However, in this case, the dynamics of the tripolar structure were completely different. 
Due to the initial position of the vortex off the axis of rotation, the angular velocities 
of the satellites were not equal, which caused them to squeeze and stretch as they ro­
tated around the core. This meant that shortly after its formation, the tripole lost its 
symmetry and the central core paired with one satellite and moved away, creating a 
dipole-monopole state. Then during the rotation, the core oscillated, each time leav­
ing its partner to pair with the other vortex while the whole structure moved westward 
and the asymmetry increased. This behaviour strongly stirred the fluid surrounding 
the vortex core and added some mass to the tripole. Numerical simulations of a point 
vortex tripole showed similar time dependent evolution and behaviour. The model pre­
dicted the vortex trajectory and fluid advection well, but failed to show an increase in 
the asymmetry amplitude.
The studies of Hesthaven et al. [92] and Velasco-Fuentes et al. [93] clearly show 
that large-scale tripoles, though they exist, are not very stable, which might explain 
why they have not been frequently observed in natural flows.
4.2.4 Tripoles emerging from perturbed unshielded monopoles
To study axisymmetrisation at large Reynolds numbers, Rossi et al. [94] conducted a 
nonlinear simulation of two-dimensional incompressible flow using the viscous vortex 
method based on core spreading and splitting or merging as described by Rossi [54]. In
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contrast with previous work, the subject of their study was not a shielded vortex but a 
Lamb monopole, which is an exact solution of the Navier-Stokes equations, perturbed 
by a quadrupolar vorticity disturbance with an amplitude <5 relative to the strength T 
of the main vortex. The numerical experiments were performed for (5=0.02, 0.1 and 
0.25 at R e=104, then in a range of Reynolds numbers between 103 and 104 for <5=0.25. 
They found that the Lamb-Oseen vortex does not always return to the symmetric base 
state, contradicting what was suggested previously in literature. In fact, they observed 
two kinds of attractors for the relaxing vortex, a monopole and a tripole, depending 
on the magnitude of the perturbation. For small <5 (0.02 and 0.1) the perturbed Lamb 
monopole relaxed to an axisymmetric state, but for larger <5 it relaxed to a quasi-steady 
rotating tripole after a period of reorganisation, which proved to be stable under small 
disturbances. These results led Rossi et al. to believe that there is a critical perturbation 
amplitude (<5criticai) that separates the two end-states, but unfortunately they did not run 
more simulations with different Reynolds numbers to investigate this issue.
Later on, Le Dizes [95] analysed non-axisymmetric vortices in incompressible 
large Reynolds number flows using asymptotic methods, and assumed that the thresh­
old perturbation amplitude would increase when Reynolds number decreased. No re­
sults were shown to support this claim. On the other hand, while studying the decay 
of the tripole, Rossi et al. [94] were disappointed to not observe quick shear-diffusion 
mixing in the vortex. However, by plotting the ratio of minimum to maximum vor­
ticity |m in(u;)/max(u;)| with respect to the viscous time t j Re for <5=0.25 and differ­
ent Reynolds numbers they concluded that the tripoles relaxed slowly on a viscous 
timescale, since the decay seemed to scale well with t j Re. However, Barba et al. [37] 
who studied the same perturbed vortex using a radial basis function (RBF) interpo­
lation disagreed with this conclusion for the lowest Reynolds number. Their results 
showed a slower decay for R e=103, which was explained by the fact that RBF pro­
vided better accuracy than Rossi’s method, which increased numerical diffusion due 
to the frequent splitting and merging action.
The latest paper to appear on this subject is by Barba and Leonard [96]. They per­
formed over 50 simulations of the Gaussian monopole with a quadrupolar perturbation 
as described by Rossi et al. [94] for various Reynolds numbers and disturbance ampli­
tudes <5. Their study was mainly motivated by the understanding of the axisymmetriza- 
tion process of this vortex and the need to find the critical amplitudes that separate the 
monopolar and tripolar asymptotic states. The simulations were done using the grid- 
free two-dimensional viscous vortex blob method with RBF interpolation developed 
by Barba et al. [37]. By plotting the logarithm of vorticity in gray scale, Barba and 
Leonard were able to clearly observe the formation of satellites and describe in detail 
the evolution process of the perturbed vortex. They noted that for small perturbations 
the initial negative vortices were embraced by the main core and became homogenized 
leading to an axisymmetric monopole. However, for large amplitudes, the zero contour 
levels of vorticity enclosed some negative vorticity during their rotation and created 
two satellites around the main core. The size and life time of these satellites increased 
with 8. This mechanism, which was described by the authors as the “pinching” of the 
zero contour levels, clearly showed that there is indeed a critical perturbation that sep­
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arates an axisymmetric state from a non-axisymmetric one. But since some amplitudes 
led to extremely weak satellites that vanished in a very short time, the two researchers 
were left with the problematic question of how to identify a tripole, thereby determin­
ing the threshold amplitude. They considered three different conditions to describe a 
tripole and found the critical amplitudes for each of them. The conditions were: the 
formation of satellites and the survival of the satellites for half a turnover time and for 
a full-tumover time. For all cases their results confirmed Le Dizes’ [95] assumption 
that <5criticai increases when Re decreases. Moreover they observed that for Re between 
103 and 104 the threshold varied approximately on an R e - 1 / 3 scale. While investigat­
ing the relaxation of the tripoles they noted that this process occurred on a viscous 
timescale (£/Re) for large amplitudes and on a shear-diffusion timescale ( i /R e ^ 3) for 
small ones. They justified this by the fact that shear-diffusion is a linear mechanism 
and for small perturbations nonlinear effects are not very important. Finally, in order 
to test the stability of the tripolar structure, they randomly perturbed the particle posi­
tions and found that the vortex, once formed, is very robust and able to recover from 
the perturbation back to its original state. This result agreed with the findings of Rossi 
et al. [94].
4.3 High-order multipolar vortices
Since the observation of the tripole, natural human curiosity pushed researchers to look 
for higher-order vortices that can be considered coherent structures. Numerical and 
experimental evidence showed that more complex vortices than the tripole do actually 
exist in two-dimensional flow. They can have different orders of multipole, where in 
each case the centre has an n-polygonal shape of one vortical sign surrounded by n  
satellites of opposite sign, one on each side. These multipoles for simplicity are called 
by the geometrical form of their cores, so they are triangular, square, pentagonal, etc. 
Usually their lifespan is shorter than that of the tripole due to their instability. Figure 
4.6 depicts schematically the first three members of this family.
4.3.1 Experimental studies on high-order multipoles
A vortex generated in a flow where there is a density gradient along surfaces of con­
stant pressure is called baroclinic. A triangular-like structure arising from an unstable 
baroclinic vortex in a two-layer rotating stratified fluid was observed by Griffiths and 
Linden [97]. During the experiment a monopole was created in a rotating tank, which 
resulted in the formation of an anticyclonic vortex in the upper layer and a cyclonic in 
the lower one, but the authors focussed their study on the evolution of the anticyclone 
only. The stability and strength of both vortices depended on the Richardson number 
(Ri), which is a dimensionless parameter that expresses the ratio of potential to kinetic 
energy, defined as Ri=g'h0/4:Ql2R l ,  where g’= g A p /p  is the reduced gravity between 
the two layers, A p  is the density difference, h0 the initial depth of the upper fluid, Q the 







Figure 4.6: High-order multipolar vortices; a: triangular vortex; b: square vortex; c: 
pentagonal vortex.
vortex split into two dipoles due to a wavenumber-2 instability. However, for small Ri 
the three-dimensional instabilities led to the growth of a mode-3 perturbation, which 
created a triangular-like structure. The cyclonic vorticity around the anticyclonic core 
drew some fluid from the centre and formed three enclosed areas that exerted a shear 
on the main vortex, making it triangular, then pinched three patches of vorticity, creat­
ing three dipoles that travelled away from the centre. Later on, a numerical simulation 
of the Navier-Stokes equations by Verzicco et al. [98] for the same initial conditions 
produced results consistent with the observations of Griffiths and Linden.
Triangular vortices have been found to emerge from different initial conditions, 
in particular from unstable anticyclonic shielded vortices. Kloosterziel and van Hei­
jst [84] were able to create such a vortex in the laboratory by stirring the fluid in a 
bottomless cylinder placed in the centre of a rotating tank filled with a homogeneous 
fluid. In most cases wavenumber-2 perturbations grew and the anticyclone split into 
two cyclonic vortices that moved away from the tank centre. The new vortices were 
unstable and quickly broke down into two counter-rotating dipoles. But in one experi­
ment with a small Rossby number, which is a dimensionless parameter that expresses 
the ratio of net circulation in a fluid to the Coriolis acceleration arising from planetary 
rotation, Ro =  U/ L f ,  where L  and U are respectively the characteristic length scale 
and velocity, wavenumber-3 perturbations grew, leading to the formation of a triangu­
lar shaped anticyclonic core surrounded by three cyclonic satellites. This structure had 
a solid body rotation in the same direction as the central vortex, and strangely enough, 
the maximum core vorticity had the same order of magnitude as the peak vorticity of 
the satellites. The authors stated that it was the first paper in the literature to report 
a triangular vortex. Soon after its formation, two of the satellites collapsed and the
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core became elliptic, turning the triangular structure into an unstable tripole that did 
not live long before splitting into two dipoles. When trying to repeat the experiment, 
Kloosterziel and van Heijst found great difficulty in getting the same initial conditions 
as before, thus only rarely were they able to observe the emergence of a triangular vor­
tex. Moreover, they could not create this structure from cyclonic shielded monopoles. 
They concluded that the instability and the scarcity of this new vortex might be the 
reasons why it had not been observed in the past. Studying the reasons that led to the 
evolution of such a structure, they noted that three-dimensional centrifugal instability 
may have played a role, since it was previously found that two dimensional cyclones 
and anticyclones behave similarly [75]. Moreover, the Rossby number was critical in 
this case, since triangular vortices emerged only from initial shielded monopoles with 
small Rossby number.
Camevale and Kloosterziel [99] gave more experimental evidence that a triangular 
vortex can be the end-state of an unstable anticyclonic shielded monopole using the 
same technique as in the previous study. This triangular structure, as in [84], was 
unstable and broke up into a pair of dipoles after the merger of two satellites. They 
tried unsuccessfully to produce a stable triangle that decays due to viscous effects while 
conserving its form, by introducing three equally spaced separators in the cylinder. 
This experiment resulted in the creation of a more symmetric vortex with a triangular 
core and three semi-circular satellites that survived longer than the previous structure 
before breaking down. They stated also without giving graphical evidence that in some 
cases the core of the triangular vortex did not split up, but paired with the satellite 
formed after the merging, leading to a dipole-monopole end state.
This scenario is reported by Beckers and van Heijst [100] who also produced a 
triangular vortex from an anticyclonic isolated monopole. In the early stages, their 
vortex evolution was similar to that of other experimental vortices reported in the lit­
erature. However, after the merging of two satellites a tripole was formed, then the 
core paired with the resultant vortex and moved away from the other satellite, creating 
a dipole-monopole situation. This result was similar to the evolution of the tripole 
on the 7 -plane [93]. The evolution and break up of this triangular vortex was well 
reproduced in a point vortex simulation, which showed that the asymmetric strength 
of the satellites is behind this special disintegration. Reproducing another triangular 
structure that behaved in the same way was not an easy task, and the authors clearly 
stated that they were unable to do so in further experiments.
In 1993, in a brief remark, Flor et al. [90] reported the formation of a vortical struc­
ture with a triangular shaped core in a non-rotating stratified fluid. Though it was the 
first time that a tripole had been observed in such a flow, no further information was 
given until 1996 when Flor and van Heijst [91] published an extended article on this 
subject. As mentioned in §4.2, stirring stratified fluid with a rotating bent rod created 
asymmetric tripoles with strong satellites. In some cases this vortex broke into two 
dipoles, but in others the core was squeezed by the strong satellites and took on a tri­
angular shape, decreasing the angle between the side vortices at one end of it. Then, 
during the rotation, one of the satellites stretched around the centre and broke into two 
equal strength vortices such that one of them moved to the free side of the triangu­
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lar core creating a new structure. This formation was stable and survived for several 
revolutions, leading the authors to predict its gradual decay to a monopole. In other 
experiments with the tangential-injection method, wavenumber-3 perturbations grew 
instantly in the flow, leading directly to the formation of a triangular vortex without 
passing through a tripolar transient phase. In contrast to the previous case, this vortex 
was highly unstable and decayed rapidly either to a monopole or to a tripole through 
a process similar to that of triangles in rotating fluid. While studying the characteris­
tics of the stable triangular vortex, the authors found that it had a continuous vorticity 
distribution like other coherent structures, but rotated more slowly than the tripole. 
Moreover, the vorticity and the streamfunction in this vortex were linearly related in 
contradiction to previous results [86,89,99,101]. Representing the centre by a 3 7  
strength point vortex and the satellites by 3 point vortices of strength —7  each, placed 
on a circle and spaced equally by 27t/3, this structure was modelled numerically. The 
simulation predicted well the motion and the angular velocity of the experimental vor­
tex.
4.3.2 Numerical simulations of multipolar vortices
Triangular vortices, or quadrupoles as described by Carton [89], were in some special 
cases the result of the interaction of two equal co-rotating isolated monopoles. They 
found numerically that when the initial shielded vortices had wide cores with narrow, 
large vorticity amplitude, annuli, and were situated close to each other, they evolved 
into two short-lived quadrupoles. This transient structure broke into two dipoles or 
a finite number of monopoles. In the same article, Carton gave evidence of a long- 
lived triangular vortex. He stated that a 2-contour shielded monopole with a strong 
perturbation generated a stable quadrupole that performed several rotations with few 
structural changes due to dissipation. This was the first time that such a vortex had 
been reported.
Since the triangular vortices observed in the laboratory were very unstable and 
short lived, their evolution was not well understood. So Orlandi and van Heijst [8 6 ] 
decided to simulate such vortices, hoping to get a deeper insight into their dynam­
ics. They were successful in generating a triangular structure from a two-dimensional 
cyclonic shielded monopole with a very steep vorticity profile. It is interesting to 
remember that in three-dimensional flow only anticyclonic vortices generate such a 
structure. However, like the experimental ones, this triangular vortex was highly un­
stable and two satellites quickly merged before it broke up into two dipoles. Studying 
the vorticity-streamfunction graph for their vortex, the authors noticed a striking re­
lation; in the core, close to the maximum vorticity, u  and ip were not related at all: 
du /d ip = 0 .
Another numerical investigation of the stability of high-order multipoles was per­
formed by Camevale and Kloosterziel [99] using high-resolution simulation and a 
point vortex model. First, they randomly perturbed an isolated monopole with a distur­
bance £' concentrated at the zero vorticity level between the core and annulus. Differ­
ent behaviours of the vortex were observed depending on In some simulations with
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a very steep initial vorticity distribution the vortex evolved into a triangle, a similar re­
sult to that of Orlandi and van Heijst [8 6 ]. They suggested that the different evolutions 
are accounted for by the mix of different wavenumber growth in the perturbations. 
This appears to be a plausible explanation since in one case where modes other than 
mode-3 were weak, to the surprise of the authors, a stable symmetric triangular struc­
ture emerged and conserved its form for many rotations. The uj-'iJj scatter plot for this 
vortex resembled that of [8 6 ], especially in the centre of the core (du/&ip=0), but the 
authors did not mention it.
This stable triangle motivated them to examine the possibility of such a vortex ap­
pearing in the laboratory. They performed a series of simulations with pure wavenumber- 
3 instability and different viscosities, and found that viscosity does not affect the sta­
bility of the structure, thus it is possible to produce experimentally a stable triangle 
that decays due to viscous effects only. However, further stability studies on the vor­
tex showed that this is very unlikely because the triangle is unstable to infinitesimally 
small perturbations, which explains why it always breaks down during the experiment. 
Increasing the steepness of the vorticity profile in the initial shielded monopole led to 
the breaking of the outer ring into four satellites and the emergence of a new structure 
with a square core. This vortex, the square, was unstable and soon after its formation 
each pair of its satellites merged leading to a tripole, then broke to the familiar pair of 
dipoles.
Camevale and Kloosterziel [99] conducted further simulations with pure mode-4 
instability, which indicated that a square vortex can be observed in a laboratory, but it 
will not be stable and it will appear as a transitory phase since the smallest numerical 
noise is sufficient to destroy it. A square vortex has been produced in the laboratory 
in non-rotating stratified fluid by imposing mode-4 perturbations (van Heijst, private 
communication). Photographs can be seen on the website of the Fluid Dynamics Lab­
oratory at Eindhoven University of Technology [102]. As predicted by the simulations, 
the vortex was unstable and shortly after its formation evolved into a tripole. Moreover, 
Camevale and Kloosterziel briefly mentioned that they were able to create a pentago­
nal vortex through a wavenumber-5 perturbation that lived only for a very short period. 
Two pairs of its satellites merged, forming a triangular vortex that broke into a tripole 
before the final two-dipole state. Using a point vortex model to assess the stability of 
the multipoles, they remarked that it was easier to make a structure unstable once its 
satellites were not of equal strength. Finally they concluded that of the high-order mul­
tipoles they examined, only the triangle was stable enough to be considered a coherent 
structure beside the monopole, dipole and tripole, though due to its marginal stability 
it is the weakest member in this family.
An extensive study of the formation of multipolar vortices from shielded monopoles 
with piecewise-constant vorticity profile and their decay was carried out by Morel and 
Carton [101]. However, contrary to previous investigations, they used three-contour 
Rankine vortices as the initial condition. A Rankine vortex, named after its Scottish 
creator William John Rankine, is an idealized vortex with uniform vorticity inside a
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circular patch of radius R  and zero vorticity outside it. It is defined as:
_  f w0, r < R  
U 1 0 ,  r > R .
(4.1)
A three-contour vortex is formed by three areas of vorticity, a positive core separated 
from a negative ring by a wide annulus of zero vorticity. Morel and Carton argued that 
this annulus facilitated the formation of complex multipoles since the ring reorganised 
more easily into separate satellites, uninfluenced by the core shear. Depending on the 
wavenumber introduced, they were able to get quadrupoles, squares —  referred to as 
pentapoles —  and pentagonal vortices. Interestingly, they observed that for a mode less 
than 5 only one wavenumber instability grew on a given three-contour Rankine vortex, 
unlike the competition of perturbations suggested by Camevale and Kloosterziel [99] 
for the two-contour monopoles. The nonlinear evolution of the initial condition was 
simulated with contour surgery and a pseudospectral code for modes 2, 3 and 4. It 
was observed that the lower the wavenumber the higher the linear instability, which 
meant that mode-4 perturbations developed more slowly than mode-2, giving ample 
time for nonlinear effects to produce more complex multipoles. The evolution process 
started by the condensation of the ring into n  satellites, slightly changing the form of 
the core and leaving some filaments that folded around the side vortices and dissipated 
due to viscosity before the structure stabilized into its final shape. These multipoles 
were similar to the multipolar steady states of the Euler equations. The pseudospectral 
simulation for the triangle revealed that its circulation, angular momentum and energy 
were conserved during its formation, but its enstrophy decreased validating the hypoth­
esis of Leith [74] that multipoles have lower enstrophy than monopoles. Enstrophy, a 
term made popular by Leith himself, is the integral of the square of vorticity over the 
velocity field and is conserved in two-dimensional inviscid flow. It is defined as:
Finally, the vortex had a nonlinear relation between u  and in accordance with [8 6 , 
89,99].
In order to examine the robustness of the multipolar family under slight distur­
bances or permanent deformations, Morel and Carton [101] carried out a stability 
study on each of its members. The tripole and the triangle were both found to be 
stable. However, higher order structures broke down through the known mechanisms 
of satellite merger, core destruction into two dipoles or core pairing with one satellite. 
The result of the breakdown was found to depend on the size of the core and its distance 
from the satellites. When the centre was small and distant from its side vortices, it was 
strong enough to resist the shear exerted by them, which led to a tripole or even some­
times a quadrupole due to the successive satellite mergers. Conversely, a large core 
close to its side vortices resulted in two dipoles. Though in this investigation the mul­
tipoles emerged from three-contour Rankine vortices, the stability results agreed with 
the conclusion of [99] that for high order structures only triangles are strong enough to 
be considered coherent vortices. Finally, the authors summarised in one figure [101, 
Figure 14] the evolution and decay of the different vortex types.
(4.2)
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4.3.3 Large scale triangular vortices
Lin [103] found through fully nonlinear contour dynamics simulations that triangular 
vortices might exist in nature as the result of the evolution of tornado-like vortices. 
Based on previous studies, he divided the tornado into two regions, inner and outer, and 
argued that these areas are independent of each other so their evolutions can be studied 
separately. The outer region was represented by a shielded monopole that produced 
a tripolar vortex. However, the vorticity field of the inner area was approximated by 
a three-layer model, which consisted of a weak central ring, a middle strong annulus 
and a moderate outer layer all with positive vorticity. The vortex was unstable to an 
azimuthal wavenumber-3 perturbation, which destroyed the strongest layer and turned 
it into three vortices that the author called “suction vortices” due to their effect on the 
central layer. These satellites enrolled some vorticity from the core deforming it to 
triangular while keeping the outer annulus intact. This triangle differs from what has 
been previously reported by the fact that its core and its satellites are both cyclonic, 
which Lin believed to be the case in real tornadoes.
4.3.4 Multipoles emerging from perturbed unshielded monopoles
Lately, multipoles have been observed to emerge from perturbed Lamb vortices. Barba [104] 
superimposed non-axisymmetric distortions on a Gaussian distribution and analysed 
the axisymmetrisation processes. When subjected to a weak three-fold perturbation, 
the Lamb vortex relaxed directly to its base state, while a strong distortion led to the 
formation of a triangular vortex that rotated as a solid body. It was the first time that 
such a vortex had been produced from unshielded monopoles. As for the tripolar case 
in a previous study [96], the satellites were formed by the negative part of the distur­
bance while the positive part was embedded in the core. Under a stability test, the 
triangle proved to be a stable structure. In further simulations, an octopole perturba­
tion produced a square vortex, and a decapolar one formed a pentagonal vortex. Both 
structures were unstable and evolved into tripoles through satellite merger. As for the 
tripole, Barba suggested the existence of a threshold perturbation value (Critical) that 





The obvious is that which is never seen until someone expresses it simply.
Sand and Foam, Khalil Gibran, 1926
A novel approach for the calculation of velocities in two-dimensional Lagrangian 
vortex methods is presented in this chapter. The computation scheme can be applied to 
simulate inviscid and viscous flows. The method solves the partial differential equation 
of the streamfunction directly on the node, using a standard linear solver for large 
sparse symmetric systems. The solution proceeds in an iterative manner until specified 
convergence criteria are met.
To develop the current numerical method, the computational domain is represented 
by a set of points connected by a Delaunay triangulation. At every node i in the domain 
the streamfunction i/j and its derivatives are approximated by a Taylor series truncated 
after the second order terms, since the derivatives in Equation (2.15) are second or­
der. Then the streamfunction and velocities are computed directly at the nodes using 
a least squares method based on the three requirements of a valid solution to the par­
tial differential equation for the system: a continuous solution between the nodes, the 
equation at nodes must be satisfied and the boundary conditions must be met. The first 
requirement is fulfilled through the approximation of ^  by the truncated Taylor series 
at each node, while making sure that the expansion at any given point matches that 
at nearby points to a pre-selected order. The second requirement is fulfilled through 
a relationship between the coefficients of the series at each node, and the third is im­
posed by fixing the streamfunction and velocities at the boundaries, depending on the 
conditions.
This method is not limited by the number of points in the computational domain 
nor by their fixed locations, allowing the addition, deletion and movement of points 
with no change in the numerical formulation.
5.1 Numerical formulation for plane flow
To approximate the streamfunction at a computational element (x i} yi), n  points must 
be chosen as its neighbours where the second order Taylor series is applied. This guar-
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an tees the continuity of the solution of the streamfunction between the nodes. The 
mesh generation and choice of neighbours are explained in §5.3 and §5.4. Considering 
a node i interacting with a neighbour node j ,  the local approximation of the stream­
function is:
=  V>(t) +  X i j ^  +  VijlpM +  +  V i jX i j^ l  +  ^Vij'lpyy, (5.1)
where x i3 = x 3 — x t and y i3 = y3 — yt . Differentiating Equation (5.1), with respect to
x  and y, one gets the truncated Taylor series approximation of the velocities:
^ x ] ~  +  Xi3^x l  +  ViMy,  (5.2a)
^ y ] =  ^ y ] +  XU^xy  + Vi j i ’yy- (5-2b)
Then, to satisfy the partial differential equation at the node z, the Poisson equation 
(2.15) is applied:
i>V + ^  = -U i.  (5.3)
Once Equation (5.3) and the second order Taylor series (5.1) are expanded for all 
the nodes i = 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . , TV and their neighbours in the computational domain, the 
following linear system is produced:
Aii'iU =  (5.4a)
=  - u it (5.4b)
where the left-hand side matrices contain the solution * and its coefficients, and are 
written as the following vectors:
q>. =  [</)« ^(0 ^(0 ^ ) y Y ,  (5.5a)
A-ij — [1 %ij y%j %ij/2  x ^y ij  y^jj2], (5.5b)
D* =  [ 0 0 0  1 0 1]. (5.5c)
When Equations (5.4) are applied to two nodes neighbouring each other, the system to 
solve becomes:
Aijtyi + B j & j  = 0, (5.6a)
B i j ^ i  +  = 0, (5.6b)
=  —Ui, (5.6c)
D = —lOj, (5.6d)
where D3 =  D* and By- =  B3i — [—1 0 0 0 0 0]. In order to compute the components
of the streamfunction, Equations (5.4) are combined:
T ij 'Sri + Bj i tyj  = bij, (5.7)
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where the definition of matrix Ty takes into consideration the position of node i if it is 
on the boundary or not and fry contains the nodal vorticities or any boundary condition 
to be applied. When i is not a boundary node, T y  and fry are defined:
T «  f ° h j CVen; (5-8)
[ A i:i -  j odd,
and
t « =  r  j w b  (s.?)
{ -jf-ui, j odd
T ij alternates between the two forms to avoid having a row of zeros in the left-hand
side matrix. On the other hand, if node i is a boundary node then its vorticity is part of
the solution, thus the differential operator is not included in the system and the defini­
tions of T ^  and fry are modified to apply the boundary conditions by setting the values 
of the streamfunction or the velocities. For a streamfunction boundary condition, T y  
and bij are:
Ty =  Ay - [ 1  0 0 0 0 0], (5.10)
bij = - i f .  (5.11)
For a velocity boundary condition, the same approach is used to define the matrices:
T ^  =  A^  -  [0 Xij yij 0 0 0], (5.12)
bij Xij ipx yij ipy, (5.13)
where and are defined using respectively the vertical and horizontal components 
of the velocity on the boundary.
5.2 Least-squares solution
Since the solution has six components, at least six neighbours must be chosen per 
node. Otherwise the system will be underdetermined and will have an infinite number 
of solutions. From the standpoint of accuracy and smoothness of the approximation of 
the streamfunction between the elements, it is preferable to include more neighbours 
than the number of unknown components. This will lead to an overdetermined system 
of equations that is solved in a least-square sense by minimising a defined local error. 
It is important to note that the accuracy of the least-squares method greatly depends on 
the order of the Taylor series. Strickland [105] investigated the accuracy of the least- 
squares method for different orders of the Taylor series, and found that a third order
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series reduces the error by about two orders of magnitude from that of a second order 
series, while a fourth order Taylor series decreases the error by an extra two orders.
In the current study, Equation (5.7) is solved simultaneously for all the nodes. After 
choosing the n  (n >  6 ) neighbours per node, an error is defined:
(5.14)
where subscript j  refers to neighbouring nodes. If required in the calculations, Equa­
tion (5.14) can be multiplied by a weighting coefficient w„ that depends on the distance 
between the nodes and defined as:
w =  e (5.15)
where c is the length scale depending on the local mesh geometry and defined either 
as the arithmetic or the geometric mean of the edge lengths connected to node i.
The least-squares solution for \I> is found when the local residual e\ is a minimum, 
thus its derivatives with respect to each term in Equation (5.5a) are zero. Differentiat­














^   ^2?/yWy(Ty\Erj “)“ B y  ^  j  ~  6y ). (5.16c)
3 = 1
Once the error e\ is differentiated with respect to all terms and the derivatives are set 
to zero, the system to solve becomes:
(5.17)
where T jT y  and T ^B y are 6 x 6 blocks. Once Equation (5.17) is assembled for all 
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The left-hand side matrix is a large, sparse, symmetric matrix with total size of 6 N  x 
6N,  where for example block T jT y  is located in row 6i +  1 to 6i + 6  and column 
6 z + 1  to 6i + 6 and block T j-T ^  is in rows 6 j  -I-1— 6 j  +  6  and columns 6j  + 1 — 6j  +  6 .
After assembling the system of equations, the boundary conditions are imposed by 
modifying the rows of the streamfunction components in the left-hand side and right- 
hand side matrices corresponding to the boundary nodes. They are set to zero and 
replaced by equations depending on the condition imposed. For a velocity boundary 
condition, the equations are:
[0 1 0 0 0 0 ]^ i =  - v ,  (5.19a)
[0 0 1 0 0 0 ] ^  =  u, (5.19b)
where u  and v are the components of the prescribed velocity on the boundary, while 
for a streamfunction condition the rows of the streamfunction at the boundary nodes 
are replaced by:
[1 0 0 0 0 0 ]^ i =  ip. (5.20)
The assembly of the system can be summarised by the following algorithm:
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A l g o r i t h m  4.1 
for each node i =  0 , 1 , . . . ,  TV — 1 do
for each neighbour node j  = 0 , 1 , . . . ,  n  do 
Calculate A 
Assemble By.
if i is not a boundary node then 
Assemble D*.
Calculate T y .
Evaluate Equation (5.7) and add to the system, 
else
if Imposing a streamfunction boundary condition then 
Evaluate Equations (5.10-5.11) and add to the system, 
end if
if Imposing a velocity boundary condition then





for each node i = 0 , 1 , . . . ,  N  — 1: do 
if i is a boundary node then
if Imposing a streamfunction boundary condition then 
Insert Equation (5.20). 
end if
if Imposing a velocity boundary condition: then 




The symmetric system of Equations (5.18) can be solved by a standard iterative tech­
nique that starts with an initial guess at the nodal points and uses a successive cycle 
of operations in order to obtain a more accurate solution and approximate the desired 
convergence criteria set by the user. In the current model, the BiConjugate Gradient 
Stabilized (Bi-CGSTAB) iterative method [106] is used.
5.3 Mesh generation
A critical phase in the development of new numerical models for vortex flow simula­
tion is the choice of the vorticity approximation in the computational domain since this 
greatly affects the accuracy of Lagrangian vortex methods. The numerical approach 
developed in the previous sections is based on a triangulated vortex method, where the 
nodes discretising the computational domain are connected by a Delaunay triangula­
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tion and the vorticity is approxim ated at each elem ent. This technique has previously 
been used to com pute planar, axisym m etric and three-dim ensional flows [1 4 -1 7 ,6 0 ].
The initial com putational dom ain, which can have various geom etrical form s, is 
generated by defining its shape, its centre, its dim ensions and the required num ber 
o f points on the outer boundary, then m eshed using a D elaunay triangulation. There 
exist different algorithm s to produce this triangulation; in the current study a m esh 
generator based on the G NU Triangulated Surface Library o f Popinet [107] is used to 
code the triangulation and generate the mesh. The functions in this library are ready to 
be directly used w ithout any m odifications. The user has ju s t to define the m inim um  
and m axim um  triangle areas, A min and A max respectively, and a tolerance betw een the 
com puted and exact values o f the vorticity distribution on the m esh. Then the initial 
dom ain is constructed in three phases; first, an initial triangulation is perform ed, then 
the m esh is refined by inserting points in order to m eet the specified requirem ents for 
the triangles, and finally the vorticity is com puted at each node and then interpolated 
at the centroid o f each triangle and com pared with the exact value. If the difference is 
larger than the specified tolerance, a new node is inserted at the centroid w ith the exact 
value o f vorticity and the triangulation is updated. This iterative procedure is repeated 
until the tolerance is met on each triangle. Figure 5.1 shows a generated circular m esh 
for a Lam b-O seen vortex situated at its centre after the second and third phase. Since 
the vortex has a high vorticity gradient in its core, the node density is higher there after 
the last step.
a b
Figure 5.1: M esh generation for a Lam b-O seen vortex; a: initial m esh after D elaunay 
triangulation refinem ent, b: m esh after vorticity refinem ent.
W hen constructing the triangulation, the Triangulated Surface Library indexes the 
grid points and the edges directly w ithout the user interference. Then, the total num ber 
o f vertices, segm ents and triangles along with the node coordinates, their indices and 
their connectivity are saved. This storage is used later on for updating the m esh and 
retrieving inform ation about it, for exam ple for identifying the points connected to a
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given node. Once the domain is generated, the information are sent to another code, 
which performs the approximation of the streamfunction, assembles the system of 
equations as described in Algorithm 4.1 and solves it using the Bi-CGSTAB iterative 
method.
For simulating flows over solid boundaries, the triangulation has to take into ac­
count the presence of the body in the computational domain. Nodes can not lie inside a 
closed geometry since this area is physically not part of the flow. Using an unstructured 
grid, as in the present study, makes the introduction of two dimensional geometries into 
the domain an easy task, as the mesh conforms well to any desired shape. To produce 
meshes around bodies, the initial mesh generator is modified by the author by using 
extra functions from the GNU Triangulated Surface Library. The domain is produced 
then as follow: an initial grid without the geometry in it is first generated, then the 
nodes are freed from their triangulation so the points forming the circumference of 
the solid body can be added to the domain by introducing their coordinates to the list 
previously saved. Freeing the nodes from their connections is crucial at this stage as 
the Triangulated Surface Library will not allow addition or deletion of points in a tri­
angulated domain. Once the points of the solid geometry are added, all the nodes lying 
inside a closed area are removed. A technique similar to ray tracing is used to achieve 
this. From every node i — 1 , 2 , . . . ,  iV a ray is projected rightwards and its intersection 
with the solid periphery of the body is checked. If a given ray crosses the border an 
odd number of times, then its corresponding node is inside the boundary, thus it is 
deleted. A simple example of this technique is shown in Figure 5.2. Point 1 is outside 
the circle, as a result its ray intersects the circumference twice, while the ray of node 2 , 
which is inside the closed region, crosses it once. After all the points inside the body 
are removed, the nodes are re-triangulated, the mesh is updated and the indices of the 
inner boundary points are stored so they can be recovered when applying boundary 
conditions. Figure 5.3 shows the Delaunay triangulation for a circular cylinder and an 
ellipse in the computational domain.




Figure 5.3: D elaunay triangulation for solid bodies in the com putational dom ain; a: 
m esh around a circular cylinder, b: m esh around an ellipse
5.4 Neighbourhood and connectivity
T he choice o f neighbours for a com putational elem ent is critical to the developm ent 
o f the current m ethod since the arrangem ent o f the neighbouring particles affects the 
approxim ation o f the stream function and the accuracy o f the least-squares m ethod as 
discussed by Baty and W olfe [108]. For instance, if  the neighbours are along the same 
line no inform ation is available about derivatives perpendicular to that line, or if  they 
are all on one side o f the node then the approxim ation o f the stream function for the 
elem ents on the other side is m issing, w hich can result in an ill-conditioned m atrix 
A  i j .  A lso, the effect o f a far away neighbour is less im portant than a close one, so for 
a better approxim ation it is desirable for the neighbours to be as close as possible to 
the main node.
D ifferent techniques for selecting the neighbours o f a node exist [5 9 ,108-110] and 
this subject is an im portant area o f research in triangulated vortex m ethods. D epending 
on the approach used, the process can be com plicated, as in Perrone and Kao [110], 
com putationally  expensive, as in Baty and W olfe [108] and L iszka and O rkisz [59], or 
fails to generate a good point distribution around the node due to the irregular density 
o f the m esh, as in Jensen [109].
In the present m ethod different algorithm s for the selection o f neighbours were 
tested before developing a novel procedure to accom plish this task. The developed 
approach enjoys several advantages over o ther algorithm s as it is sim ple, tim e efficient 
and guarantees a good point distribution around the node. The D elaunay triangulation 
provides useful inform ation about the vertices in the m esh connected to a given point 
by an edge. This inform ation is used for every node i  =  1 , 2 , . . . ,  N  in the dom ain 
to identify the points directly connected to it by an edge and add them  to a list. Then 
the code loops over all the nodes in the list adding the points connected to them . This 
step is repeated every tim e a new set o f vertices is added to the list. In this way, a web
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of nodes is built around every vertex i, from which the neighbours are to be selected. 
To minimize computing time, a cut off distance 8x that depends on the mesh quality 
is defined around node i, after which no extra nodes are added to the web. So once a 
new vertex j  is added to the list, its distance from i is checked. If d ( i , j )  < 5x then 
the points connected to j  are added, otherwise the code does not loop over j .  This step 
limits the number of nodes to loop over.
When simulating a flow over a solid geometry, an extra check is performed before 
adding nodes to the neighbour list, in order to guarantee the continuity and validity 
of the Taylor series expansion. Physically, two particles in the flow separated by a 
solid object will not affect each other, thus in the simulation they cannot be chosen as 
neighbours. So once a vertex is identified as a potential neighbour to node i, a straight­
forward approach is used to ensure that the points “see” each other: the two nodes are 
joined by a segment whose intersection with the body periphery is investigated. If the 
segment crosses the boundary, then the point can not be a neighbour to node i, as a 
result, it is not added to the list. The points on the boundary are part of the flow field, 
thus they can be neighbours to other nodes including boundary points as long as the 
joining segment do not fall inside the solid geometry. Figure 5.4 illustrates an example 
of this technique. Nodes a and b are boundary points and can be neighbours to nodes d 
and c respectively. However, since the segments joining a to c and b to d intersect the 
periphery, and the segment between a and d falls inside the closed area, these points 




Figure 5.4: A simple example of points connectivity.
Once all the checks are performed and the web is built, the list of points is sorted 
by distance from node i. Then the n  closest vertices are chosen as the neighbours for 
the Taylor expansion. As a result, a node not directly connected to i by an edge can 
be selected as a neighbour when assembling the system of equations. This procedure 
avoids using nodes directly connected to i that are not geometrically close to it, and 
guarantees the distribution of the neighbours around each node. Typical examples of 
neighbours of a node in the flow field and of a boundary node on a cylinder are shown 




Figure 5.5: Exam ple o f neighbours o f a node in the flow field.
>
x
Figure 5.6: Exam ple o f neighbours o f  a boundary node on a cylinder.
A l g o r i t h m  4.2 
for each node i  =  0 , 1, . . . ,  N  — 1 do 
Add the nodes directly connected to it. 
for each node j  in the web do 
if d is tan ce (z ,j)< ah  then
Add the nodes connected to it. 
end if 
end for
Repeat the for loop for every new node added to the web. 
if sim ulating flow over a solid body then 
for each node j  in the web do




Sort list o f neighbours by distance.




Once the solution * is computed, the local velocities are acquired, which permits the 
calculation of the control point movement. There are several schemes that can be used 
to accomplish this task, depending on the desired accuracy, efficiency and simplicity. 
But when dealing with large systems, as in this case, storage requirement plays a crit­
ical role in the choice of the method. Runge-Kutta methodology offers an attractive 
tool for the formulation of a numerical integration technique that minimizes memory 
usage. In the current model the velocities are calculated and the nodes moved using 
the low storage Runge-Kutta scheme of Williamson [111], which in two-dimensional 
problems requires 4 memory locations per node, one for each of the coordinates and 
the velocities. Starting with the solution x ( t ) of the initial value problem:
the nth-order algorithm to advance the set of differential equations over a time step A t  
is:
where M j  and Cj are defined by the Runge-Kutta coefficients Wj and a y
By definition X ^=i wj ~  1 an(  ^ a j — J2iZi Qi =  where the coefficients /3jti 
are the intermediate weights of each Runge-Kutta step j .  The precise values of Cj and 
Mj are determined depending on the order of the scheme. For a second-order scheme 
they are:
M l = Ot2, M 2 = W2,
Ci  =  0, C 2 =  (wi  -  M i ) / w 2,
while for a third-order scheme they are:
In the current model the node motion is calculated using a third-order Runge-Kutta 
scheme, where Equations (5.22) are solved through a three step loop. The values of 
the Runge-Kutta coefficients (3jtit Wj and aj  used are those given by Williamson([l 11], 
Table 1). After every step the new values of Uj, Vj, Xj and yj overwrite the previous 
ones so only 4 storage locations are needed per node.
x  = f ( x ( t ) ) ,  x (0 ) =  x 0 (5.21)
(5.22)
Cj — Pj+i,ji j  7^  
Cn
M1 =  0, (5.23)
( Wj - i  -  C j - i ) / W j , j  ±  1, Kj ^  0, 
(Pj + l , j - l  ~  (Xj ) /Cj ,  j  7  ^ 1 , Kj =  0.
M l — Oi2i M 2 — /?32 M3 =  w3,
Cl =  0 , C2 = (wi -  M i ) /w 2l c 3 - {w2 -  M2) / w 3.
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5.6 Viscous diffusion
As discussed in §2.2, in inviscid incompressible flow vorticity is transported by the 
velocity field as a material element. However, in viscous flow there is an additional 
mode of transport, diffusion, due to viscosity, and as a result vorticity is transported 
via advection and diffusion. Thus it moves from regions of large vorticity magnitude 
to regions of lesser magnitude. The vorticity transport equation (2.12) is divided into 
separate advective and diffusive terms:
which are solved consecutively. In this case the computation of the vorticity devel­
opment depends on the calculation of V 2cu. This is accomplished via a moving least- 
squares method as in the work of Marshall and Grant [41], who proved the technique 
to be robust and reliable. The vorticity about a node i is expressed in a second order 
least-square fit as:
Once Equation (5.26) is solved, the coefficients of the polynomial are used to estimate
In practice, as explained by Marshall and Grant [41], to avoid numerical problems in 
regions of large vorticity gradient, the polynomial is fit to log \cu\ and the derivatives of 
u  are computed using the chain rule for differentiation, for example:
(5.24)
(5.25)
UJj UJi —  iOx X i j  T  UJytJij T  O J x x ^ i j /2  T  i d Xy % i j U i j  T  ^ y y V i j / 2 • (5.26)
V 2cu since for a plane flow
V i d  —  i d x x  4 ” ^ y y  •
<9(log|u;|) _  <9(log |a>|) d u  
dx  du; dx
and
d2 (log|cu|) d  <9(log |u;|) d u
d x 2 dx  did dx
did duj dx  dx  did d x 2
d  <9(log |cu|) did did d(log |cu|) d2id
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However, if the vorticity is small or changes sign, Equation (5.26) is applied directly. 
Once the diffusive term is computed, the vorticity is updated via a forward-Euler step, 
a technique used by Russo [60]:
— ^ t - 1 + (5.27)
where A t  is the time step.
The local velocities are always computed and nodes are moved as described in 
§5.5, but for viscous computation on a moving mesh there is a restriction on the time 
step due to stability conditions. For the current method, the well-known criterion for a 
square grid is applied [41,60]:
where I is the minimum permissible edge length between two control points. At the be­
ginning of the simulation, once the kinematic viscosity v  and the triangulation criteria 
are defined, A t  is computed and set to be used when moving the nodes.
The continuous evolution of vorticity via advection and diffusion, and the movement 
of the nodes affects the quality of the triangles, which stretch and compress, deforming 
the mesh. Since the approximation of the streamfunction and the interpolation of the 
vorticity on the mesh in the current method depends on the triangulation, a distorted 
grid will cause a dramatic increase in the numerical error. To overcome the loss of ac­
curacy due to Lagrangian distortion and maintain the spatial resolution of the vorticity 
field, the computational domain is remeshed every few time steps. This process is of 
critical importance in triangulated vortex methods [14,17,41], especially in simula­
tions of rotating fluids where the deformation of the control point distribution can be 
intense.
Remeshing consists of rediscretising the computational domain, then recalculating 
the vorticity distribution by interpolation on the new nodes. The approach adopted in 
order to achieve this task is by setting a minimum and maximum edge length, /min and 
lmax, in the triangulation, which also imposes the required triangle qualities. If two 
control points lie closer to each other than Zmin, they are merged so the short edge is 
replaced by one node with a combined vorticity value which conserves the total mesh 
circulation. The four edges defined by the previous two vertices are collapsed into 
two segments sharing the new node. This amalgamation is necessary first, for viscous 
diffusion stability, Equation (5.28), second, for ensuring the quality of the triangles 
and third, for maintaining the number of control points so it does not become too big. 
If an edge becomes longer than lmax, it is split in half by inserting a new node at its 
midpoint where the vorticity is calculated by interpolation. Adding points to the mesh 
ensures the spatial resolution and the smoothness of the vorticity distribution. Finally, 









Figure 5.7: Basic remeshing operations
arises the need to expand it. This is accomplished by adding new nodes outside the 
mesh on the normals to the boundary edges. The distance at which these points are 
placed is defined by the user. After updating the triangulation, the added nodes form 





Every item o f  physical knowledge must therefore be an assertion o f  what 
has been or would be the result o f  carrying out a specified observational 
procedure.
The Philosophy o f  Physical Science, Sir Arthur Eddington, 1939
To “simulate” means to build a likeness of a certain situation that might happen in 
reality. Computer simulations are designed and used to provide solutions to problems 
or to investigate processes that scientists and engineers are interested in. So, a sim­
ulation is a numerical representation of the case under study and not the case itself. 
Due to restricted computer resources and sometimes the complexity of the study, sim­
plifications and assumptions have to be made when the initial problem is numerically 
modelled, which inevitably affect the output in advance. Thus, once a new computer 
code is built, questions about its accuracy and the resemblance of its results to the real 
model arise: does the software provide numerically stable, convergent and reliable so­
lutions; do the results correspond to the physical requirements of the real situation? To 
answer these questions, researchers have to assess the credibility and validate the nu­
merical output of the code, a process commonly known as “validation”. Validation is 
a careful analysis of the computed results in order to examine if the simulation agrees 
with theoretical or experimental observations, and to determine to what extent the com­
puter model is accurate in representing the studied case. The process can be lengthy, 
costly and time consuming but it is a cornerstone of the development of scientific soft­
ware. The strategy is to identify and quantify errors and uncertainties by comparing 
the simulation output to theoretical or experimental data. The accuracy required in the 
validation activity depends on the application itself, and so the process should assess 
various levels of accuracy. Thus, there is not one test to use for the verification of the 
results; numerous methodologies exist to undertake this activity. Verifying numerical 
codes for all possible situations is an impractical task, so the choice of the procedures 
depends on the programmer himself and the targets he wants to achieve. The different 
methods used in determining the credibility of the computed solution can be classified 
in two groups: internal and external checks. Internal checks consist of a careful analy­
sis of the degree to which the boundary conditions or the physical characteristics of the
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results are fulfilled. External checks are based on the comparison of the computed so­
lution to data from other numerical methods or experiments, or to analytical solutions 
if they exist.
In the current chapter, the numerical method presented in Chapter 5 is validated 
using different techniques from those two groups. The Method of Manufactured So­
lutions is used to perform internal checks, while external checks are accomplished by 
studying potential flows past a cylinder and over an ellipse, and simulating the devel­
opment of an isolated Lamb-Oseen vortex and wake vortices. Those tests confirm the 
accuracy and robustness of the current method.
6.1 Method of manufactured solutions
As discussed, computer coding is highly prone to error, thus a critical phase in the de­
velopment of scientific codes is the verification that the equations are solved correctly. 
The best benchmarks to use in this operation are exact analytical solutions, which do 
not need to be realistic since in this case the validation is purely mathematical. There 
are numerous methods of verification; one commonly used in the field of computa­
tional fluid dynamics is the Method of Manufactured Solutions (MMS) [112], which 
provides a high level of confidence in the implementation of the code and the expected 
order of accuracy of the results. Roache [112] assesses the method as such: “When 
used with systematic grid refinement studies, which are remarkably sensitive, MMS 
produces strong Code Verifications with a theorem-like quality and a clearly defined 
completion point”. The method is based on Polya’s saying: “Only a fool starts at the 
beginning; the wise one starts at the end” [113]. Normally in differential equations the 
givens are the differential operators, the source term, also called the right-hand side, 
and the initial and boundary conditions. The MMS allows us to pick an analytical so­
lution, then set the differential equations and the initial and boundary conditions based 
on it. If the code is well implemented, the computed solution will be very accurate 
compared to the analytical one, which provides the verification needed. The compar­
ison between the computed and chosen values is done through an error measure. The 
order of accuracy of the algorithm is critical to the efficiency of the MMS. As a result, 
grid refinement must demonstrate the convergence of the numerical solution, which 
means that when the grid is refined the error should decrease.
To verify the code used in the current study using MMS, different solutions for the 
streamfunction ^  are chosen; in each case, the vorticity field and the velocity on the 
boundary are defined using equations (2.15) and (2.5). These conditions are set in the 
numerical model, then the computed solutions are checked against the initial ones by 
calculating a maximum error emax, which is defined as:
m ax [/chosen (^ computed /-z: 1 \
e max  ---------------------j77---------------------- • ( 6 . 1 )
m a x  I t /chosen  |
To begin, a first order solution for the streamfunction, ip=x  +  y, was tested. As a 
result the field had zero vorticity, u ;=0 , and on the outer boundary the velocities were
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set to u x = 1, u y = — 1. Two sim ulations w ere run w ith different num bers o f nodes N  
in order to assess the effect o f grid refinem ent on the accuracy o f the results. In both 
cases, the code was very accurate in com puting the velocity w ith m axim um  error o f 
1.47% for A /=5458 and 0.48%  for N =  14520. The im provem ent o f the results w ith 
the increase in the num ber o f nodes is expected since a finer m esh leads to a better 
representation o f the flow. Figure 6.1 shows the stream lines o f the com puted i p  and 
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Figure 6.1: The stream lines o f the calculated stream function using M M S for i p = x  +  y \  
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Figure 6.2: C ontour lines o f absolute error betw een the chosen and com puted velocity 
using M M S for i p = x  +  y \  num ber o f nodes in the com putational dom ain A/ =  14520.
A fter the satisfactory results o f the first case, another problem  was considered 
w here i p  was chosen to be a second order function, i p = x 2 + y 2 , which produces cir­
cular stream lines. C onsequently, the vorticity o f the com putational dom ain was set to
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u > = — 4, the velocities on the boundary to u x = 2 y  and u y = — 2 x ,  and sim ulations were 
run for different grid densities, 7V=8628, 9541 and 13313. In all three cases, the com ­
puted values m atched the theoretical ones well, though the m axim um  error emax was 
higher than in the previous problem , i p = x + y ,  but still sm all and acceptable. M oreover, 
as expected, the refinem ent o f the m esh im proves the results. W hen the com putational 
dom ain is discretized with N = 8628 nodes emax is 3.12% , and then the error decreases 
w ith increasing N  to 2.46%  for ./V=9541 and 2.19%  for N =  13313.
Since the stream lines in this case are circular, the velocity in the dom ain is ro ­
tational. The contour plots o f the velocity and absolute error for the coarsest m esh 
are displayed in Figures 6.3 and 6.4 respectively, w hile Figures 6.5 and 6.6 show the 
stream lines o f the calculated stream function and contour plots o f the absolute error e 
for the sim ulation with A /=9541. C ontour plots o f e for the last case, iV =  13313, are 
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Figure 6.3: C ontour plots o f the calculated velocity U c om puted using M M S for ' i p = x 2 +  
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Figure 6.4: C ontour lines o f  the absolute error e using M M S for i p = x 2 + y 2 ; N = 8628.
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XFigure 6.5: Contour lines o f  the calculated stream function t/’computed using M M S for 
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Figure 6.6: C ontour plots o f the absolute error e using M M S for i \ ) = x 2 + y 2 \ A/=9541.
In the literature, vorticity is often considered to have a G aussian distribution, thus 
a third case for code verification was considered w ith ^ = e ~ r  , w here r 2 = x 2 - \ - y 2 .
As a result, the flow vorticity is u j = 4(1 +  r 2 ) e ~r2, and the boundary conditions are
2 2
u x — — 2 y e ~ r  and u y = 2 x e ~ r  . In a sim ulation run on a grid o f 9975 nodes, the m axi­
m um  error is found to be emax= 2 .94% . C ontour plots o f  the absolute error in this case 
are displayed in Figure 6.8. It is interesting to note that in this case the error increases 
tow ards the centre from  the outside until it decreases again exactly at the centre o f 
the dom ain. This can be explained by the G aussian distribution o f the vorticity. As 
the vorticity gradient increases towards the centre, m ore nodes are needed for a better 
approxim ation. However, in this case the m esh was not fine enough in this region to 
provide an exact vorticity distribution, w hich explains the increasing error between 
the theoretical and com puted vorticity. At the centre, on the other hand, the vorticity 
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Figure 6.7: C ontour plots o f the absolute error e using M M S for ,i l ) = x 2 + y 2 \ iV = 133 i3 .
better approxim ation for the vorticity field, w hich decreases the error e .  Increasing the 
num ber o f nodes in the com putational dom ain should decrease the m axim um  error as 
a finer m esh provides a better vorticity distribution. Indeed, in another sim ulation with 
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Figure 6.8: C ontour plots o f the absolute error e using M M S for ■0=e_r ; N = 9 9 7 5 .
6.2 Flow past a circular cylinder
Potential flow around a circular cylinder is one o f the m ost basic problem s in fluid 
dynam ics and offers a canonical test for validating new num erical m ethods in CFD. 
Therefore, it is essential to test the current code with this problem . It is well estab­
lished that in viscous regim es, the flow around a circular cylinder becom es unstable
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and develops wake vortices, a process known as vortex shedding. However, for po­
tential flows, the inviscid theory predicts the smooth and complete closure of the flow 
behind the cylinder, thus no wake is generated [20]. As a result, the field around the 
cylinder should be symmetrical about the horizontal and vertical axes of the body. 
Hence the streamlines are also symmetrical about both axes.
In order to calculate the streamfunctions and velocities of a potential flow around 
a cylinder, the body is assumed to be a streamline, so the no penetration condition is 
applied, and the free stream velocity Uoo=\. Thus the streamfunction on the geometry 
boundary is held constant, and the velocities on the outer boundary of the computa­
tional domain are u x—1 and u y=0. The streamfunction for such a problem is:
^theoretical — (t R  /?") s i n  # ,  ( 6 .2)
where r  and 9 are the radial coordinates of the point and R  the cylinder radius. Subse­
quently, on the surface of the cylinder, r= R , the streamfunction is tp=0. The velocity 
field is obtained by differentiating Equation (6.2):
u  =  - ^r r 09
=  Uqq cos 0(1 — R 2/ r 2),
U
dr
— — Uoo(l +  R 2/ r 2) sin#.
From the above equations, one can easily determine two stagnation points on the 
boundary at #=0 and #=7r where U = 0, and the absolute maximum velocity on the 
surface at 9=tt/2  and 9=37r/2 where L/=2£/00.
For this simulation, the computational domain is a circular mesh of radius r mesh—4 
discretized by iV=9258 points, and the circle has a radius R =  1. In order to assess 
the accuracy of the numerical model for this problem, a maximum error between the 
theoretical and calculated streamfunction is computed as follow:
m a x (  |C a lcu la ted  ^theoretical | ) o \
^m ax — i~", j • (b .-3 )
m a x  | ^ theoretical |
The code yields very good agreement between the computed and theoretical stream­
function and velocity, with a maximum error, emax, of 0.65%. Figure 6.9 shows the 
streamlines of the flow around the cylinder, while the velocity vectors are presented in 
Figure 6.10. Conforming to inviscid theory, the flow is symmetric around the body and 
closes smoothly behind it. Two stagnation points are observed, one on the approaching 
surface, 9—7r, and the other on the trailing surface, #=0, and the locations of maximum 
velocity 11=211^ are clearly seen at 9=ir/2  and 9=3tt/2 . Contour plots of absolute 
difference between the theoretical and calculated values, ^calculated — ^theoretical I. are 
presented in Figure 6.11.
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Figure 6.9: Stream lines o f a potential flow around a cylinder.
Figure 6.10: Velocity vectors o f  a potential flow around a cylinder.
6.3 Potential flow over an ellipse
An ellipse is the closest geom etrical approxim ation to an aerofoil over w hose surface 
the com plex velocity potential can be calculated analytically. This m eans that potential 
flow over an ellipse becam e a classical problem  in aerofoil theory. For an ellipse given 
by
2 2r r _,
a 2 b 2 ’
the potential for the flow over it is [114]:
w  - — ^ U ( a  +  b )
l ( z  +  \ / z 2  —  c 2 )  ^  e i a ( z  —  \ J z 2  —  c2)
a  — b
(6.4)
(6.5)
w here a  and b  are respectively the semi m ajor and semi m inor axes o f the ellipse, U  
the velocity on the surface, z  the com plex variable z = x  +  i y ,  a  the angle o f attack o f
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Figure 6.11: C ontour lines o f the absolute difference betw een the theoretical and cal­
culated stream function, ^calculated -  ^theoretical I, around a cylinder.
the ellipse and c 2 = a 2 —  b 2 . The velocities on the surface can be calculated as:
where w  and z  are the com plex conjugates o f  w  and z  respectively. Equations (6.5) 
and (6.6) can be used for code validation by com paring the num erical results to the 
analytical ones. However, to validate the current m odel, a different approach was 
used: instead o f com puting the com plex potential for the flow, the m axim um  surface 
velocity U m a x surface is found and com pared to the value given by L ighthill [115] for 
incom pressible potential flows:
where U qq is the free stream  velocity, and e  the thickness or aspect ratio o f the ellipse,
e = a / b .
Potential flow over ellipses o f different thicknesses, 0.12, 0.25 and 0.5, at different 
angles o f attack is sim ulated using the current num erical m ethod. The body in the 
com putational dom ain is assum ed to be a stream line so the no penetration boundary 
condition is applied, and the free stream  velocity and the semi m ajor axis are both 
chosen to be unity for all cases, £/oo=l and a = 1. As a result, at a zero angle o f attack 




the body at an angle of attack a, the ellipse is kept in its original position, while the 
free stream velocity in the computational domain is applied at the required angle with 
respect to the horizontal axis of the body, as shown in Figure 6.12. Therefore, the 
velocities at the outer boundary are set to u x=cos a  and u y= sin  a . This is a well 
adopted technique in CFD simulations [116].
Figure 6.12: Ellipse at angle of attack a.
It is found that the error depends on the aspect ratio of the body £. For the thinnest 
ellipse, £=0.12, the maximum error is emax=T%, then it increases to 2.2% for £=0.25 
and 6.8% for the thickest body £=0.5.
For the present problem, another test is performed to assess the validity and accu­
racy of the numerical code. The streamfunction in a potential flow over an ellipse can 
be calculated in terms of elliptic coordinates [114, p. 169]:
^theoretical = U,o o ( a  +  b) sinh(£ -  £0) sin(?7 -  a), (6.8)
where £ and 77=tan_1(t//x) are the elliptic coordinates of the points in the computa­
tional domain and £0=cosh-1 (a /c )= s in h -1 (6/c) the coordinate of the points on the 
ellipse. This solution is used to calculate the error between the theoretical and com­
puted streamfunctions at a = 0 . The code yields good results for the streamfunction 
with an error of 3.5% for the 0.25 and 0.5 thickness ratio ellipses, and 3.6% for £=0.12. 
Contour lines of the absolute difference between the theoretical and computed stream­
functions, |^theoretical — ^computed|» are shown in Figure 6.13. The streamlines of the 
potential flow over the ellipses of different aspect ratio at different angles of attack are 
presented in Figures 6.14-6.16. The results for the thickest ellipse, Figure 6.16, are in 
very good agreement with previous studies conducted on this subject [116, Figure 2].
6.4 Isolated Lamb-Oseen vortex
For viscous plane flows, analytical solutions are available to check the accuracy of the 
computational method. After conducting checks for potential flow, the performance 
of the current method was assessed for viscous calculations using an isolated Lamb- 
Oseen vortex [117, §334a] with a Gaussian vorticity distribution. The vorticity starts 
as an impulsive source of circulation and evolves over time according to:
y, t) =  - L - e - [(l- I °)2+(!' - !'°> w , (6.9)
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Figure 6.13: C ontour lines o f the absolute difference betw een the theoretical and com ­
puted stream functions over an ellipse o f thickness ratio a:0.25; b:0.5.
w here T0 is the initial circulation o f the vortex, (:ro, Vo) its initial position and the stan­
dard deviation a = y / 2 u t  is determ ined by its core radius r c  according to < r=0.6308rc [118].
The tim e decay o f a Lam b-O seen vortex centered at x 0= l ,  2/0=0 with an initial core 
radius o f r c= 0 .125 , and initial standard deviation <Jo=0.07885, is investigated using the 
current m ethod and com pared with the theoretical predictions. For this sim ulation, the 
d im ensionless tim e is £* = t T o / r ^ ,  and the k inem atic vorticity was set to v = 0 .00303 
so that the R eynolds num ber based on the circulation, R e= r0/*', is low, R e= 330 . To 
achieve a sm ooth vorticity distribution, especially  around the core o f the vortex, the 
com putational dom ain was discretized initially w ith the follow ing criteria: m inim um  
and m axim um  triangulation areas w ere set to A min= 0 .0004  and A max= 0 .001  respec­
tively, and for rem eshing the edge length was allow ed to vary betw een h min=0.01 and 
h,nax=0.1. The initial error tolerance betw een the specified and com puted values of 
the vorticity was set to 10~4 in order for the m esh to be finer around the non-zero vor­
ticity core than the rest o f the flow. These param eters were found to give a satisfactory 
first triangulation, which is critical to accuracy o f the results. The quality  o f the mesh 
affects the vorticity distribution, w hich influences the decay o f the vortex.
Theoretically, it is well known that a Lam b-O seen vortex has a zero self-induced 
velocity, thus it is spatially stable. W ith tim e, the vortex decays and its core radius 
expands. The com puted and theoretical transient vorticity distributions and the core 
radius expansion for this vortex, displayed in F igure 6.17, are found to be in good 
agreem ent. It is clear that the isolated vortex does not change position but ju s t decays 
with tim e, starting w ith a fast decay rate that slows dow n over time. A t £* = 0  the fit 
betw een the curves is perfect, but at later tim es an error develops and the m axim um  
com puted vorticity is low er than the theoretical one. This is an expected result, which 
is due to the num ber and position o f the control points. In the current case the do­
main was discretized by 6700 nodes, leading to a m axim um  error betw een m axim um  
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Figure 6.14: Stream lines o f the potential flow over an ellipse o f aspect ratio 0.12 at 
different angles o f attack; a:0°; b:10°; c:15°; d:20°.
To assess the validity o f the code, several sim ulations w ith different num bers o f 
nodes N  were run for the decaying Lam b-O seen vortex, and the evolution over tim e 
o f the m axim um  difference betw een the com puted and exact vorticities scaled on the 
m axim um  theoretical vorticity, m ax|A o;|/m axu;, was com puted and is plotted in F ig­
ure 6.18. The num bers shown on the graph are the initial num ber o f nodes in the 
dom ain before rem eshing is applied. D uring the sim ulations, due to the expansion of 
the vortex and rem eshing, this num ber is expected to change. In all cases, the error in i­
tially increases with tim e before reaching an asym ptotic value. For the coarsest mesh, 
iV =2498, even at t * = 0 an error is observed, w hich indicates that this num ber o f nodes 
is not enough to accurately discretize the flow. For this case the error reaches as high 
as 16%. As expected, increasing the num ber o f  nodes produces a sm oother vorticity 
distribution, which decreases the initial error and im proves the accuracy o f  the calcu­
lations. From  Figure 6.18 the existence o f a critical range o f num bers o f nodes that 
greatly affect the error is clear. Increasing N  even further outside this range is seen to 
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Figure 6.15: Stream lines o f the potential flow over an ellipse o f aspect ratio 0.25 at 






Figure 6.16: Stream lines o f the potential flow over an ellipse o f aspect ratio 0.5 at 
different angles o f attack; a:0°; b:60°.
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careful consideration m ust be m ade w hen deciding on the initial num ber o f points in 
order to find a good balance betw een the cost and the accuracy required. The results 
provided in F igure 6.18 are an extra proof o f the robustness o f the com putational code 
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Figure 6.17: The vorticity distribution u ( x , y , t * )  o f a Lam b-O seen vortex at various 
tim es. — com puted, o theoretical, a: t  =  0; b: t  =  10; c: t  =  20.
6.5 Pair of wing tip vortices
The developm ent o f wake vortices was sim ulated using the current code. L ifting air­
craft w ings generate spanw ise vorticity sheets that rapidly roll-up into vortex struc­
tures. The num ber and strength o f the vortices produced depends on the configuration 
o f the lifting surfaces. In the cruise condition, the far wake o f the aircraft generally 
consists o f wing tip vortices, w hich are a pair o f counter-rotating m onopoles o f equal 
but opposite circulation, T, separated by the w ing span, 6. The experim ental investiga­
tion o f Barker and Crow [119] revealed that after com plete roll-up o f the vortex sheet, 
the fundam ental dynam ics o f the wake can be m odelled as a tw o-dim ensional prob­
lem. Figure 6.19 presents a schem atic configuration o f this situation. Thus to sim ulate 
their dow nstream  behaviour, the w ing tip vortices w ere represented by two sym m etri­
cal Lam b-O seen vortices with initial circulations o f — T 0 and r 0 centered respectively 














Figure 6.18: Evolution o f the Lam b-O seen vortex: m axim um  error in vorticity during 
calculation.
- r  r
Figure 6.19: Schem atic representation o f w ing tip vortices.
a vortex sheet o f a heavy aircraft, a B oeing-777 for exam ple, the core radius o f the 
vortex is assum ed to be r c=0.1256. The non-dim ensional system  in this problem  was 
built with the follow ing quantities: T * = r /T 0, £ * = ^ro /6 2 and lengths scaled on b .  As 
a result, the initial non-dim ensional standard deviation for both vortices was equal to 
cr*=0.6308r*=0.07885. The R eynolds num ber was set to R e= 3 3 0  and the m esh spec­
ifications were the sam e as in §6.4. The dow nstream  developm ent o f the wake until 
t * = 22 is depicted in Figure 6.20. The pair o f counter-rotating vortices expand, decay 
and m ove dow nw ards due to the induced velocity that each m onopole exerts on its 
partner w hile conserving the sym m etry o f the vorticity distribution. O nce the two vor­
tices hit each other, they do not m erge but form  a self-propelling dipole. These findings 
agree well w ith the results o f published studies on aircraft trailing vortices [120,121] 
and the observation o f the wake developm ent in nature, an exam ple o f it being shown 
in F igure 6.21. As in the isolated vortex case, the vorticity decays rapidly in the first 
tim e steps then at a slow er rate further on. The vorticity distribution o f the w ing tip 
vortices at three different tim es t *  is d isplayed in Figure 6.22.
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Figure 6.20: The vorticity distribution o f the w ing tip vortices as they m ove dow n­
stream ; a: t  =  0; b: t  =  5; c: t  =  10; d: t  =  15; e: t  =  20; f: t  =  22.
6.6 Four-vortex wake model
The wake o f an aircraft can consist o f a four-vortex configuration; the w ing tip vortices 
plus an inner pair o f m onopoles generated by different aerodynam ic devices. Two 
cases exist in such a system  as the inner vortices can be co-rotating w ith the wing 
tip ones if  they are produced by the outer flap edges, or counter-rotating if they are 
generated by the inner flap edges, the tail wing or the fuselage o f the aeroplane. In this
Figure 6.21: The roll-up o f wing tip vortices o f a Boeing 767 visualised by the per­
turbation o f a cloud layer. Picture taken at London - Gatw ick airport 16 June 2007. 
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Figure 6.22: Vorticity distribution o f the wake vortices at; *: £*=5, o: £*=10, —: 
£ * - 20 .
section the developm ent o f the wake o f a large heavy com m ercial aircraft, for example 
Boeing-747, is investigated. The system  is form ed by four vortices, two from the 
main wing tips and two from the tail wing. Since the main wing produces lift while 
the horizontal tail generates downforce for stability purposes, the half-span plane of 
the wake after the roll-up o f the vorticity sheet consists o f a pair o f counter rotating 
vortices. The four-vortex configuration is displayed in Figure 6.23. The outboard 
vortices are initially characterized by their circulations T i and —Ti and their core 
radius r ci, and are separated by the wing span b \ ,  w hile the inboard vortices have 
initial circulations —T2 and T2, a core radius r c2, and are separated by the tail span 62.
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Figure 6.23: Schematic configuration for a four-vortex wake model
Four ratios are determined in this model, r 2/ r i ,  62/6 i, rci/b i  and r c2/&2, which for 
aeronautical interest Fabre and Jacquin [122] determined to be in the following ranges; 
0 .4 < r2/ r i< 0 .5 ,  0.1<62/6 i< 0 .5 , 0 .01< rci/& i<0.2 and 0 .01< rc2/&i<0.075. For the 
current study, the ratios were chosen as &2/&i=0.15 and r ci /6 i—0.125, then following 
the relation between &2/&i and r 2/T ! given by Rennich and Lele [123]:
+ (6 . 10)*)♦•(&)(&
| r 2/T i | was calculated to be 0.424, which is within the acceptable range. Assuming 
that the initial standard deviation a  is related to the core radius of the corresponding 
vortex by the following relation cr=0.6308rc [118] and that the inner vortex radius is 
equal to r c2=0.12562=0.01876i, <7\ was found equal to 0.07885&1 and <r2 to 0.0118262. 
To non-dimensionalise the system of variables, the circulation of the outboard vortices 
and the span of the main wing were set to T i= l  and 6 i= l ,  then the other variables 
were calculated correspondingly as described in §6.5.
Previous studies on this subject have shown that the downstream development of 
the wake depends on the position and characteristics of the vortices [122,124,125]. If 
the distance separating the inner and outer pairs is large, b2/b i< ^l, the inboard vor­
tices escape from the influence of the external ones and evolve as a dipole, while the 
wing tip vortices keep their trajectories. This configuration is unattractive in aeronau­
tical problems. However, if the pairs are close to each other, the inboard vortices are 
attracted by the external ones and orbit around them. The results of the current sim­
ulation, which are depicted in Figure 6.24, agree well with this evolution. Due to the 
difference of intensities, the tail wing vortices are drawn by the main ones and roll-up 
around them, which accelerates their decay rate. Meanwhile, they exert pulling forces 
on the external vortices, moving them apart and slowing their downward movement, 
in comparison with the results of the two-vortex wake model, Figure 6.20. Another 
comparison between the vorticity distribution of the wing tip vortices in the previous 
case, §6.5, and the current one shows that in a four-vortex wake the decay rate is faster, 
which might be the effect of the shear forces of the revolving vortices. Figure 6.25 
shows the vorticity distribution of the wing tip vortices in both situations at £*=10. It 
is clear that in the four-vortex wake the vortices are moved apart and their peak vor­
ticity is lower than that of the two-vortex model. In the later stage development of the
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flow, the tail vortices com pletely dim inish during their roll-up and the wake becom es 
a tw o-vortex m odel that evolves as observed in 86.5.
£*=20 £*=23





Figure 6.25: A com parison betw een the vorticity distribution o f the w ing tip vortices 
at £*=10; o tw o-vortex wake, * four-vortex wake.
6.7 Wing tip vortices in presence of ground plane
W hen an aircraft is flying at low altitude, especially  during take off and landing, the 
evolution and developm ent o f the w ing tip vortices are affected by the presence o f the 
ground. A fter the full roll-up o f the vorticity sheet, both vortices induce each other 
to m ove dow nw ard as explained in §6.5 until they reach the ground. Then, the force 
produced by their interaction with the plane causes them  to separate and m ove outw ard 
from  the aircraft’s path. This phenom enon is visualised in F igure 6.26, w hich shows a 
SAAB JAS39 G ripen landing on a wet runway. A fter this initial phase, the behaviour 
o f the vortices becom es very com plex due to the separation o f the boundary layer from 
the ground, so they rebound, rise and move along com plicated trajectories that are hard 
to investigate [118].
To sim ulate the developm ent o f w ing tip vortices in the presence o f a ground plane, 
the wake was represented by two Lam b-O seen vortices o f equal but opposite initial 
circulation, and the presence o f the ground was m odelled by inserting the im ages o f 
the w ing tip vortices, as shown in F igure 6.27. The counter rotating pair is separated by 
the w ing span 6 and is placed at a distance h  from  the ground. The R eynolds num ber 
for this sim ulation was set to R e= 3 3 0 , the initial core radius r c o f each m onopole to 
0.5 so the standard deviation is cr=0.3154, the w ing span 6= 2  and the initial vertical 
distance from  the ground to h — 3. The evolution o f the wake is presented in term s o f 
contour plots o f the vorticity in Figure 6.28.
In the early stage o f the developm ent, the w ing tip vortices m ove dow nw ard due 
to the induced velocities they exert on each other, w hile their im ages m ove upward 
w ith equal velocity until both pairs hit each other. In a real situation this represents 
the m om ent when the vortices m eet the ground. Then each vortex in the wake pairs 
w ith its im age and they form  new dipoles that m ove apart horizontally, duplicating 
the effect o f the ground. The trajectories o f the wake vortex cores are displayed in 
Figure 6.29. The path o f the im age vortices is sym m etrical about the x-axis. Hardin
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Figure 6.26: A SAAB JAS39 Gripen landing on a wet runway. The outw ard separation 





Figure 6.27: Schem atic representation o f wing tip vortices in presence o f ground plane.
and Wang 1127] showed in their num erical investigations on this subject that after the 
vertical descent, the vortices level o ff with the ground at an asym ptotic altitude o f 6/2. 
The current results agree very well with this conclusion, as the wake is observed to 
flatten out at y * = 1, which is indeed half o f the initial wing span. Then, after hitting 
the ground, the vortices rebound and rise as m entioned by Turk et al. [118].
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£*=70 £*=90 £*=100
Figure 6.28: Evolution o f the wing tip vortices in the presence o f a ground plane. The 
effect o f the ground is sim ulated by inserting the im ages o f the w ing tip vortices.
6.8 Conclusions
N ewly developed scientific softw are m ust pass a crucial test in order to prove its accu­
racy, reliability and robustness. The credibility  o f its results is checked in a m eticulous 
exam ination process, com m only know n as validation. However, there is not one test to 
assess the validity o f a num erical algorithm , but various m ethods are used, depending 
on the developm ent phase, the perform ance and level o f accuracy needed.
To validate the current code, different techniques w ere used. In order to check 
the im plem entation o f the code, the M ethod o f M anufactured Solutions was applied; 
three different problem s for the stream function w ere considered, and for each one 
different sim ulations were run with different m esh densities. In all cases, the com puted
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Figure 6.29: The trajectory o f the w ing tip vortices in the presence o f a ground plane.
output m atched the theoretical values and refinem ent o f the grid  im proved the results, 
confirm ing the validity o f the code. A sum m ary o f the tests perform ed and errors in 
each one is provided in Table 6.1.
i p N ^max
x + y 5458 1.47%
14520 0.48%





Table 6.1: Error behaviour during tests perform ed using M M S.
Then com parison tests betw een com puted and theoretical values w ere perform ed 
for two fundam ental problem s in fluid dynam ics: potential flow over a circular cylin­
der and an ellipse. For the latter problem  various sim ulations w ere run for different 
aspect ratios and angles o f attack. In the cylinder case the m axim um  error betw een the 
velocities was 0.65% , while in the ellipse study the m axim um  error betw een the veloc­
ities increased with the thickness o f the body from  1% to 6.8% , and the m axim um  error 
betw een the stream functions stayed nearly constant at around 3.5%  for all aspect ratios 
investigated. For a thickness o f 0.5, the results at different angles o f attack agreed well 
w ith previous studies conducted on the subject. These findings assert the accuracy of 
the num erical model.
M oreover, the perform ance o f the code was assessed for viscous flows by sim u­
lating the developm ent o f an isolated Lam b-O seen vortex, w ing tip vortices with and 
w ithout the presence o f the ground and the evolution o f a four-vortex wake system . 
In the first problem , the com puted decay and expansion o f the vortex m atched the
exact analytical solutions, and refinement of the mesh increased the accuracy of the 
calculations. In the other cases, the outputs of the current simulations were in good 
agreement with results of published studies on the subjects and natural observations. 
The performed tests prove that the numerical code developed in this thesis is robust 
and reliable to be used in further studies.
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Chapter 7 
Evolution of perturbed Lamb-Oseen 
vortices
Big whirls have little whirls that feed  on their velocity,
and little whirls have lesser whirls and so on to viscosity.
Weather Prediction by Numerical Process, Lewis F. Richardson, 1922
Multipolar vortices play an important role in large scale geophysical flows affect­
ing the transport of mass and energy. Extensive numerical and experimental investi­
gations of the emergence of these structures from monopoles surrounded by counter- 
rotating vortex rings with zero total circulation have been conducted. This type of 
monopole is referred to in the literature as a shielded or isolated vortex. Unfortunately, 
however, the evolution and formation of multipoles from unshielded vortices are still 
poorly understood. It was previously conjectured by some investigators [128,129] 
that a perturbed Gaussian monopole with a non-axisymmetric disturbance will relax 
to axisymmetry. But Rossi et al. [94] and Barba [96,104] disagreed with this conclu­
sion and showed that the perturbed vortex decays to a variety of end states depending 
on the Reynolds number and the distortion magnitude. In order to contribute to the 
understanding of this subject and to build on the work of Rossi et al. and of Barba, 
a detailed parametric investigation has been performed on the evolution of perturbed 
Gaussian distributions with a variety of initial conditions, and their axisymmetrisation, 
or non-axisymmetrisation, mechanisms have been examined. Barba [104] in her study 
used the vortex blob method, which limited her ability to study low and high Reynolds 
numbers. However, due to the advantages of the current method in discretising the 
vorticity field, the range of Reynolds number investigated was extended to cover cases 
from Re=5 x 102 to R e=105. The study is also a proof of robustness for the numerical 
method presented in this thesis.
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7.1 Initial conditions
In the current study a perturbed Lam b-O seen vortex is allow ed to decay freely. The 
initial vorticity field c o  is the superposition o f a G aussian distribution l u g  and a distur­
bance U ) ' ,  so




" g = 2 ^ /2"  (7'2)
a /  =  - — - r 2e _r’2//2<T2 cos 777,0. (7 .3 )
271"<T
cj =  - — r e  r 2 / 2a 2 ^  +  f i r 2  c o s m O ) ,  (7.4)
27TcH
r 2 =  ( x  -  x 0)2 +  (y -  t/o)2,
/a * 2/ “  3/o0 =  t a n  .
X  — X q
T is the total circulation o f the vortex, a  the standard deviation based on the core 
radius r c  such as cr=0 .6308rc [118], 5  the perturbation strength and m  the order o f 
the perturbation. Figure 7.1 shows the contours o f the base Lam b vortex u q , and a 
quadrupolar and a hexapolar u 1.
ca b
Figure 7.1: Vorticity contours o f the a: base Lam b vortex; b: quadrupolar perturbation; 
c: hexapolar a / .
Sim ulations have been carried out for different values o f  6 ,  m  and R e=r j v .  The 
flow field is represented as a circular dom ain o f radius r = 8 and discretised initially 
with the follow ing criteria: m inim um  and m axim um  triangulation areas are set to 
"4m in=0.003 and 0.03 respectively and the error tolerance betw een the speci­
fied and the com puted values o f the vorticity is 1 0 - 4 . A sm all tolerance is chosen in
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order to have a sm ooth initial vorticity distribution, w hich leads to a finer m eshing o f 
the non-zero vorticity area com pared w ith the rest o f the flow. These param eters are 
found, after several trials, to give a satisfactory first triangulation, leading to good re­
sults. The choice o f the initial values is critical in order to get decent results, because 
a coarse m esh will not have a sm ooth vorticity distribution, w hich w ill affect the evo­
lution and decay o f the vortex, w hile a very fine m esh with sm all grid spacing leads 
to num erical instability  if  any edge length h  happens to be sm aller than the character­
istic length scale 2 i / A t ,  as explained in §5.6. This latter lim itation can be overcom e 
by building a new algorithm  that controls the tim e step A t .  In the current study, A t  
is pre-selected at the start o f the sim ulation and kept constant during it. This m eans 
that the characteristic length scale is constant during the w hole sim ulation and an edge 
length can becom e at som e point sm aller than it. However, changing the tim e step dur­
ing the calculation depending on the m inim um  edge length, guarantees the num erical 
stability o f the sim ulation since Equation 5.28 w ill always be valid. This approach is 
w orth investigating in future work.
The initial discretisation for a vortex w ith a quadrupolar perturbation is presented 
in Figure 7.2 . The tim e step is set to A t = 0 . 2  and after every six tim e steps the do­
main is rem eshed im posing the condition that the edge length lie betw een / imin= 0 .0 7  
and h m a x = 0 . 3 .  These values are chosen to keep the triangle areas w ithin the initial 
range. In all cases, a stream function boundary condition was applied, w here the outer 
boundary was set to be a stream line, sim ulating the wall o f a circular tank, as used in 
experim ental studies [79].
in
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Figure 7.2: The initial d iscretisation o f u; w ith m = 2.
7.2 Decay of an isolated perturbation
Prior to running the m odel for the perturbed Lam b vortex, the decay o f a quadrupolar 
isolated perturbation centred at the origin o f the dom ain, x o = y o = 0 ,  was sim ulated
in order to analyze its evolution and decay. The Reynolds num ber for this case was 
R e = 1 0 4, the circulation T = 1, the am plitude £ = 0 .05  and the standard deviation c r= \/2 .
T he contour plots o f a /  are displayed in Figure 7.3 and the vorticity distribution 
in Figure 7.4 for three different tim es. It is observed that the disturbance has an equi­
librium  state and so decays w hile conserving the sym m etry o f its four com ponents, 
both in their shapes and their strengths, w hile, due to the shear forces that the poles 
exert on each other, their expansion rate is low. A close inspection o f the positions o f 
the centres shows that w hile expanding the poles push each other and m ove away, the 
positive ones horizontally and the negative ones vertically at equal speed. This can be 
clearly seen in Figure 7.5. The positions o f the poles are sym m etrical w ith respect to 
the centre o f the dom ain (aj0, t / o ) = ( 0 , 0 ) ,  and the sm all variations observed in the x  and 













Figure 7.3: Vorticity u / , m = 2 at a: £=0; b: £=50; c: £=100.
7.3 Evolution of a Lamb vortex with a dipolar pertur­
bation
An m = l  perturbation w ith strength £= 0 .25  was superim posed on a Lam b-O seen vor­
tex with a standard deviation a = \ / 2 and unit circulation for a high R eynolds number, 
R e = 1 0 4. The num ber o f elem ents in the dom ain at T = 0  was £V0= 6 6 7 7  but during the 
sim ulation due to rem eshing and vorticity expansion it was increased so at T = 1 4 2 5  
there were N f = 8330 points.
Figure 7.6 illustrates the evolution o f the initial vorticity field. The first fram e 
shows a dipolar state: the distorted positive Lam b-O seen vortex was flanked by a 
sm aller and w eaker vortex o f opposite sign. Due to the difference in intensities, the 
shear exerted by the dom inant vortex was stronger so the satellite stretched and or­
bited counterclockw ise around the centre w hile having a clockw ise rotation itself. This 
meant that its angular velocity was slow er than that o f the base vortex, w hich helped 
the axisym m etrisation process. At the start the strong vortex was egg-shaped but dur­
ing the evolution its free elliptical circum ference bent to one side and at som e point,
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Figure 7.4: Vorticity distribution o f the d ipolar perturbation at y —0 and £=0 (solid 









Figure 7.5: Position o f the dipolar perturbation poles, o positive and o negative during 
the decay for a tim e step o f A £=50.
due to the difference in rotation speeds, was squeezed betw een the centre and the en­
circling vortex, as seen in fram e 7 o f Figure 7.6 (T = 400). Then the vorticity was 
com pressed into a filam ent that decayed, turning the Lam b-O seen vortex back to its 
base state.
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r = 1 0 0 0  T = 1 2 0 0  T = 1 4 0 0
Figure 7.6: Evolution o f a Lam b-O seen vortex with a d ipolar perturbation: m =  1,
R e = 1 0 4 and J= 0 .2 5
The axisym m etrisation o f vortices through filam entation was num erically studied 
by M elander et al. [71]. They show ed that the edges o f an isolated elliptic vortex devel­
oped during its rotation into filam ents that broke the elliptical sym m etry and activated 
an “axisym m etrisation principle” on the structure. In the current study the core o f the 
main vortex started to becom e circular even before the form ation o f the filam ent but 
axisym m etry was not reached until its total decay. It is well known that an unper­
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turbed G aussian m onopole rotates w ith zero linear m om entum . However, in this case 
the shear exerted by the com panion vortex w hile stretching affected the position o f the 
principal one as shown in Figure 7.7. Prim arily, the base vortex draw n by the weak one
-2
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Figure 7.7: Positions o f the centre o f the m ain vortex (o) and o f the satellites (o) during 
the evolution o f the Lam b-O seen vortex w ith a d ipolar perturbation at different tim e 
steps A t= 2 5 . Both vortices rotate counterclockw ise.
travelled dow nw ard at a fast pace, then after a reorganisation phase rotated slowly on a 
circular course. This m ovem ent m atched that o f the satellite, w hich first m oved down 
on an elliptical trajectory due to the shape o f the m ain vortex, then assum ed a circular 
path due to the effect o f the axisym m etrisation m echanism  on the centre before being 
draw n closer to it as the filam ent separating both vortices dim inished and disappeared. 
This is m anifested by the sudden displacem ent o f the centre o f the satellite as observed 
on the left hand side o f Figure 7.7.
The change in trajectory and speed o f the positive vortex m ight be due to the de­
creasing intensity o f the sm all vortex during its revolution. The decay o f the negative 
vorticity is displayed in Figure 7.8 on a logarithm ic tim e scale, which helps to see 
clearly the early stages o f the process. C onsequently, its effect is apparent from  the 
developm ent o f the ratio u-WxA^min in Figure 7.9. Initially, the m agnitude o f the side 
vortex was strong enough to draw its partner tow ards it (l^max/^min 1=7.4), and the 
slow dim inution phase observed in the decay curve coincides with the early fast d is­
placem ent o f the main vortex. But as the slope o f  the declination steepened, the effect 
o f the negative satellite weakened, w hich slow ed down the rotation o f the central vor­
tex. Finally, it is w orth rem arking that during the evolution the satellite degenerated 
w ithout m ixing with the Lam b vortex, and based on its rotation and decay rate it is 
expected that it will stretch even further becom ing a thin filam ent that will gradually 




Figure 7.8: Decay o f the satellite ( m —  1) on a logarithm ic tim e scale.
C 20
Figure 7.9: A bsolute value o f u ; m a x / u m m  during evolution o f the perturbed vortex:
771=1, A t = 2 5 .
7.4 The tripole
The Lam b-O seen vortex was perturbed by a quadrupolar nonlinear distortion, and the 
effect o f perturbation am plitude and R eynolds num ber on the evolution o f the base 
vortex was investigated. The results are show n in the follow ing subsections.
7.4.1 Formation and evolution
In this stage o f the study, the base vortex w ith T = 1  and a 2 =  2  was distorted by 
a quadrupolar perturbation, m = 2. D ifferent sim ulations were carried out for vari­
ous Reynolds num bers and perturbation am plitudes. Since it was previously found 
that tw o-dim ensional cyclonic and anticyclonic vortices behave sim ilarly [75], no tests 
w ere done w ith a negative vorticity centre and positive side blobs. The initial condi­
tion, the first fram e o f F igure 7.10, could be considered a tripole but as the sim ulations 
show it is not a steady state. The evolution o f the initial tripolar structure has been 
discussed in the literature and it was found that it either decayed to an axisym m etric 
m onopole or to a quasi-steady rotating tripole, depending on the perturbation am pli­
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tude S  and the R eynolds num ber Re. A quasi-steady vortex is defined as one that keeps 
its vorticity distribution for som e tim e w hile decaying solely due to viscous diffusion. 
As conjectured by Le D izes [95] and observed by Barba and Leonard [96], the present 
results prove that the critical perturbation strength Critical that separates the m onopolar 
and tripolar attractors, increases as Re decreases. For high R eynolds num bers a small 
S  is sufficient for the disturbed vortex to form  a rotating tripole. H ow ever for high vis­
cosity (low Re) the Lam b-O seen vortex needs to be highly perturbed in order to relax 
into a tripole, otherw ise it decays back to its base state.
It was also found that even the quasi-steady tripole tends to assum e axisym m etry 
as its asym ptotic state. Figures 7.10 and 7.11 depict schem atically the evolution o f
a perturbed vortex w ith <5=0.2 and 0.35 respectively at R e = 1 0 3. In the sm all dis-
T = 0 T = 1 0 0 T = 2 0 0
T = 4 0 0
T = 9 0 0T = 7 0 0 T = 8 0 0
Figure 7.10: The relaxation o f a perturbed Lam b-O seen vortex into a m onopole: m = 2, 
R e = 1 0 3, 5 = 0.2. Initially the satellites are represented by 8 equally spaced contours o f 
vorticity and the core by 10.
turbance case, the side negative blobs stretch around the core into thin filam ents that 
vanish leaving an axisym m etric m onopole. However, in the latter figure a tripole is 
observed to em erge after a reorganisation period. The squeezed centre expands and
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T = 0 T = 200 T = 4 0 0
T = 500 T = 600
-2 0 2 
r = 7 0 0
T = 725 T = 750 T = 8 0 0
Figure 7.11: C ontour plots o f the relaxing perturbed vortex: m = 2, R e = 1 0 3, <5=0.35. 
The satellites are represented by 8 equally spaced contours o f vorticity and the core by 
10.
the tw o side satellites take on an elliptical shape w hile the w hole structure rotates as 
a solid body around its central axis in the sam e direction as the core rotation. Due to 
viscous effects, the satellites dim inish w ith tim e leading to a m onopolar end state.
Increasing the value o f <5 results in larger and stronger satellites that live longer. In 
order to better visualize changes in the flow topology during the developm ent process, 
the gray-scale contour levels o f the logarithm  o f the absolute value o f vorticity for 
<5=0.2 and <5=0.35 at R e = 1 0 3 are plotted in Figures 7.12 and 7.13. Zero vorticity 
is em phasized by superposing the zero contour line on the plots. This line m arks the 
boundary where u> changes sign. In the form er figure it can be seen that the sides
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T =  100 T = 200 T = 4 0 0T = 0
T = 5 0 0  T = 5 5 0  T = 6 0 0  T = 700
Figure 7.12: Gray scale plots o f log |u;| and zero level contour lines: m = 2, R e = 1 0 3, 
8= 0 .2 .
T =0 T=100 T = 2 0 0 T = 4 0 0
T = 5 0 0  T = 6 0 0  T = 700 T = 8 0 0
Figure 7.13: Gray scale plots o f log |c j | and zero level contour lines: m = 2, R e = 1 0 3, 
5= 0 .35 .
form  thin filam ents and decay as they rotate, pushing the negative vorticity region far 
away from the centre, which relaxes tow ards axisym m etry as seen in the last fram es of 
Figure 7.10. However, F igure 7.13 clearly displays the em ergence o f the quasi-steady 
tripole. Since in this case 8  is large, the negative blobs stretch around the centre in w ide 
filam ents and, as observed at T  ~  500, the zero contour lines enclose two regions of 
negative vorticity while the rest o f the filam ents quickly vanish, form ing two isolated
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satellites around the core that degenerate w ith tim e. This m echanism  was described 
by Barba and Leonard [96] as the “pinching” o f the zero contour levels where they 
reported it for R e = 1 0 4 and £= 0 .25 .
The effect o f changing £ on the em ergence o f the tripole is illustrated in Figures 
7.14 and 7.15 where R e = 1 0 3 and £ = 0 .25 , 0.3 respectively. C om paring these figures
T = 1 0 0 T = 4 0 0
T = 6 0 0T = 5 0 0 T = 525
T = 2 0 0
T = 5 4 0
Figure 7.14: Gray scale plots o f log |u ;| during the evolution o f the perturbed Lam b 
vortex: m — 2, R e = 1 0 3, £= 0.25 .
T = 0 T = 1 0 0
T = 5 0 0 T = 5 5 0
T = 2 0 0
T = 6 0 0
T = 4 0 0
T = 6 5 0
Figure 7.15: Gray scale plots o f log |o;| during the flow developm ent: m — 2, R e = 1 0 3, 
£= 0 .3 .
with Figures 7.12 and 7.13, it is evident that a larger £ leads to the central vortex
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being initially more squeezed and the side vortices becoming wider and more stretched 
as they revolve around the core before forming the satellites. Moreover, increasing 
<5 accelerates the pinching process and increases the area of the enclosures, so the 
satellites appear at an earlier time with stronger magnitudes, thus increasing the life 
span of the emerged tripole. However, the angular velocity of the structure, ^structure* 
in the early stages of flow evolution seems to be constant for all cases and not affected 
by (5. This can be explained by the fact that ^structure is defined by the maximum 
vorticity of the central vortex, ^structure=^max/2, and since initially the maximum 
vorticity is equal for all cases, a;max(0)=1/47t, so the rotation rate is constant. As a 
result, the initial turn-over time, T0=47r/u;max(0), for all vortices is equal to r 0 ~  158.
Rossi et al. [94] and Barba et al. [37] simulated the same initial vorticity distribu­
tion using different numerical methods. A comparison between both results at T =500 
and (5=0.25 can be found in [37]. At high Reynolds numbers, 5 x 103 and 104, the de­
cay of the tripolar vortex was similar, but for R e= 103 Rossi et al.’s simulation showed 
more erosion of the tripole. Barba et al. concluded that their method is more accu­
rate and that the difference in the results is due to numerical errors in the method used 
in [94], Unfortunately, in both papers the time evolution of the tripole for R e= 103 with 
various perturbation amplitudes was not shown to compare it with the present results. 
However Rossi et al. briefly mentioned that for R e= 103 and <5=0.25 the negative en­
closures had completely disappeared at T =600, in agreement with the last frame of 
Figure 7.14.
Barba and Leonard [96] showed in Figure 1 of their paper the relaxation over time 
of the perturbed vortex into a quasi-steady tripole for <5=0.25 and R e=104. In order to 
compare the results obtained using the method developed in this thesis with theirs, the 
same case is simulated and the contour levels of the relaxing perturbed Lamb vortex 
are presented in Figure 7.16. The vorticity was normalized by wmax(0) and repre­
sented by 14 equally spaced contours as in [96]. The results compare well in terms 
of the shape of the decaying structure with those of Barba and Leonard. However, in 
the present simulation the angular velocity and the decay rate are slower than theirs. 
In [96] the pinching of the zero contour level took place at T =580, in contrast to the 
current results where the negative inclusions appear at around T =650 as displayed in 
Figure 7.17. This indicates that the stretching and the decay of the negative side blobs 
are faster in Barba and Leonard’s simulation. This difference might be attributed to 
the improvement of accuracy in the current method compared to the core spreading 
method used by Barba and Leonard, which requires good core sizes and blob overlap 
to represent accurately the vorticity field. Once the spatial distribution of the blobs is 
distorted, some details of the vorticity diffusion are missed. Barba and Leonard [96] 
admitted that substantial development is needed to improve the code efficiency. This 
limitation is surmounted in the current method where triangulated nodal points discre- 
tise the vorticity field. The triangulation is updated at every time step, which ensures 
the accuracy of the vorticity distribution. For this case, <5=0.25 and R e= 104, the tripole 
survived for a long time before relaxing into a monopole in agreement with Barba and 
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Figure 7.16: The contour plots o f the relaxing tripole at R e = 1 0 4, <5=0.25. 14 equally 
spaced contours o f  vorticity norm alized by u;max(0). Top two rows: current results, 
bottom  two rows: Barba and L eonard’s results, reproduced from Reference [96] with 
perm ission.
7.4.2 The effect of Re on the emergence of the tripole
As m entioned previously, the higher the R eynolds num ber, the easier it is for the per­
turbed Lam b-O seen vortex to relax into a tripole. So far in the literature the m axim um  
R e studied is 3 x  104 by Barba and Leonard [96] who could not consider higher values 
due to the lim itations o f their m ethod. They also could not easily study very low R e 
cases for the sam e reason. However, using the current m ethod the decay o f perturbed 
vortices at R e = 5  x  102 and R e = 1 0 5 could be studied w ithout facing great difficulties. 
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Figure 7.17: Gray scale plots o f log |o ;| during the flow evolution: m = 2, <5=0.25, 
R e = 1 0 4. The vorticity was norm alized by u;max(0). Top two rows: current results, 
bottom  two rows: Barba and L eonard’s results, reproduced from  Reference [96] with 
perm ission
culty concerning the required CPU  tim e and m em ory allocation due to the lim itation 
o f their m ethod. In order to increase the resolution o f their calculation, their m ethod 
required constant spatial adaptation because it is based on core spreading. So the ad­
justm en t o f the core sizes and the superposition o f the vorticity blobs, w hich is carried 
out to ensure a sm ooth vorticity distribution, augm ented the num ber o f particles in the 
com putational dom ain. This lim itation is overcom e in the current m ethod where the 
vorticity field is represented by nodal points and not vortex blobs, so there is no need 
for frequent spatial adjustm ent to guarantee the overlapping o f the blobs. Figure 7.19
100
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Figure 7.18: Gray scale plots o f log |u;| show ing the long tim e evolution o f the tripole: 
<5=0.25, R e = 1 0 4, vorticity norm alized by wmax(0).
shows the variation with tim e o f the num ber o f points N  in the com putational dom ain 










Figure 7.19: N um ber o f points N  in the com putational dom ain against tim e for m = 2,
(5=0.2; *: R e = 5  x  102, •: R e = 1 0 3, o: R e = 1 0 4 and o: R e = 1 0 5.
stages o f the sim ulation, the num ber o f points discretising the flow field increases due 
to vorticity dissipation but later tends to reach an asym ptotic value as the structure de­
cays towards axisym m etry. It is apparent that R e does not have an effect on the num ber 
o f points, since N  is nearly equal and behaves sim ilarly in all cases.
To assess the effect o f the Reynolds num ber on the em ergence o f tripoles, four 
sim ulations w ere run with an equally perturbed vortex, (5=0.2, at R e = 5  x  102, 103,1 0 4 
and 105. Figure 7.20 presents the results o f the latter tw o tests. C om paring this figure 
w ith F igure 7.12, it is obvious that for larger R e the initial tripolar structure decays into 
a quasi-steady tripole w hereas, as previously discussed, for R e = 1 0 3 it relaxes directly 
into an axisym m etric m onopole. W hen the viscosity  is large, the decay rate o f the 
negative vorticity is faster than the wrap up o f the zero contour line, so satellites do 
not form. However, as the viscosity decreases the decay rate becom es slower, thus the 
negative vorticity patches live longer allow ing the zero contour line to enfold and form  
a tripolar vortex. For the sam e reason, when com paring the new structure, for exam ple
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Figure 7.20: Gray scale plots o f log |o ;| during the relaxation o f a perturbed Lam b- 
O seen vortex: m — 2, £ = 0 .2 , top two rows R e = 1 0 4, bottom  two rows R e = 1 0 5.
T = 2 0 0 T = 4 0 0
at T = 8 0 0  in Figure 7.20, one can notice that the satellites are larger for higher Re: as 
a result the tripole is expected to last longer.
T he contour plots o f the vorticity for £ = 0 .2  are d isplayed in Figure 7.21 for R e = 5  x 
102 and Figure 7.22 for R e = 1 0 4 and 105. The Reynolds num ber does not change the 
angular velocity o f the vortex structure as this is observed to rotate at the sam e speed 
in all cases. As explained in §7.4.1, this is due to u;max(0) being constant. However, 
the effect o f R e on the vorticity decay is clearly visible. At R e = 5  x 102 the viscous 
d issipation  is im portant so the w hole structure decays quickly; the negative sides dis-
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Figure 7.21: Evolution o f a perturbed Lam b vortex: m = 2, (5=0.2, R e = 5  x  102.
appear com pletely before T = 4 0 0  and, in contrast to the higher Reynolds num bers, in 
this case the core vortex does not develop filam ents from  its elliptical sides because 
the decay rate is faster than the stretching rate. On the other hand, at R e = 1 0 5 viscosity 
is weak so the decay rate is slow, which gives plenty o f tim e for the central vortex to 
form  thin filam ents that encircle the satellites. The vorticity in this case erodes with 
tim e, leaving sm all patches.
It can be observed in the last two fram es o f Figure 7.21 that sm all patches o f vor­
ticity start to build up on the grid periphery. W hen the viscosity is large, viscous 
spreading transports the vorticity tow ards the grid boundary where it cannot dissipate 
further, thus num erical errors develop. In order to overcom e this instability, the grid 
can be expanded allow ing extra dom ain for the dissipation. However, for large R e the 
decay is slow thus it takes longer for the vorticity to reach the outer boundary. This is 
why no num erical error is visible in Figure 7.22.
To illustrate how the R eynolds num ber affects the evolution o f the tripolar struc­
ture, the quantity  |cjmin/c<jmax| was plotted versus the initial disturbance m agnitude <5 
for various R e at T = 6 0 0  in Figure 7.23. This tim e corresponds to nearly four turn-over 
tim es, T  «  4r ,  which is enough for the flow to com plete its reorganisation phase [96]. 
Each m arker in the plot indicates one sim ulation. T he ratio |a;min/u ;max| determ ines 
the m agnitude o f the satellites with respect to the core intensity indicating the axisym ­
m etrisation state o f the tripole. Once the negative vorticity has com pletely disappeared 
the ratio becom es zero. The visualization o f the vorticity indicates that the tripole ex­
ists as long as |u;mm/c<;max| >  10-2 , otherw ise the negative vorticity is m ixed in the core 
vortex that relaxes into a m onopole. The sharp jum p in the curve at R e = 1 0 3 clearly 
displays the separation betw een two states, the m onopole and the tripole, at the dif-
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T = 6  00 T = 700 T = 8 0 0
Figure 7.22: Vorticity evolution o f a perturbed m onopole: m = 2, £ = 0 .2 , top two rows 
R e = 1 0 4, bottom  tow rows R e = 1 0 5.
ferent values o f 5 ,  whereas at higher R e the curves are still sm ooth indicating that the 
m ixing o f the negative vorticity is not yet com pleted. Figure 7.23 agrees qualitatively 
with a sim ilar plot show ing the sam e quantities presented by Barba and Leonard [96], 
F igure 7.24, but shows slow er decay than their results.
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Figure 7.23: l^min/^maxl in tripoles versus initial perturbation am plitude S  at T = 6 0 0 ; 
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Figure 7.24: Ratio o f m inim um  to m axim um  vorticity versus initial <5 for 37 sim u­
lations at T = 6 0 0 . o R e = 1 0 3; □  R e = 3  x  103; o R e = 1 0 4. D ata reproduced from 
R eference [96] with perm ission.
The effect o f the Reynolds num ber on the m ixing and decay o f the satellites with 
tim e at various initial 6  is shown in Figures 7 .25— 7.27 for respectively R e = 1 0 3, 104 
and 105. In the first tw o figures the drastic drop observed in the value o f  |o;min/c(;max| 
at a given 5  signals the fast disappearance o f the side blobs and the axisym m etrisation 
o f the perturbed vortex back to its base state. However, at larger perturbation am pli­
tudes, the slow decrease in the value o f |a;min/u ;max| coincides with the enclosing of 
the negative vorticity and the em ergence o f the quasi-steady tripole. O nce it is form ed, 
the tripole relaxes slowly tow ards axisym m etry, so the sharp drop does not occur until
105
the satellites completely vanish. An example of this is visualized in Figure 7.28 for 
<5=0.15 and Re=104. In Figure 7.26 at this perturbation a small decay in the value 
of l^min/^maxl can be seen between T=800 and T=1000, which corresponds to the 
diminution of the satellites between these two times, frames 2 and 3 in Figure 7.28. On 
the other hand, between T=1000 and T=1200 the satellites die out leading to a quick 
decline in the ratio |o;mjn/u;max|. The speed of mixing of the negative vorticity into the 
core vortex and the critical perturbation amplitude for the formation of the tripole de­
pend on the viscosity as the axisymmetrisation of the perturbed vortex accelerates and 
Critical increases once Re decreases, which is expected due to the increase of viscous 
diffusion. At Re=105 the viscous effects are weak so the decay happens on a slow time 
scale due to mixing, thus no sudden drop is observed, even at the very small amplitude 
5=0.1.
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Figure 7.25: Decay of a tripole, |ttWin/Wmax|» versus initial 5 at various times: Re=103.
7.4.3 The decay of the tripolar structure
Rossi et al. [94] studied the decay of the perturbed Lamb-Oseen vortex at three differ­
ent Reynolds numbers, 103, 5 x 103 and 104, but for only one 5=0.25, and observed 
that after an initial reorganisation period the structure in all three cases relaxed in a 
similar manner on a t /R e scale. Thus they concluded that the tripole relaxes slowly on 
a viscous timescale. However, Barba et al. [37] disagreed with this conclusion since 
their results for the same perturbation amplitude showed that the decay rate increased 
with the Reynolds number. They explained this difference by the increased numerical 
dissipation in Rossi’s method and the greater accuracy of their method. Indeed, Rossi 
et al. acknowledged their inability to capture the shear-diffusion mixing in the tripole, 
which they blamed partly on the numerical errors in their simulation.
In a later paper, Barba and Leonard [96] addressed the question of shear-diffusion 
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Figure 7.27: Decay of a tripole, |ci;m;n/a;max|, versus initial 6 at various times: R e = 1 0 5.
the decay of the structure scale well on a shear-diffusion time scale ( i /R e 1/3). They 
justified this by the fact that at small 6 nonlinear effects are not important, thus shear- 
diffusion, which is a linear mechanism, is predominant.
In order to contribute to the understanding of the decay process of the tripole, it is 
further studied for various Re and (5. To compare the current simulation outputs with 
those of [94] and [37], |a;min/u ;max| is plotted against the viscous time scale, t / Re, for 
three different perturbation amplitudes, 0.15, 0.2 and 0.25, at three Reynolds numbers, 
500, 103 and 104, in Figure 7.29. The results obtained prove that the relaxation rate 
increases with the Reynolds number on the R e -1 scale, supporting the findings of 
Barba et al. [37] that the tripole does not decay on a viscous time scale as suggested
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Figure 7.28: Gray scale plots o f log |cj| during late stage decay o f the tripole: R e = 1 0 4, 
6 = 0 . 1 5 .
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Figure 7.29: D ecay o f the tripolar structure versus viscous tim e scale for different 
values o f 6  and Re. o: R e= 500 , o: R e = 1 0 3 and + : R e = 1 0 4.
by Rossi et al. [94].
To study the decay o f the tripole on the shear-diffusion tim e scale, |cumin/u ;max| 
is plotted against t / R e -1 ' 3 for different R eynolds num bers and perturbation am pli­
tudes. Figure 7.30 presents the current results and those o f Barba and Leonard for 
l^min/^maxl versus t / R e -1 ' 3 for £ = 0 .1  at various R eynolds num bers. It is observed 
that for this specific am plitude, £ = 0 .1 , the tripole decays on the shear-diffusion tim e 
scale, in agreem ent with the conclusion o f [96]. As m entioned previously, in the cur­
rent sim ulation the decay rate o f the tripole is low er than that reported in [96]. This is 
m anifested in Figure 7.30 by the retardation in the decay for R e = 1 0 4. C onsidering d if­
ferent perturbation am plitudes, the relaxation curves start to m ove apart when increas­
ing £ and Re, F igure 7.31, again in agreem ent with the results o f Barba and Leonard. 
However, at low R eynolds num bers the structure seem s to decay on t / R e -1 ' 3. Even 
when the perturbation am plitude is increased to £ = 0 .3 , which is considered a high 
d istortion strength, the decay o f the tripole for R e= 5 0 0  and R e = 1 0 3 still scales well 






Figure 7.30: D ecay o f the tripolar structure on the shear-diffusion tim e scale. Left 
hand side: current results; o: R e= 500 ; o: R e = 1 0 3; +: R e = 1 0 4; »: R e = 1 0 5. R ight 
hand side: Barba and L eonard’s results [96], reproduced with perm ission.
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Figure 7.31: D ecay o f the tripole on the shear-diffusion tim e scale; o: R e= 500 ; o: 
R e = 1 0 3; +: R e = 1 0 4; •: R e = 1 0 5.
ture which contradicts the finding o f B arba and Leonard and their explanation about 
negligible nonlinear effects only at low 8 .  Instead this fact can be attributed to the 
strength o f the satellites. A t large R e the negative vorticity decays slowly. Thus when 
the inclusions are form ed by the closure o f the stream lines they are strong enough to 
counteract the shear-diffusion m echanism , so that the decay rate does not scale well 
on t / R e_1//3. At low Reynolds num bers, however, even for strong 8 ,  the satellites are 
weak due to viscosity and cannot oppose shear-diffusion, so the m ixing betw een them 
and the core happens m ore rapidly.
To better exam ine the different stages during the tripole decay, Ic^min/^maxl is p lo t­
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Figure 7.32: D ecay o f the tripole at low R eynolds num bers and £=0.3 on the shear- 
d iffusion tim e scale; o: Re=500; o: Re=103.
am plitudes in Figure 7.33. It can be seen that the relaxation happens in two parts, first 
a slow reorganisation period follow ed by a fast decrease o f the ratio. The tim e for the 
readjustm ent depends on the viscosity, as it increases with Re due to the slow viscous 
decay. On the other hand, for a given R eynolds num ber the rearrangem ent takes longer 
for larger £ due to the increase in am plitude o f the side vortices. Exam ining Figure 7.33 
one can conclude that for all Reynolds num bers and perturbation strengths the negative 
satellites w ill vanish as t — >oo, leaving a G aussian m onopole as the asym ptotic state o f 
any tripole.
7 .4 .4  U n sta b le  tr ip o le s
Tripoles em erging from  shielded m onopoles have previously been observed to expe­
rience the growth o f instabilities that break the structure into two dipoles traveling in 
opposite directions. In contrast, tripoles arising from  unshielded vortices distorted by 
sm all perturbations were considered to be stable and their robustness was dem onstrated 
by B arba and Leonard [96].
T he case o f large £ has not been addressed before in the literature, so a sim ulation 
was perform ed with £ = 1 , |u;mjn(0)/a;max(0)| =0.606, in order to assess the effect o f 
such a large perturbation am plitude on the developm ent o f the base vortex. Initially, 
the m agnitude o f the negative satellites was strong enough to squeeze the centre vortex 
and cause its separation into two cores as seen in the first fram e o f Figure 7.34. At 
the start o f the evolution, while the structure rotates counterclockw ise, in the same 
direction as the base, the centre stretches and each part o f it pairs w ith one satellite 
and m oves away from  the other half, in a behaviour sim ilar to the form ation o f dipoles 
from  unstable shielded m onopoles or unstable tripoles as found num erically [69,75] 
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Figure 7.33: D ecay stages o f the tripolar structure for various R eynolds num bers and 
perturbation am plitudes on logarithm ic scales, a: R e = 1 0 3; b: R c = 1 0 4; c: R e = 1 0 5
filam ents from  the tips o f the base w hile the positive vortices rotate counterclockw ise 
acquiring a circular shape. At T ~ 200 two pairs o f dipoles connected by a vortex strip 
can be clearly distinguished, and the structure loses its angular m om entum  as seen in 
the follow ing fram es. A fter their form ation, the opposite sign vortices in each dipole 
encircle the rem aining vorticity and the weak filam ents dim inish quickly due to viscous 
effects, so by T = 4 0 0  the two dipoles are com pletely separate.
A nother sim ulation was run for a longer tim e with the sam e perturbation am plitude, 
<5=1, but for a higher Reynolds num ber, R e = 1 0 5. The early stage developm ent o f 
the unstable vortex in this case, up to T =400, is sim ilar to the previous one w ith 
R e = 1 0 4, but the decay rate is slow er due to the difference in viscosity. O w ing to 
the presence o f the circular outer boundary o f  the dom ain, where a stream function 
boundary condition was applied to represent a solid wall, once the dipoles em erge 
they can not keep m oving radially outw ards. A dding to this the fact that the dipolar 
structures are asym m etric as the positive vortices are stronger than the negative ones, 
|^min(400)/u;max(400) |=0.6053, they m ake a looping excursion anticlockw ise w ith the 
positive vortices m oving faster than their negative counterparts. Then, the anticyclonic
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Figure 7.34: A strongly perturbed vortex separating into two pairs of dipoles: m = 2,
Re=104, 6=1.
patches move back to the centre of the domain where they collide and get squeezed 
between the two negative blobs.
Very similar behaviour was observed by Kloosterziel and van Heijst [84] while in­
vestigating experimentally the development of an anticyclonic barotropic vortex. They 
conducted their experiment in a circular water tank where they found that the unstable 
monopole grew a wavenumber-2 instability that led to the formation of two dipoles. 
The newly formed structures, which were also asymmetric, first moved radially until 
they hit the tank wall, then the two positive vortices looped back to the centre. Unfor­
tunately, the authors did not show the later stages of the evolution process when the 
cyclonic vortices meet at the centre. However, in the current study, the simulation is 
carried on until T =2300, which allows observation of the results of this encounter.
The complete evolution process of the unstable tripole is displayed in Figure 7.35. 
After moving to the centre of the domain, the positive vortices approach each other,
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collide and get squeezed by the two negative satellites. This triggers the merging of 
the central blobs into one core while the two negative patches align themselves on 
each side of it forming a tripolar structure that rotates anticlockwise as a solid body 
around the axis of the central vortex. As observed at T=1100, the collision of the posi­
tive blobs leads to an elongated, elliptically shaped vortex that while rotating develops 
vortex filaments from its tips, which are subsequently embedded by the cyclonic satel­
lites. After a reorganisation period during which the vorticity wake dissipates due to 
viscous diffusion, the tripole becomes well defined with a strong core and two weaker 
satellites.
Tripolar formation from the collision of two dipoles was previously numerically 
discussed by Larichev and Reznik [72] and Orlandi and van Heijst [86]. The formation 
processes described in both papers were similar to the present results in terms of the 
collision and merging of the positive vortices, the formation of vortex filaments and 
the alignment of the negative patches to form two satellites around the core.
7.5 Emergence of high-order multipoles from perturbed 
unshielded Lamb-Oseen vortices
In this stage of the study, the Lamb-Oseen vortex is perturbed by 6-pole and 8-pole 
distortion. The aim of the investigation is to examine the effect of the perturbation 
amplitude on the evolution of the base vortex, so the Reynolds number is kept constant. 
The results of the various simulations are presented in the following subsections.
7.5.1 The triangular vortex
The triangular vortex, or the triangle, is a rare object of 2-D vortex flow that has been 
observed to emerge mainly from unstable shielded monopoles. The formation of tri­
angles from perturbed unshielded Gaussian vortices had not been examined until a 
recent brief letter by Barba [104]. To investigate the possibility of a distorted un­
shielded monopole developing into a quasi-steady triangle, the evolution of a six-pole 
non-axisymmetric perturbation, m = 3 in Equation 7.3, of different strengths superim­
posed on a Lamb-Oseen base vortex was simulated. The initial vorticity distribution of 
the flow is a positive triangular centre squeezed by three negative satellites, as shown 
for example in Figure 7.36.
The evolution of the perturbed monopole for a given Reynolds number depends on 
the distortion amplitude. The current simulations reveal that a distorted Lamb-Oseen 
vortex relaxes to either a monopolar attractor or a triangular vortex, suggesting that, 
similarly to the tripolar case, a threshold Critical separating both end states exists. A 
small amplitude generates weak satellites that mix with the base vortex, which then 
relaxes to axisymmetry, whereas a large (5 produces strong negative enclosures that are 
conserved during the flow evolution leading to the emergence of a quasi-steady trian­
gular structure. It is also found that the triangle once formed does not decay merely due
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Figure 7.35: Contour plots of u  showing the development process of an unstable 
tripole Re=105, 5=1.
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Figure 7.36: G aussian m onopole perturbed by a hexapolar distortion: m = 3, <5=0.25.
to viscous diffusion while m aintaining its shape, but evolves through satellite m erger 
into a tripole, a process observed previously for triangles that em erge from  shielded 
m onopoles [8 4 ,8 6 ,1 0 0 ,1 0 1 ] but reported here for the first tim e for triangular struc­
tures em erging from  perturbed unshielded Lam b-O seen vortices.
C ontour plots o f the vorticity u  during the evolution o f a triangular vortex with 
initially w eak perturbation am plitude, (5=0.25, at R e = 1 0 4 are presented in Figure 
7.37. D uring the flow developm ent, the structure rotates anticlockw ise as a solid body
T = 2 0 0T = 0
T = 7 0 0T = 5 0 0T = 400
Figure 7.37: Evolution o f a distorted unshielded Lam b-O seen vortex by a w eak hexap­
olar perturbation: 5 = 0 .25 , R e = 1 0 4.
around the axis o f the central vortex. The core readjusts itself into a circular form , 
developing filam ents from  its tips, w hich em bed the stretching satellites. Then, the 
negative vorticity d im inishes due to viscosity  leaving the base vortex to relax back to
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its original state. The change in the flow topology during the process is better v isu­
alized through the gray scale log |u;|, F igure 7.38. The im ages show clearly how the
T=400 T=500 T=600 T=700
Figure 7.38: Gray scale plots o f log |cj| and the zero contour levels during the evolution 
o f a distorted unshielded Lam b-O seen vortex by a w eak m = 3 perturbation: 5=0.25, 
Re=104.
negative sides mix with the core as they w ind up around it, and the zero contour lines 
fold flat onto them selves then decay w hile the flow relaxes tow ards axisym m etry.
Increasing the distortion am plitude affects the evolution process rem arkably. In 
contrast to the situation outlined in Figure 7.38, w hen 5 is increased the side vortices 
becom e stronger and the boundaries separating positive and negative vorticity regions 
lie closer to the core. Subsequently, as they w rap up around the base vortex, they do not 
mix with it but the zero contour lines enclose areas o f negative vorticity, creating three 
isolated satellites around the centre, w hich characterises a triangle vortex, as shown 
in Figure 7.39 for 5=0.45 at Re=104. As a result o f the shear exerted by the newly 
form ed blobs, the core is squashed into a triangular form  w ith one satellite on each side 
o f it. The rem aining weak negative filam ents decay due to viscous effects. A fter the 
transient adjustm ent phase, the structure revolves around its central axis w hile keeping 
its shape for a short period, then one satellite is observed to lengthen and m ove closer 
tow ards another one.
In order to better visualize this m echanism , the flow developm ent, is portrayed in 
term s o f the contour levels o f vorticity in Figure 7.40. It is interesting to note that in 
the first fram e at T = 0  the com pression force o f the three side vortices on the central 
vortex is strong enough to separate it into three inner cores that stay distinct in the 
early phase o f the evolution before m erging into one core at a later tim e. Contrary 
to the sm all perturbation case, Figure 7.37, here the base vortex is seen to develop 
w eak filam ents that decay and vanish quickly before having enough tim e to enclose the 
negative vorticity. M eanw hile, the satellites first stretch into thin strips, then rearrange
T=100 T=200 T=300
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Figure 7.39: Gray scale plots of log |u;| superposed with the zero contour levels of the 
vorticity during the evolution of the triangular vortex: <5=0.45, R e = 1 0 4.
themselves into three elliptical patches around the centre, which coincides with the 
pinching of the zero contour lines noticed in Figure 7.39. The central vortex is then 
reshaped into a triangle due to the shear force of the satellites after having assumed 
a near-circular form in the early stages of the evolution. Later on as the side vortices 
decay, their shear effect on the centre diminishes, allowing the base vortex to reacquire 
an annular figure during its revolution. This mechanism affects one of the satellites by 
dragging it and wrapping it around the centre, thus moving it closer to another satellite, 
which explains the observation in the last frames of Figure 7.39.
Carnevale and Kloosterziel [99] and Beckers and van Heijst [100] studied the sta­
bility of the triangle and concluded that it is easier for the structure to break down into 
a tripole if its satellites have unequal strength. In order to check the validity of this con­
clusion in the current case, the magnitudes of the negative sides were studied directly 
after the emergence of the triangle at T = 5 0 0 . It was found that the top left satellite in 
frame T = 5 0 0  of Figure 7.40 was weaker than those on the bottom left and right of the 
centre. The magnitude of the two strong sides is c j = — 0.02 while for the third one it 
is co~-0 .0 1 8 . Following the flow development after the emergence of the triangular 
structure, one can clearly see that the weak satellite is the vortex that stretches around
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T = 700 T = 800 T = 900 T = 950
Figure 7.40: C ontour levels o f the vorticity u  show ing the evolution o f the triangular 
vortex: £=0.45, Re=104.
the core, leading to the breakdow n o f the triangle. This result confirm s the conclusion 
o f [99 ,100].
To observe w hat happens next after the two satellites approach each other, another 
sim ulation was run for a longer tim e with £=0.65 at Re=104. The results are d is­
played in gray scale contour levels o f the logarithm  o f vorticity in Figure 7.41. The 
early stage developm ent o f the flow is sim ilar to the previous case, £=0.45, w here the 
h ighlighted zero level lines wind up around the base vortex and enfold three satellites 
around it. But as observed previously in the tripole study, increasing the am plitude o f 
the perturbation accelerates the enclosure process. M oreover, in the current sim ulation 
the satellites are seen to rearrange them selves in small patches as they rotate c lock­
w ise around their axes and cyclonically around the core, and develop weak trailing 
filam ents that decay in a short tim e. Increasing the perturbation am plitude affects the 
stability o f the structure as it conserves its shape from  its em ergence at T  =400 until 
T=1000 w here one o f the satellites becom es unstable. S tudying the m agnitude o f the 
satellites, it is found that w hile the triangle is stable, the satellites are o f equal, T =400
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Figure 7.41: Gray scale plots of log |o/| and the zero contour levels during the evolution 
of the triangular vortex: <5=0.65, Re=104.
and T=600, or nearly equal strength, T=800. However, at T=1000 the difference in 
magnitudes becomes significant, which might have helped trigger the instability ob-
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served in this time frame as discussed earlier. In the later stage of the evolution, the 
core vortex loses its triangular form and becomes egg-shaped, forcing one of its satel­
lites to stretch and approach another one. Then the two vortices collide and merge 
forming one inclusion, thus transforming the triangle into a tripole, as observed in the 
last six frames of Figure 7.41. The newly emerged structure is asymmetric as the re­
sultant satellite is bigger than its associate, and is expected to relax into axisymmetry 
due to viscous effects as discussed in §7.4.
The late stages of the flow development are shown in Figure 7.42 in terms of the 
contour plots of the vorticity u . It is clearly discerned that the axisymmetrisation of the 
structure starts from the inner centre of the base vortex, as for example at T =800 where 
it is already circular though the circumferential shape of the core is still a triangle. As 
the sides decay, the centre elongates into an ellipse and one satellite stretches into a 
filament before colliding and merging with another satellite. Then the resulting vortex 
is seen to rearrange itself into an elliptical patch by developing a weak trailing filament 
similar to the reorganisation phase of the three satellites noted earlier on.
An initial quadrupolar perturbation, m = 2, of 0 (1 ) broke the base vortex into two 
dipoles as discussed in §7.4.4. To investigate the effect of a hexapolar perturbation, 
m = 3, of the same order on a monopole, a disturbance uj' of amplitude £=1 is added 
to a relaxing Lamb-Oseen vortex at R e=104. The complete evolution process of this 
situation is presented in Figure 7.43. Initially, as the structure rotates cyclonically, the 
shear force of the perturbation amplitude divides the core into three parts, each pulled 
clockwise by one satellite as depicted at T =50. However, the magnitudes of the nega­
tive sides are not strong enough to completely detach the base positive vorticity, which 
is observed to quickly readjust into a triangular blob at T =75. The remaining vor­
ticity filaments already drawn by the satellites decay and disconnect from the centre, 
and the structure evolves into a triangular vortex as seen at T =200. This observation 
emphasizes the fact that the relaxation of a monopole perturbed by hexapolar distor­
tion into a triangle accelerates as 5 increases. It is interesting to note at this time that 
even though the vorticity has regrouped into one centre, the initial three cores have not 
mixed together yet, as they can be clearly distinguished in the central vortex. Then, the 
negative patches squeeze the newly formed triangle forcing the three different cores to 
approach each other and merge in one triangular centre, which originally has an oppo­
site orientation to the main vortex as seen at T =500. Once the side vortices compress 
the base they extract some vorticity from it: as a result filaments develop from its tip 
and wrap around the satellites. After this transient period the quasi-steady triangle is 
robust and lives for many turn-over times decaying slowly before two satellites collide 
and merge, turning the structure into a tripole that will relax towards axisymmetry.
The results of the current simulations conclude that increasing 5 affects the stability 
of the triangle and significantly extends its lifespan. This is due to the fact that a 
stronger initial perturbation leads to larger magnitude negative inclusions, and so their 
shear effects on the core, which force the base into a triangular shape, last longer. Once 
these effects diminish, the centre assumes an elliptical form and the structure relaxes 
towards a tripole. Since the triangle has proven to be stable and to live for many 
turnover times, it can be considered a member of the coherent structure family beside
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T=1900 T = 2000 T —2100
Figure 7.42: C ontour plots o f vorticity show ing the late stages o f the triangular vortex 
evolution: 6 = 0.65, Re=104.
the m onopole, dipole and tripole. However, it is the w eakest m em ber o f this fam ily as 
it has been shown that for all perturbation am plitudes it will break dow n into a tripole 
during its decay towards axisym m etry. C hanging the R eynolds num ber is believed to
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T=2600 T=3000
Figure 7.43: C ontour plots o f vorticity show ing the evolution o f a Lam b-O seen vortex 
superposed by an 0 ( 1 )  six-pole perturbation: <5=1, R e = 1 0 4.
1 2 2
have the same effect on the formation of the triangle as on the formation of the tripole 
studied in §7.4.2. Decreasing Re will increase the viscosity, thus a higher S will be 
required for the perturbed monopole to evolve into a triangular structure.
7.5.2 An unstable triangle
Triangular vortices emerging from the growth and saturation of instabilities in strongly 
unstable shielded monopoles have been observed, in some cases, after the merging of 
the satellites to break up into two dipoles [99,101]. However, in the current study the 
Lamb-Oseen vortex became unstable and developed three dipoles when perturbed by a 
very strong distortion, £=3. This process is shown in Figure 7.44 for R e=104. Initially, 
the ratio of minimum to maximum vorticity is |cumjn(0)/tumax(0)|=0.8461, so the neg­
ative sides are still weaker than the base vortex. However, their shear stress divides the 
centre into three parts that are attracted and pulled clockwise by the satellites while the 
whole structure rotates anticlockwise. In contrast to the unstable tripole, Figure 7.34, 
in the current case the negative blobs are not able to completely break the centre into 
three separate vortices as some vorticity is seen to reassemble in the middle and form 
an axisymmetric monopole. Meanwhile, the detached positive vorticity overcomes the 
encircling force of the negative sides, since its amplitude is still stronger than theirs 
l^max(75)/cjmin(75) |=1.1819, and rearranges itself into three cyclonic vortices. This 
creates three dipoles that disengage from the core vortex and travel in different radial 
directions. An interesting feature stands out in the last frames of Figure 7.44, where 
it is clearly recognized that the newly formed dipoles have ceased to rotate, unlike the 
central monopole. This is a physical result since dipoles have zero angular momentum.
The results obtained in this simulation are similar to previous experimental and 
numerical observations [97,98], where a triangular-like structure created in two-layer 
rotating fluid became unstable and broke into a main central vortex and three dipoles 
travelling away from each other. However, it is the first time such a process has been 
reported for a triangle emerging from an unshielded perturbed Lamb-Oseen vortex.
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Figure 7.44: C ontour plots o f vorticity during the evolution o f an unstable triangular 
vortex: 6 = 3 ,  R e = 1 0 4.
7.5.3 The square vortex
The em ergence o f the quasi-steady triangular structure from  a perturbed unshielded 
m onopole, as reported in §7.5.1, m otivated the investigation o f the effect o f an 8-pole 
distortion, m = 4 , superim posed on a Lam b-O seen vortex. The initial vorticity field is 
a positive centre com pressed by four negative blobs, as shown in Figure 7.45.
Figure 7.45: Initial vorticity field for a Lam b-O seen vortex perturbed by an 8-pole 
distortion: m = 4, (5=0.5, R e = 1 0 4.
Barba [104] m entioned very briefly that m = 4 perturbations w ith am plitudes higher 
than (5=0.6 generate unstable square vortices that reorganise into tripoles through vor­
tex m erging. M oreover, shielded m onopoles subjected to m ode-4 instabilities were
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observed to form  unstable square structures that broke down to tripoles after a short 
tim e through satellite m erging [99,101]. In the current study, sim ulations were run for 
different $ at a constant Reynolds num ber, Re=104, in order to explore the effect o f 
the am plitude on the developm ent and behaviour o f the perturbed m onopole.
Since the evolution o f a Lam b-O seen vortex d istorted by an octopolar perturbation 
with $ < 0 .6  has not been reported in the literature so far, sim ulations w ere run for $ = 0 .2  
and 0.5. In the first case, which is presented in Figure 7.46 in term s o f the gray scale 
plots o f log |u;|, the four weak negative sides are observed to evolve around the centre 
and stretch into thin filam ents that degenerate quickly due to viscous effects, leaving an 
axisym m etric vortex. Thus, as observed in the quadrupolar and hexapolar perturbation 
studies, for sm all 8-pole distortion am plitudes the m onopole is the attractor for the 
relaxing perturbed Lam b-O seen vortex.
T = 0  T=200 T=400 T=600
Figure 7.46: Gray scale plots o f log |w| and the zero level contour lines show ing the 
relaxation o f a perturbed Lam b-O seen vortex tow ards axisym m etry: ra = 4 , $=0.2, 
Re=104.
However, for $=0.5, a different evolution m echanism  is observed. Since the m ag­
nitude o f the negative vorticity is stronger than in the previous case but the viscosity 
is kept constant, the side vortices decay m ore slow ly and last longer as they wrap up 
around the core. As a result, the four zero level contour lines that separate the opposite 
sign vorticity regions m eet each o ther and encircle the positive centre w ith a negative 
ring, w hich splits later on into two different cells. A fter the form ation o f these en­
closures, an asym m etric tripolar structure is seen to arise through the rearrangem ent 
o f the negative patches into elliptical blobs around the base and the decay o f the re­
m aining vorticity filaments. The flow developm ent is d isplayed through the gray scale 
plots o f log |u;| in Figure 7.47. The em ergence o f the tripolar vortex from  the perturbed 
G aussian m onopole is also presented in term s o f  the contour plots o f u> in Figure 7.48. 
As seen at T =550, the negative vorticity is already regrouped in two stretching fila­
m ents on each side o f the centre, which during the flow developm ent process readjust 
in elliptical patches that characterise the tripole. O nce form ed, the structure rotates as 
a solid body around its main axis. This result shows that the tripole is also an attractor 
for a relaxing Lam b-O seen vortex distorted by an 8-pole perturbation, and there should 
exist a threshold am plitude $ that separates the axisym m etric and the tripolar states.
W hen the perturbation am plitude is increased to $=0.75, an unstable square vortex 
em erges and breaks shortly after its form ation into a tripole, in agreem ent w ith B arba’s
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Figure 7.47: Em ergence o f a tripole from  a perturbed Lam b-O seen vortex: m = 4,
£=0.5, Re=104.
T = 0 T=800 T=900
Figure 7.48: C ontour plots o f vorticity show ing the em ergence o f a tripole from  a 
perturbed Lam b-O seen vortex: m =4, £=0.5, Re=104.
finding [104]. The flow developm ent process is shown through the sequence o f the 
gray scale plots in Figure 7.49. During the rotation o f  the structure as a solid body, 
the negative patches stretch around the base and rearrange them selves in four satellites 
when the zero level contour lines pinch, com pressing the core into a square shape as 
observed at T =400. The m agnitudes o f the satellites are studied directly after the 
em ergence o f the structure where it is found that the two vortices on the left and right 
o f the core are o f equal strength and 8.3%  stronger than the other two situated on top 
o f and below the centre, which are also o f equal strength. Thus, it is expected that 
the square will becom e unstable, in accordance with previous results [99 ,100]. This 
is observed to occur at T =500 w here each strong satellite pulls a w eaker one, then 
collides and m erges w ith it. M eanw hile the centre evolves into an ellipse, and the 
structure transform s into a tripole. The newly form ed sides undergo an adjustm ent 
phase as the vortex relaxes towards axisym m etry. The satellite m erging process and 
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Figure 7.49: The evolution of a G aussian m onopole perturbed by an m — 4  distortion 




In another sim ulation with <5=1 and Re=104, the perturbed Lam b-O seen vortex 
relaxes m ore quickly into a square, as can be ascertained from  com paring Figure 7.50 
and F igure 7.51. The latter figure shows the developm ent o f the perturbed m onopole in 
the current case. In the form er situation, 5=0.75, the square vortex appears at around 
T =400, w hile in the current one it is visible at T =300. Initially, the negative patches 
pull positive vorticity from  the centre, generating four filam ents that entrap the sides 
betw een them  and the core, as seen at T =200. B ut as the filam ents decay, the neg­
ative vorticity reorganises itself in four satellites, one at each side o f the base, which 
consequently  takes a square form as seen in the fourth fram e o f Figure 7.51. This ar­
rangem ent defines the new structure. Even though the satellites in this case are strong, 
|^min(300)/o;maxv- ' ",1=0.6708, their shear forces are not capable o f holding the core 
in a square shape for long, thus it evolves into an ellipse. This fact m ight be attributed 
to the difference in the satellite strengths.
O nce form ed, the negative vortices do not have equal m agnitudes, as it is found that 
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Figure 7.50: C ontour plots o f u  show ing the transform ation o f an unstable square 
vortex into a tripole: m — A , <5=0.75, Re=104.
two blobs below and on top o f the core. This is o f im portance in the flow developm ent, 
since the m erging o f the satellites does not happen random ly but, as observed in the 
follow ing fram es, the weak sides are pulled by the strong ones, and each strong-w eak 
pair m erges into one vortex. This process affects the core, because as the weak vortices 
m ove tow ards the strong ones, they free two edges o f the central vortex from  their shear 
effects. Thus as the structure revolves, the unrestricted sides lose their right angles and 
curve, changing the geom etry o f the centre. This process leads to the transform ation 
o f the square into a tripole. From  the current results, it can be concluded that the 
asym m etric strength o f the satellites affects the stability o f the square structure.
In order to investigate the effect o f increasing the perturbation am plitude on the sta­
bility o f the em erged square structure, a sim ulation is run for <5=1.5 w hile the Reynolds 
num ber is kept constant, Re=104. The behaviour o f the perturbed m onopole is p re­
sented in Figure 7.52. The current sim ulation provides m ore evidence that increasing 
<5 accelerates the form ation o f the square vortex, as it em erges here at T=200. In i­
tially, the negative blobs pull som e vorticity from  the core towards them, and since 
they are strong, the m agnitudes o f the positive filam ents draw n are large. Thus they do 
not decay quickly as observed in the previous sim ulations, but reorganise into patches, 
creating four dipolar-like vortices surrounding the square centre as seen at T =300. 
However, the negative blobs do not pair w ith the new ly form ed vortices and m ove 
away from  the centre as one m ight expect, but keep rotating w ith the base while the sec­
ondary positive vortices revolve in their fixed positions as four independent m onopoles. 
Due to the splitting o f the positive vorticity, the core is w eakened and its m agnitude be­
com es equal to that o f its satellites, |cumjn(300)/u)xaax(300)|=0.9966, w hich increases 
the effect o f the shear forces and leads to the suppression o f the centre betw een its four
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Figure 7.51: C ontour plots o f u  show ing the evolution o f a G aussian m onopole per­
turbed by an m =4 distortion with <5=1 at Re=104 into an unstable square vortex then 
a tripole.
sides. Then the negative blobs approach one another, triggering the transform ation of 
the core into an ellipse and the square vortex into a tripole. D uring the process, the 
strong sides squeeze the centre into an elongated ellipse, and draw vorticity filam ents 
from  it that wrap around the two new satellites. M eanw hile, the secondary positive 
vortices hold their positions until they are attracted either by the core or its filam ents, 
and m erge with them , as clearly seen in the last four fram es o f F igure 7.52. In the next 
stage o f the developm ent, the filam ents are expected to decay and the structure to relax 
into a tripole and then a m onopole.
So, in contrast to the triangle studied in §7.5.1, increasing the initial strength o f 
the satellites by increasing (5 does not affect the stability o f  the square vortex. This 
structure is very unstable, and, as shown through this set o f  sim ulations, will relax into 
a tripole shortly after its form ation. As a result, it can not be accepted as a m em ber o f 
the fam ily o f coherent structures.
7.5.4 The break up of the square vortex
Square vortices em erging from  shielded m onopoles studied by C am evale and Kloost- 
erziel [99] and from  three-contour Rankine vortices investigated by M orel and Car­
ton [101] w ere found after their evolution into tripoles to break up into two dipoles 
that m ove away from  each other. This m echanism  has not been investigated for un­
shielded G aussian m onopoles perturbed by an m = 4 distortion. In a previous study, 
§7.4.4, it was concluded that a tripolar structure breaks up w hen its negative blobs are 
strong enough to tear the core into two vortices. So in order to increase the m agnitude 
o f the satellites in the tripole that em erges from  the unstable square, the initial pertur-
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Figure 7.52: C ontour plots o f the vorticity during the evolution o f a G aussian 
m onopole distorted initially by a strong m = 4 perturbation: <5=1.5, Re=104.
bation am plitude was increased to <5=2. The results o f  this study are presented in terms 
o f contour plots o f u  in Figure 7.53. The early stage developm ent o f the flow is sim i­
lar to the previous sim ulation, <5=1.5, shown in Figure 7.52. T he negative sides draw 
filam ents o f positive vorticity from the centre, w hich readjust them selves into four pos­
itive m onopoles. Then the core takes an elliptical shape and the pairs o f satellites at 
each side o f it approach, collide and merge into one vortex. The newly form ed nega­
tive blobs are stronger than the main vortex, |cumin(600)/u;max(600)| =  1.2671, so they 
com press it and tear it into two halves as observed betw een T =600 and T =700, form ­
ing tw o dipoles that travel in opposite directions. D uring this process, the secondary 
positive vortices are either drawn by the core, and m erge with it, o r by its sides so they 
w rap around them  and decay. The current sim ulation is carried out on a circular mesh 
with a stream function boundary condition in order to represent a solid wall. Thus, after 
the break up o f the tripole, the radial m ovem ent o f the dipoles is restricted by the outer 
boundary o f the dom ain. So instead o f continuing to m ove away from  each other, the 
dipoles loop back anticlockw ise to the centre w here the positive vortices m eet again, a 
sim ilar behaviour to that studied in §7.4.4. As a result, the late stage developm ent of 
this flow is expected to be sim ilar to the situation show n in Figure 7.35, w here the pos­
itive vortices merge and form  one centre betw een the tw o negative patches, em erging
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as a new tripolar structure.
In order to observe the difference in evolution o f the unstable square vortex de­
pending on the initial perturbation strength, |tumjn/u ;max| was plotted for three different 
cases, 5 = 1 , 1.5, 2, in Figure 7.54. In all three situations, the ratio increases in the 
early part o f the sim ulation, which m ight be due to the w eakening o f the core by the 
draw ing in o f positive vorticity by the sides, as seen in the second fram es o f Figures 
7 .51— 7.53. Then for the two w eaker perturbations, (5=1 and 5 = 1 .5 , the ratio decays 
or levels o ff then decays, which coincides w ith the rearrangem ent o f the core and the 
transform ation o f the structure into a tripole. However, for the larger am plitude, 5 = 2 , 
the negative sides becom e m uch stronger than the core, so w hen they m erge the m ag­
nitude o f the newly form ed satellites is nearly 27% larger than that o f the core, which 
triggers the breaking o f the structure into two dipoles. It is interesting to note that 
betw een £=550 and £=675, w hich is the period w here the core is stretched and tom  in 
two, the ratio decreases very slowly, then accelerates once the dipoles emerge.
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Figure 7.53: C ontour plots o f u  show ing the break up o f a G aussian m onopole per­
turbed by an m = 4 distortion am plitude w ith 5 = 2  at R e = 1 0 4 into a pair o f dipoles.
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Figure 7.54: The change o f the ratio o f m inim um  to m axim um  vorticity, |o;mjn/u ;max|, 
in an unstable square vortex w ith tim e, t ,  for three different perturbation strengths;




and though with great difficulty I  have got hither, yet now I  do not repent 
me o f all the trouble I  have been at to arrive where I  am. My sword I give 
to him that shall succeed me in my pilgrimage, and my courage and skill 
to him that can get it. My marks and scars I  carry with me, to be a witness 
fo r  me that I  have fought His battles who will now be my rewarder.
The Pilgrim’s Progress, John Bunyan, 1684
Lagrangian vortex methods are powerful tools for the study of unsteady incom­
pressible fluids. They discretise the flow field into regions of vorticity that are tracked 
in a Lagrangian reference frame. They are simple and easy to implement, but have 
serious limitations in terms of computational time and modelling of viscous diffusion. 
Several schemes have been introduced in order to overcome these limitations, and the 
field is still maturing.
In this thesis, a novel technique for the computation of velocities in two-dimensional 
Lagrangian vortex methods has been introduced, validated and assessed. The method 
enjoys several advantages over classical Lagrangian vortex methods, especially its 
ability to reduce computational time and compute viscous effects. The approach is 
based on the direct solution of the partial differential equation for streamfunction on 
computational points. The vorticity field is represented by highly irregular meshes, 
where the nodes are connected by a Delaunay triangulation. At the beginning of this 
project, a ready code based on the GNU Triangulated Surface Library was used to 
code the triangulation. Later on, the initial mesh generator was modified by the author 
in order to introduce solid bodies in the computational domain. After generating an 
unstructured mesh without a body in it, the vertices are freed from their triangulation 
in order to allow addition of new nodes to the grid. Then the points forming the cir­
cumference of the body are added to the domain and all the nodes lying inside a close 
geometry are deleted because they are not part of the computational domain anymore. 
As for the addition of new points, deletion of nodes from the grid is possible only 
when the vertices are not connected. Once all the nodes inside the body are removed, 
the remaining points are re-triangulated and the mesh is updated. This algorithm was
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tested and proven to be robust to be used in future studies to produces meshes around 
any desired geometry.
After generating the mesh, the streamfunction and its derivatives are approximated 
by a second order Taylor series at each node, and a least-squares error is defined. 
To achieve this approximation, a certain number of neighbours must be chosen for the 
node. The selection of neighbours is done through an original approach that guarantees 
a good point distribution around the vertex, while being simple and time efficient. 
The idea is to build a web of points around the main nodes, first by identifying the 
vertices directly connected to it by an edge, then by adding the points connected to 
these nodes. Every time a new node is added to the list of potential neighbours, the 
vertices connected to it by an edge are identified and added to the web. In order to 
minimize the computational time, a cut off distance is set around the main node, after 
which no more points are added. This distance is chosen based on the mesh quality. 
When simulating flows around solid boundaries, an extra check is performed before 
adding new nodes to the list of neighbours, since physically two particles in the flow 
field separated by solid body will not affect each other. In this case, before adding 
the new point, a line is drawn between it and the main node. If this line intersects 
the solid geometry, then the two nodes are separated by the body, thus they cannot be 
neighbours. Otherwise, the point is added to the list. Once the web is built, the points 
are sorted by distance from the main vertex and the n  closest are chosen as neighbours 
for the Taylor series expansion. This technique was adopted because it uses any point 
in the flow flied, as long as it is close enough to the main node, even if it is not link to 
it by an edge. To get a smooth approximation of the streamfunction and its derivatives, 
this technique is better than using points directly connected to a node but geometrically 
far away from it.
Once all the neighbours are chosen and the equations are assembled, a sparse, 
symmetric system is obtained, which is solved by the BiConjugate Gradient Stabilized 
(Bi-CGSTAB) iterative method. Once the streamfunction and its derivatives are found, 
the motion of the nodes is computed using a low storage Runge-Kutta scheme. Viscous 
effects are accounted for by solving the Laplacian in the vorticity transport equation. 
The second-order derivatives of the vorticity are found by solving a least-squares fit 
about each node. Finally, to overcome the loss of accuracy due to Lagrangian distor­
tion, the computational domain is periodically retriangulated every few time steps.
As with any newly developed scientific software, the current code was validated 
through different tests. Its implementation was checked via the Method of Manufac­
tured Solutions, which proved that the numerical solution converged with the refine­
ment of the grid, and generated outputs that matched the theoretical values, confirming 
the validity of the code. Then comparison tests between theoretical and computed val­
ues for two fundamental problems in fluid dynamics, potential flow over a circular 
cylinder and an ellipse, were performed. In the cylinder case, the maximum error 
between the computed and theoretical velocities was 0.65%, an extra proof on the ac­
curacy of the numerical method. For the ellipse problem, various simulations are run 
for different aspect ratios. It was observed that the maximum error between the com­
puted and theoretical velocities increases with the thickness of the body from 1% to
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6.8%, while the maximum error between the theoretical and computed streamfunctions 
stays nearly constant at around 3.5% for all aspect ratios investigated. These findings 
assert the accuracy of the developed model.
Moreover, the performance of the code was assessed for viscous flows by simu­
lating the development of an isolated Lamb-Oseen vortex, wing tip vortices with and 
without the presence of the ground and the evolution of a four-vortex wake system. 
In the first case, the evolution and decay of the isolated Lamb-Oseen vortex matched 
well the theoretical values, and the error between the maximum computed vorticity 
and maximum theoretical one decreased with the refinement of the grid. In all other 
problems, the simulation results were in good agreement with results of previous stud­
ies on the subjects. The performed tests proved the robustness and reliability of the 
numerical method presented in this thesis.
The computational scheme has been used to predict the evolution of perturbed 
Lamb-Oseen vortices. Different distortions were applied with various amplitudes at 
different Reynolds number. In the case of a quadrupolar perturbation, the base vor­
tex decayed either to an axisymmetric monopole or to a quasi-steady rotating tripole. 
The simulations showed that for every Reynolds number there exists a critical ampli­
tude that separates both states, and when Re increases the threshold value decreases. 
These results agree well with previous studies on the subject. The tripole is a coherent 
structure as it was found, once formed, to be stable and to decay due to viscosity. An 
initially large quadrupolar perturbation broke the Lamb-Oseen vortex into two cores, 
which formed two dipoles travelling in opposite directions. But since the outer bound­
ary of the computational domain was modelled as a solid wall, the dipoles could not 
keep moving radially outwards, so they travelled back to the centre of the domain 
where the positive vortices met and merged, forming anew a tripolar structure.
Perturbing the Lamb-Oseen vortex by a hexapolar distortion can lead to the evo­
lution of a triangular vortex if the perturbation amplitude is higher than the threshold 
value. Otherwise, the vortex decays back to its original axisymmetric state. Unlike the 
tripole, the triangle does not retain its shape and decays merely due to viscous effects, 
but experiences vortex merging that turns it into a tripole. This fact might explain why 
a tripole has not been observed yet in real life. A stability study showed that this pro­
cess is triggered by the unequal strengths of the satellites. Increasing the perturbation 
amplitude was found to affect the stability of the structure and to delay vortex merging. 
Therefore, the triangle was considered a coherent structure since it can be stable and 
live for many turnover times before breaking down, if its satellites are strong enough. 
However, it is the weakest member of this family. When a large hexapolar perturba­
tion amplitude was applied to the Lamb-Oseen vortex, an unstable triangle formed, 
which broke into three dipoles travelling radially outwards and a central core relaxing 
to axisymmetry.
In a third case, the Lamb-Oseen vortex was perturbed by an 8-pole distortion, and 
observed to evolve into three different states, depending on the perturbation amplitude. 
For very small distortions, the vortex assumed axisymmetry. For moderate perturba­
tions less than the threshold value, the initial structure decayed to a tripole. Finally, for 
perturbations higher than the threshold value, an unstable square vortex formed, which
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was short lived and evolved into a tripole through vortex merging. A perturbation am­
plitude that leads to a stable square could not be found, as a result, the vortex was not 
considered a coherent structure. Similar to the triangle, it was found that the vortex 
merging mechanism in the square is triggered by the unequal strengths of its satellites. 
If after merging, the resultant vortices are stronger than the core, they break it in half, 
forming two dipoles that travel in opposite directions.
The evolution of Lamb-Oseen vortices when perturbed by different distortions is 
summarised in Figure 8.1.






core breaking 2 dipoles
axisymmetric monopole
triangle ^  vortex merging ^  tripole
unstable triangle ^  3 dipoles + monopole
axisymmetric monopole 
tripole
unstable square ^  vortex merging ^  tripole 
unstable square ^  core breaking ^  2 dipoles
Figure 8.1: Summary of the evolution of Lamb-Oseen vortices under different pertur­
bations.
Further projects can be undertaken following in the footsteps of the work presented 
in this thesis. First of all, an interesting development of the numerical method would 
be its extension to three-dimensions. To achieve this task, the vector potential has to 
be solved for instead of the streamfunction. Once extended to 3-D, the model can 
be widely used by the scientific community to study various aspect of real life flows. 
Second, the dependence of the results on the triangulation is a field that needs further 
investigations in order to find the optimum criteria for the initial discretisation and 
remeshing of the domain. As explained in §7.1, a new algorithm that controls the time 
step A t  can be introduced to the current model in order to stabilise the simulation by 
not allowing an edge length to become smaller than the characteristic length scale.
Moreover, the numerical method has several applications. Beside simulating plane 
flows, it can be used for the study of axisymmetric flows. In such case, the approx­
imation of the streamfunction by the truncated Taylor series remain unchanged, but 
the Poisson equation (5.3) becomes Equation (2.17). This requires changing the dif­
ferential operator for the streamfunction from D» =  [0 0 0 1 0 1], Equation (5.5c), 
to Di = [—1 / r  0 0 1 0 1]. Moreover, when applying a velocity boundary condi­
tion Equations (2.6a) and (2.6b) have to be considered instead of Equations (2.5a) and 
(2.5b). Once the system of equations is solved, the viscous diffusion is computed and
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the nodes are moved as explained in §5.6 and §5.5.
The current code can also be applied to simulate viscous flows around bodies and 
investigate the wake development. In such problems, viscous diffusion from solid 
boundaries has to be taken into account. In classical vortex methods extra numerical 
algorithms are added to perform these calculations. Usually, the panel method is used, 
where a vortex sheet is first generated on the body surface, then a numerical scheme is 
used to transform the viscous diffusion into the flow. However, in the current method 
the viscous diffusion from solid boundaries is computed directly as explained in §5.6 
without a need for further schemes.
Another area worth investigating, would be the development of wing tip vortices 
in presence of ground with a boundary layer. In the current study, the ground was 
considered to have slip conditions. However, to simulate a real life problem, a no 
slip boundary condition has to be introduced, which will lead to the development of 
secondary vortices once the tail vortices hit the ground and bounce upward. Under­
standing the evolution of vorticity in this case is of special interest, especially for air 
traffic control and airports operators.
On the subject of vortex instability, the effect of Reynolds number on the formation 
and evolution of triangular and square vortices could be investigated. Moreover, the 
behaviour of Lamb-Oseen vortices when subjected to high-order perturbations, such 
as 10-pole or 12-pole, might be an interesting subject to study. Understanding the 
development and evolution of high order vortices might be a step towards a better 
understanding of atmospheric and oceanic flows.
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Epilogue
Almustafa, the chosen and the beloved, who was a dawn onto his own day, 
had waited twelve years in the city of Orphalese for his ship that was to 
return and bear him back to the isle of his birth. And in the twelfth year, 
on the seventh day of Ielool, the month of reaping, he climbed the hill 
without the city walls and looked seaward; and he beheld the ship coming 
with the mist. Then the gates of his heart were flung open, and his joy flew 
far over the sea. And he closed his eyes and prayed in the silences of his 
soul. But he descended the hill, a sadness came upon him, and he thought 
in his heart:
How shall I go in peace and without sorrow? Nay, not without a wound in 
the spirit shall I leave this city.
Long were the days of pain I have spent within its walls, and long were the 
nights of aloneness; and who can depart from his pain and his aloneness 
without regret?
Too many fragments of the spirit have I scattered in these streets, and too 
many are the children of my longing that walk naked among these hills, 
and I cannot withdraw from them without a burden and an ache.
It is not a garment I cast off this day, but a skin that I tear with my own 
hands.
Nor is it a thought I leave behind me, but a heart made sweet with hunger 
and with thirst.
Yet I cannot tarry longer.
The sea that calls all things unto her calls me, and I must embark. For to 
stay, though the hours bum in the night, is to freeze and crystallize and be 
bound in a mould.
Fain would I take with me all that is here. But how shall I? A voice cannot 
carry the tongue and the lips that give it wings. Alone must it seek the 
ether. And alone and without his nest shall the eagle fly across the sun.
Now when he reached the foot of the hill, he turned again towards the 
sea, and he saw his ship approaching the harbour, and upon her prow the 
mariners, the men of his own land. And his soul cried out to them, and he 
said:
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Sons of my ancient mother, you riders of the tides, How often have you 
sailed in my dreams. And now you come in my awakening, which is 
my deeper dream. Ready am I to go, and my eagerness with sails full 
set awaits the wind. Only another breath will I breathe in this still air, 
only another loving look cast backward, Then I shall stand among you, a 
seafarer among seafarers. And you, vast sea, sleepless mother, who alone 
are peace and freedom to the river and the stream, only another winding 
will this stream make, only another murmur in this glade, and then shall I 
come to you, a boundless drop to a boundless ocean.
These things he said in words. But much in his heart remained unsaid. For 
he himself could not speak his deeper secret.
The Prophet, Khalil Gibran, 1923
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